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Tuesday 25th May 2004
(starting at 2.00 pm)
BRITISH HISTORICAL MEDALS

201
Charles I, Return to London, 1633, cast silver medal by Nicholas Briot, king on horseback left, holding baton, rev., view of London
from south of the Thames, sun shining above, 42 mm (MI I/266/62; Eimer 124), small crack in flan but extremely fine and toned £300-400
202
Charles II, Peace of Breda, 1667, silver medal by John Roettier, laureate and draped bust right, rev., the Countess of Richmond as
Britannia viewing her fleet; lettered edge, 56.5 mm (MI I/535/185; Eimer 241), minor marks, good very fine
£200-250
203
Charles II, Memorial, silver medal from Jean Dassier’s series of English Kings and Queens struck in 1731, bust right, rev., Mercury
inscribing his tomb, 41 mm (MI I/602/291), very fine
£100-150
204
James II, Military and Naval Reward, bronze medal, an early 19th century striking by Matthew Young after John Roettier, draped bust right,
rev., trophy of arms, naval engagement in the distance, 63.5 mm (MI I/616/28; cf. Eimer 282, note), about extremely fine and rare
£150-200

205
James II, Birth of Prince James, 1688, silver satirical medal, Aglauros discovering the dragon-tailed Erichthonius in the chest, rev., a
withered rose with two flowers, a sucker growing beside it, 49 mm (MI I/631/53; Woolf 2:1), toned, extremely fine and rare
£400-500
206
William and Mary, Coronation, 1689, official silver medal by John Roettier, jugate busts right, rev., Jupiter thundering against
Phaethon, 35.5 mm (MI I/662/25), extremely fine; and silver memorial medal for Charles I, 34 mm (MI I/347/201), initials E W engraved
on obv., very fine (2)
£150-200
207
George II, The Kings and Queens of England, a set of 34
medals by Jean Dassier, from William I to the death of George II
in 1760 and including the slightly smaller (38 mm) medal of
Cromwell, the others 41 mm (see Eimer 526 type b), extremely
fine or better (34)
£500-700
208
George III, Prince Frederick’s election to the Bishopric
of Osnabrück, 1764, silver medal by T. Pingo, 43 mm (BHM
90; Eimer 31; Kennepohl 387); Bishopric of Osnabrück, silver
medals (2) for Sede Vacante 1728 and 1761 (Kennepohl 381a
and 384), fine to very fine (3)
£100-150

209
George III, Naval Victories, 1816, a circular brass box with
filigree lid containing 5 gilt-bronze medalets depicting the
admirals Earl Howe, Earl St. Vincent, Duncan, Nelson and Lord
Exmouth, 24 mm (BHM 925), extremely fine (6)
£120-150
210
George III, a Livery Medal of the Worshipful Company of
Turners, comprising an oval silver-gilt badge marking the
admission of one Francis Brothers to the Livery on 1st October 1817,
hallmarked London, 1817, with the maker’s mark TH; obv., the
Company’s arms and motto BY FAITH I OBTAIN, St. Catherine above,
rev., engraved inscription, 70 mm (including suspension) X 46 mm,
fitted with original suspension bow, good very fine
£150-200
The Worshipful Company of Turners was granted a Royal Charter
by James I in 1604 and celebrates its 400th anniversary this year.

211
George IV, Mudie’s National Medals, a complete set of the 40
medals issued by James Mudie in 1820 to commemorate British
Military and Naval Victories, all 41 mm and displayed in the original
double layer gilt-tooled red leather-bound case, the medals virtually
as struck, case and trays with some damage (40)
£1,500-2,000
212
George IV, Coronation, 1821, official silver medal by
Pistrucci, 35 mm (BHM 1070); bronze official Coronation medals
of William IV (BHM 1475), Victoria (BHM 1801), Edward VII (large
size, in case); small silver Coronation medals of George V, George
VI; silver Prince of Wales Investiture medal, 1911; Abdication
bronze medal, 1936 (BHM 4272); other medals in base metal (8),
many extremely fine (16)
£150-200
213
George IV, George Canning, 1826, laudatory bronze medal
(from S. Parker’s series of “Great Men”) by A.J. Stothard after
Chantrey, head left, rev., female leaning on column with scroll
inscribed TO GREAT MEN, 62 mm (BHM 1256), a few faint marks,
otherwise about as struck, in red leather case of issue £100-150
214
George IV, Sir Walter Scott, 1826, laudatory bronze medal
(from S. Parker’s series of “Great Men”) by A.J. Stothard after
Chantrey, head right, rev., female leaning on column with scroll
inscribed TO GREAT MEN, 62 mm (BHM 1260), about as struck, in
red leather case of issue
£100-150
215
George IV, James Watt, 1826, laudatory bronze medal (from
S. Parker’s series of “Great Men”) by A.J. Stothard after Chantrey,
head left, rev., female leaning on column with scroll inscribed TO
GREAT MEN, 62 mm (BHM 1261), about as struck, in red leather
case of issue
£100-150
216
George IV, Death of Frederick Duke of York, 1827, bronze
medal (adapted from S. Parker’s series of “Great Men”) by A.J.
Stothard after Nollekens, head left, rev., female leaning on
column with scroll inscribed TO GREAT MEN, 62 mm (BHM 1285),

some die rust in rev. field, about as struck, in red leather case of
issue
£100-150

221
George VI, Coronation, 1937, official gold medal, by P. Metcalfe
for the Royal Mint, 22.95 g, 31.8 mm (Eimer 2046; BHM 4314; W.
29), one or two hairlines, almost as struck
£150-200
222
Elizabeth II, Coronation, 1953, gold medal by Spink & Son,
rev., Buckingham Palace, 18 ct. fine, 22.18 g, 31.5 mm (Eimer
2086; BHM 4448); and a medallic 3 ducats on the same event,
by the Austrian Mint, .980 fine, 10.49 g, 25 mm both good
extremely fine (2)
£180-220
223
Medallic Portrait of a Young Woman, uniface bronze medal,
signed and dated A. G. Wyon 1909, bust to right within circular
frame, 65 mm (cf. BDM VI, 581), scratched in field behind
portrait, otherwise extremely fine
£70-100
Forrer in BDM records that Allan Gairdner Wyon made a portrait
medal of a Miss Janet Whyte in 1909.

224
Architectural medals, in bronze (9), comprising Warwick
Castle, 1858, 40 mm, York Exhibition building, prize medal, 76
mm (cased), Birmingham School of Art, 1883, 60 mm (cased),
Hotel Victoria, London (1901), 62 mm, Belgium, Audenarde
Town Hall, 1850, by Weiner, 50 mm, Germany, Die Walhalla,
1859, by Weiner, 59 mm, Magdeburg Cathedral, by Weiner, 59
mm, Italy, Milan Cathedral, 1818, 42 mm, Vatican, St. Peters,
obv., the Rev. D. Milner, 50 mm; and in white metal (2),
Hungerford Market, 1845, 24 mm and Goole parish church,
1893, 32 mm (this pierced), mainly very fine to extremely fine
(11)
£100-150
225
Scotland, Sandyford Burns Club, engraved oval silver director’s
medal, small portrait of Burns over two dogs, rev., named to John
Bruce, 1902; with loop and bar engraved “DIRECTOR”, 45 x 38
mm, extremely fine, in fitted case of issue
£100-150
Ex Norman Brodie collection, DNW, 3 June 1999, lot 186.

219
Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, official large gold medal, in
case of issue, very fine
£600-700

226
Irish Wolfhound prize medals: a group of medals won by Mrs.
George Williams (of Llanllowell Rectory, near Usk) for her champion
dog Dermot Astore and bitches Kathleen and Artara, comprising:
Holland Park premiership in silver, 1896, awarded to Kathleen;
Jubilee Championship at Earl’s Court, silver and enamel medal,
1897, National Dog Show, silver winner’s badges for 1898 and
1899, Royal Dublin Society bronze medals for 1898 (class 13
Championship) and 1902 (Challenge prize), Alexandra Palace 1900
silver medal and two white metal Cruft’s Dog Show medals all
awarded to Dermot Astore (or Asthore); Alexandra Palace 1900
silver medal and Royal Dublin Society bronze medal for 1902
(Challenge prize), both awarded to Antara (or Antar); together with
Ranelagh Hound Show, a pair of silver medals for Mrs. Williams’
Brace and Team; a French Bull-Dog Club of England bronze medal
and a Ladies Kennel Association Aquarium Show, Dec. 1902, bronze
badge, both un-named, very fine or better (15)
£300-500

220
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, official large gold medal, in
case of issue, about extremely fine
£600-700

Mrs. Williams’ dogs are mentioned in The New Book of the Dog by
Robert Leighton, 1907. He comments there that Ch. Artara was
“probably the best Irish Wolfhound bitch that has ever been bred”.

217
William IV, Coronation, 1831, gold medal, by William
Wyon after Chantrey, obv., head of William right, rev., head of
Queen Adelaide right, edge plain (BHM 1475), good very fine
but rather scuffed
£280-320
218
Victoria, Art Union of London, silver medals (2), comprising
Flaxman, 1854 and Dyce, 1867; bronze medals (2), Reynolds, 1845
and Gainsborough, 1859, 54-57 mm (BHM 2207, 2530, 2653, 2873;
Eimer 1399, 1479, 1529, 1594), mainly about extremely fine or
better (4)
£300-350

WORLD HISTORICAL MEDALS
227
Austria, Celebrations at Vienna for the Marriage of Marie Antoinette to the Dauphin, 1770, silver medal by Wideman and Kraft,
her bust right, rev., Hymen and Concord at altar, 44 mm (Mont. 2006), toned, about extremely fine
£150-200

228
France, George, Cardinal d’Amboise (1460-1510), 17th century restitution bronze medal, bust left, rev., view of Milan, 52 mm (Jones I, 214),
pierced; Nicolas de Verdun, bronze medal, 1617, by S…, bust left, rev., Temple of Justice, 44 mm (TN I, pl. 56, 4), pierced; Louis XIV, bronze
foundation medal for an extension to the Louvre, 1624, by Pierre Regnier, 33 mm (Jones II, 95); Jean-Baptiste Colbert, bronze medal,
1674, by Joseph Roettier, bust right, rev., dragon guarding a fruit tree, 62 mm (cf. BDM V, 178), with loop mount; all very fine (4) £300-400

229
France, Jean de Talaru, Canon of Lyons, bronze medal, 1518, attributed to Jérôme Henry, bust right wearing biretta, rev., the arms of
Talaru supported by an angel, 49 mm (Arm. II, 144, 26; Mazerolle II, 40), pierced, brown patina, very fine contemporary cast £700-1,000
Ex Récamier collection, Bourgey, Paris, 6 March 1925, lot 1282 and Vicomte de Jonge collection, Schulman, Amsterdam, 24 Nov. 1936, lot 114.

‡230
France, Jean-Louis de la Valette, Duc d’Epernon (1544-1642), bronze medal by Guillaume Dupré, 1607, cuirassed bust right, rev.,
a seated lion looking up at a Fury who holds two torches, 56.3 mm (Jones II, 22; Mazerolle 656; Kress 557), brown patina, fields lightly
chased, an extremely fine contemporary cast
£400-600

231
France, Henri Nogaret de la Valette, as Duc de Candale (1611-20), hollow cast silver medal, draped and cuirassed bust left, rev.,
his coat of arms, 42.5 mm (Mazerolle -), with loop mount, extremely fine and very rare
£400-600

232
France, Louis XIII, silver medal by Dupré, 1623, 61 mm (cf.
Jones 58); Low Countries, Margaret of Parma, silver medal
after Jonkhelinck, 57 mm (cf. Smolderen LXXI, fig 12), both
nineteenth century electrotypes by Ready, extremely fine; with
bronze electrotype medal of Charles the Bold of Burgundy, 38
mm (cf. Hill 828) and silver electrotype medal of Juste Lipse, 45
mm (cf. Smolderen 109), mainly very fine (4)
£100-150
233
France, Charles V of Lorraine, bronze medal on his
campaigns against the Turks in Hungary, by Ferdinand de Saint
Urbain, bust right, rev., eagle releasing thunderbolts over city,
55 mm (BDM V, 309, 8; W/T 4462), extremely fine; Leopold I
of Lorraine, bronze medal for the reconstruction of a bridge in
the forest of Haye, 1727, by Ferdinand de Saint Urbain, bust
right, rev., horseman approaching bridge, 64.5 mm (Molinari
120), good very fine (2)
£250-350
234
France, Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu
(1689-1755), bronze medal, 1753, by Jacques Antoine
Dassier, bust left, rev., two allegorical figures, 60 mm (Schwarz,
The Medal, 28, p. 29, fig. 3); D. F. Comte de Lautrec, bronze
medal by Jean Dassier, bust three-quarters left, rev., Fortitude,
Prudence and Justice, 54 mm (Molinari 330), both good very
fine (2)
£150-200
235
France, Denon’s ‘Collection des Médailles en Bronze des
Campagnes et du Règne de l’Empereur Napoléon’ (or
Napoleon’s Histoire Métallique), comprising one plain and
seven fitted and numbered trays of bronze medals of various
sizes (14-68 mm) contained within the original green leatherbound case (by Hémon Gainier, Quai de l’Horloge No 59 à
Paris), with gilt borders and the lid centred with the arms of the
Empire (12 cms high x 33 cms wide x 23 cms deep); together
with the original six page inventory/bill of sale (with pencil
annotation) of 139 medals to a certain Capitaine Scartenham(?)
and a hand-written list of the contents of the first three trays,
the case somewhat worn but the medals virtually as struck (140
medals)
£6,000-8,000

See illustration on inside back cover
This collection can be compared to the similar set of Napoleonic
bronze medals recently published by Lisa and Joachim Zeitz
(“Napoleons Medaillen”, Petersberg, 2003). The Zeitz set was
originally purchased on 16th August 1815 by a Mr. Palmer, about
whom nothing is known. Similarly, nothing has been discovered
about Captain Scartenham (possibly Scaetenham), although it would
seem that the present set was passed to someone else, at which
point presumably the prices were inked out on the last page of the
inventory and the receipt cut from the top of the seventh page (cf.
Zeitz p. 13).
The following is a concordance with Zeitz: Tray 1, Zeitz 1-21 (21
medals); Tray 2, Zeitz 22, 24-37, 41 (16 medals); Tray 3, Zeitz 26,
39-54 (17 medals); Tray 4, Zeitz 55-73 (19 medals); Tray 5, Zeitz
74-85, 86 (2 examples), 87-92 (20 medals); Tray 6, Zeitz 94, 95, 97-

107, 110, 11, 113, 114, 116, 119, 132, 133 (21 medals); Tray 7,
Zeitz 115, 117, 118, 120-123, 125-131, 134-137, 139-141 (21
medals). Finally Tray 8 contains a further five medals comprising
examples of Zeitz 1 (Battle of Montenotte, 1796), Bramsen 400/380
(La Vaccine, 1804), Bramsen 1201 (Heur et Malheur jeton [1812])
and two examples of Bramsen 1594 (March on Paris, 1815).

The precise contents of this set do not completely agree with
the printed and hand-written inventory (in the same way that
there are anomalies within the Zeitz set). It seems that if a
particular medal was unavailable at the time of purchase,
another medal might have been put in its place. See also
Griffiths, A, “The Origins of Napoleon’s Histoire Métallique”, The
Medal, 16-18, 1990-91.
236
France, Napoleon, bronze medals (8) comprising Coronation
in Milan, 1805, 42 mm (Br. 420), Marriage to Marie Louise,
1810, 43 mm (Br. 961), both very fine, Capitulation of Paris,
1814, Abdication, 1814, Battle of Waterloo, 1815, Death of
Napoleon, 1821 (2 varieties), all 41 mm (Br. 1365, 1387 var.,
1636, 1839, 1841); and Death of the Duc de Reichstadt, 1832,
50 mm (Br. 1896); together with bronze medal for the
Coronation of Louis Philippe I, 1830, by Gatteaux, 68 mm,
virtually as struck (9)
£300-500
237
France, Series Numismatica Universalis Virorum
Illustrium, a group of 22 bronze medals from the set produced
by Durand between 1818 and 1846, including Roger Bacon, Isaac
Newton, John Calvin, John Locke, emperor Charles V, Luther,
Mozart, Haydn, Canova, Linnaeus, Schiller, Czar Peter the Great,
etc., all 41 mm, extremely fine or better (22)
£250-350
238
France, Galerie Métallique des Grand Hommes Français, a
group of 31 bronze medals from the series, including Racine,
Molière, Etienne Montgolfier, Montesquieu, Pascal, Richelieu, J.J.
Rousseau, Voltaire, etc, all 41 mm, extremely fine or better (31)
£300-400
239
Germany, Johann Friedrich, Duke of Brunswick, bronze
medal, 1669, by G. F. Travani, bust left, rev., palm growing from
rocks, 50 mm (Brockmann 645); Ernst and Albert of Saxony,
bronze medal by Christian Wermuth, bust either side, 43 mm
(Wohlfahrt 55.111), both about extremely fine (2)
£150-200
240
Germany, The Great War, Red Cross War Dogs, large cast
bronze medal, 1914, by Karl Goetz, head of German Shepherd
dog left, rev., medics and Sanitätshunde bringing in a wounded
soldier, 107 mm (Kleinast 147), good very fine
£150-200
“One of the best works of the artist” (Kleinast p. 21), the reverse
composition is influenced by Pisanello’s design for the medal of
Cecilia Gonzaga (Hill 37).

241
Italy, Rimini, Isotta degli Atti, mistress of Sigismondo Malatesta, bronze medal by Matteo de Pasti, 1446, bust right, rev., the
Malatesta elephant, 82.5 mm (Hill 187; Arm. I, 21, 19; Kress 63), early cast with extensive tooling/chasing to the field, bust and elephant,
old collector’s number (180) inked on the reverse
£600-800

242
Italy, Pietro Monti, Venetian Scholar, bronze medal, Milanese School, early 16th century, bust right, rev., Monti, nude, holding cross
and pointing to open book, 34.5 mm (Hill 701; Arm. II, 20, 6), pierced, very fine contemporary cast
£200-300

243
Italy, Pierluigi Farnese (1503-47), 1st Duke of Parma and Piacenza, bronze medal by G. F. Bonzagni, cuirassed bust right, rev.,
bird’s eye view of the citadel of Parma, 37.5 mm (Arm. I, 222, 6; Toderi/Vannel 2124), contemporary cast, very fine
£200-300

244
Italy, Milan, S. Carlo Borromeo (1538-84), bronze medal, bust left in cape and biretta, rev., Agnus Dei seated on altar, 49 mm (Arm.
II, 163, 5; Toderi/Vannel 286), pierced, an extremely fine contemporary cast, rare in this quality
£200-300

245
Italy, Milan, Emperor Charles V and Philip II of Spain, uniface bronze medal by Leoni, jugate busts right, 40 mm (cf. Toderi/Vannel
83), pierced; and uniface bronze medal of Philip II of Spain, bust right, after Trezzo, 43 x 42 mm, pierced and ex-mount, both old/early
casts (2)
£120-150

246
Italy, Giovanni Battista Castaldo, Count of Piadena and Cassano (c. 1493-1562), bronze medal by Annibale, commemorating his
victories over the Turks in Transylvania, bearded bust left in cuirass, rev., nude female reclining by river bank beneath trophy of Turkish
arms, 45 mm (Attwood 103; Toderi-Vannel 145; Arm. I 175, 1), the reverse pitted, otherwise a very fine contemporary cast
£200-250
Ex Sotheby’s, 23 May 1988, lot 68. From Dr. Lederer, Berlin, 1930.

247
Italy, Ippolita Gonzaga, bronze medal by Jacopo da Trezzo, draped bust left, aged 17, rev., Aurora riding through the heavens, 68.5
mm (Arm. I, 241, 1; Kress 438; Bargello 722), twice pierced, old cast, very fine
£200-250

248
Italy, Ulderico and Gasparo Carpegna, bronze medal, 1675, by C. Citerni, jugate busts right, rev., the Palazzo Carpegna within mountainous
landscape, 60.5 mm (Muz. Mazz. II, CLVII/I; Johnson coll. 131), pierced, brown patina, very fine contemporary cast, rare
£200-250
Ulderico Carpegna was Bishop of Gubbio (1630) and Tivoli (1638); Gasparo Carpegna was created a cardinal in 1670.

249
Italy, Ippolito Fornasari (1627-97), bronze medal, 1692, by Antonio Travani, bust right, aged 65, rev., a horse’s head supporting a
drapery with a burst of rays over a structure set on an arch of rocks, 55 mm (Molinari 104), extremely fine
£150-200
Fornasari was abbot of S. Michele del Poggio and professor of law at Bologna University.

250
Foundation medal for the restoration of the church of S. Stephano at Rovigo, 1696, bronze medal, church façade, rev.,
inscription, 45 mm (Voltolina 1104), fine; together with oval medals (2) of Augustus, 85 x 65 mm and Vespasian, 87 x 67 mm (from a set
of the Twelve Caesars), very fine, medal of Alexander the Great by Cesati, rough late cast, and restrike bronze medals (2), one of Cardinal
Vincenzo Costaguti, 42 mm (cf. Johnson 157), extremely fine (6)
£150-250
251
Italy, Livio I Odescalchi, Duke of Bracciano (1652-1713), bronze medal, 1699, by F. de Saint Urbain, bust right, rev., palace at
Lake Bracciano, 61 mm (Molinari 114), small piercing, very fine; Alexander VII, Ottoboni (1689-91), bronze posthumous medal, 1700,
by F. de Saint Urbain, bust left, rev., Alexander’s tomb, 65 mm (Molinari 115), obv. scratch, about extremely fine (2)
£200-300
252
Italy, Florence, Averardo de’ Medici (14th century), bronze medal from the Medici series by Selvi, bust right, rev., a dog pawing a
ball, a goose behind, 85 mm (Vannel/Toderi 246), old aftercast, very fine
£100-150

253
Italy, Papal, Julius II, bronze medal by Serbaldi, rev., Conversion of St. Paul, 40 mm (cf. Hill 866c); Pius V, silver medal by de Rossi, 38
mm (cf. Attwood 132, fig. 37); Gregory XIII, silver medal, Massacre of the Huguenots, 1572, 30.5 mm (cf. Attwood 389, fig. 87); and
bronze medal of Alfonso I d’Este and Lucrezia Borgia, 56 mm (cf. Hill 232d), all nineteenth century electrotypes by Ready, very fine to
extremely fine (4)
£150-200

254
Low Countries, Margaret of Parma (1522-86), Governor of the Low Countries (1559-67), silver medal, bust three-quarters
right, bearing a bowl of fruit, rev., a viol and bow, 57.5 mm (cf. van Loon I, 105), a nineteenth century electrotype by Ready, extremely
fine
£150-200

255
Low Countries, Archduke Matthias, silver medal, 1579, by a follower of Jonghelinck, bust right, rev., Perseus and Andromeda, 35 mm
(Smolderen E8; van Loon I, 243, 3), pierced and traces of removal of mount, cast and chased, about extremely fine
£250-300

256
Low Countries, Francisco de Moura Cortereal, Marquis of Castel Rodrigo, Governor of the Low Countries (1664-68), cast
silver medal by Adrian Waterloos, bust right, rev., his coat of arms, 44 mm (van Loon II, 497, 1), toned and extremely fine
£400-600

257
Low Countries, Construction of the Abbey Church of St.
Peter at Ghent, 1629, bronze-gilt medal, bust of St. Peter
right, rev., façade of the church, 63 mm (van Loon II, 185;
Ciechanowiecki 345), about very fine and rare
£120-150

258
Netherlandish, Perseus and Andromeda, circular lead
plaquette, c. 1600, 85 mm, pierced, about very fine £150-200

258 (illustration reduced)

259
Russia, Coronation of Alexander II, Moscow, 1856, gold medal of 30 ducats weight, by Lialin and Kutchkin, bare-headed bust right, rev.,
Imperial eagle (Smirnov 603), contained in modern mount (total wt. 119.30 g), a few surface marks, extremely fine and rare
£4,000-5,000
260
Russia, Nicholas II, bronze medal by J. C. Chaplain for the royal visit to Cherbourg, Paris and Chalons, 5-9 Oct. 1896, 70 mm; Germany,
early 19th century silver medal extolling the virtues of diligence, by Loos, 36 mm, extremely fine (2)
£100-150

261
Spain, Pedro de Deza Manuel (1520-1600), Cardinal, (later Bishop of Albano, 1600), uniface bronze medal, 1581, Italian school,
bust left in cape; P F (?) on truncation, 54 mm (Toderi-Vannel 2586, this piece), pierced, a fine contemporary cast, the only example
recorded
£200-300
262
Spain, Pedro Gyron, Duke of Osuna, Viceroy of Naples, bronze medal, 1618, by Giulio de Grazia, bust right, rev., horse rearing to left,
46 mm (Finaldi G., “Giulio de Grazia”, The Medal 24, 1994, p. 4, fig. 3), edge flaw, fine contemporary cast
£150-200

Ex 263
263
Sweden, Queen Christina (1626-1689), a collection of four silver and ten bronze medals, comprising Foundation of the University of
Åbo, 1640, in bronze, by Hedlinger, 32.1 mm, Victories over the Danes, 1644, bronze, unsigned, 27.3 mm, both extremely fine;
Coronation, 1650 (2), both in silver, by E. Parise, laureate bust left, rev., arm holding crown emerging from cloud, 30.1 mm, the other
similar but with bust right, 25.9 mm, first cast and chased, very fine; undated, in silver, by A. Karlsten, draped bust right, sun above scroll,
41 mm, very fine; undated, in silver, bare-headed bust right, rev., ƳƵĬƳƶ ƳƸƹǟ ƳƵĬOưƪƱƳƶ, 28.9 mm, extremely fine and toned
(illustrated); undated (2), by Guglielmada, in bronze and bronze-gilt, revs., sunburst and terrestrial globe, 39 mm, (first ex-mount); by
Hamerani (3), all bronze, revs., 1675 sunburst, 1680 terrestrial globe and Fame standing by palm tree, 36 mm, good very fine or better;
and unsigned bronze-gilt medals (3), revs. Mars seated, terrestrial and celestial globes, 27 mm, very fine or better; together with Papal,
Opening of the Museum Pio Chiaramont, 1822, by Cerbara, 42.5 mm, extremely fine; and miscellaneous mainly late Roman bronze coins
(32), many fine (47)
£700-1,000
The fourteen medals of Queen Christina ex O’Byrne Collection, Part IV, Christie’s, 18 June 1963, lot 75.

GREEK COINS

264
Italy, Campania, Neapolis, didrachm, c. 280 BC, head of
nymph left; behind, krater, rev., man-headed bull crowned by
Nike; A below, 6.94 g (Sambon 533; SNG ANS 418), toned, very
fine and well centred
£200-250
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 17.

265
Italy, Lucania, Heraclea, stater, c. 300 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right; behind, K, rev., Heracles standing, holding club,
bow and lion skin; to left, vase, 7.89 g (SNG ANS 74-76; BMC
33), toned, very fine
£200-250
Ex Glendining’s, 1 Sept. 1976, lot 5.

269
Italy, Lucania, Sybaris, stater, c. 520 BC, bull standing left
with head turned back, rev., same type incuse, 7.84 g (SNG ANS
828ff.), toned, about very fine
£500-700
Ex Stack’s, 13 May 1982, lot 1245.

270
Italy, Lucania, Thurium, stater, c. 420 BC, head of Athena
right, wearing helmet adorned with olive wreath, rev., bull butting
right; Ʃ below, 7.79 g (SNG ANS 885-889), very fine
£150-200
Ex Glendining’s, 7 April 1976, lot 74.

266
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, third-stater, c. 520 BC, ear of
barley, rev., same type incuse, 2.50 g (Noe 83), old obv. scratch,
very fine
£150-200
Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 28 April 1976, lot 9.

271
Italy, Lucania, Thurium, distater, c. 370 BC, head of Athena
right in helmet adorned with Skylla, rev., bull butting right; in
ex., tunny fish, 15.46 g (Noe C4), a drill (test) mark on each
side, obv. die flaw on helmet, very fine
£400-600
Ex Glendining’s, 17 October 1978, lot 38.

267
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, stater, c. 450 BC, ear of barley,
grasshopper on right, rev., naked Apollo holding laurel tree
resting on altar, 7.54 g (Noe 319o, this piece), almost very fine
and rare
£200-300
Ex Ars Classica/Naville XII, 1926, lot 394 and Glendining’s, 6 Dec.
1978, lot 182.

272
Italy, Lucania, Velia, stater, c. 305-290 BC, head of Athena
right in helmet adorned with griffin; behind, ĭ, rev., lion
prowling right, 7.47 g (Williams 398), die flaw below lion, good
very fine
£150-200
Ex Glendining’s, 7 Nov. 1979, lot 9.

268
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, gold third-stater, 334-330 BC,
diademed head of Hera right, rev., ear of barley with bird
perched on leaf, 2.62 g (Johnston 84, G1; SNG ANS 395; SNG
Lockett 406), about very fine and rare
£500-700

273
Italy, Bruttium, Croton, stater, 500-480 BC, tripod; crane on
right, rev., tripod in incuse, 7.90 g (SNG ANS 261), about very
fine
£150-170

Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1228.

Ex Glendining’s, 7 April 1976, lot 1.

274
Italy, Bruttium, Croton, stater, c. 350 BC, head of Hera Lakinia
facing three-quarters right, rev., Heracles, naked, reclining left,
holding wine cup; in field, tripod, bow, club and ưƩ, 7.25 g (SNG
ANS 382, same dies), toned, very fine
£250-350

279
Sicily, Catana, tetradrachm, c. 450 BC, quadriga driven right,
rev., laureate head of Apollo right, 17.20 g (SNG ANS 1244,
same obv. die), toned, very fine
£800-1,200
Ex Stack’s, 16 March 1979, lot 44.

Ex Glendining’s, 2 Feb. 1977, lot 249.

275
Italy, Bruttium, Mesma, Corinthian style stater, c. 320 BC,
Pegasus left, rev., helmeted head of Athena left; M below
truncation, 8.61 g (SNG ANS 587), dark patina, very fine £100-150
Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 50.

276
Italy, Bruttium, Terina, stater, c. 380 BC, head of the nymph
Terina right, rev., Nike seated left on cippus, a bird perched on
her hand, 7.32 g (Regling 79; Holloway-Jenkins 84; SNG ANS
853), edge slightly scraped, toned, almost very fine and well
centred
£300-350

280
Sicily, Catana, tetradrachm by Herakleidas, c. 410 BC, laureate
head of Apollo facing three-quarters left, rev., fast quadriga
driven right, about to round an Ionic column; Nike above, flying
to crown the charioteer; in ex., ƮƧƷƧƱƧƭƻƱ above crayfish,
17.14 g (SNG ANS 1257, same dies), corrosion on obverse,
otherwise very fine and very rare
£1,500-2,000
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, 9 Nov. 1978, lot 17.

Ex Stack’s, 13 May 1982, lot 1248.

281
Sicily, Catana, drachm, c. 410 BC, fast quadriga driven right,
rev., ƧưƪƱƧƱƳƶ, head of the river-god Amenanos left; three
tunny fish around, 3.86 g (SNG ANS 1263; SNG Copenhagen
£350-500
181), pitted, about very fine and rare
277
Sicily, Akragas, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, eagle standing left on
Ionic capital, rev., crab, below which, double volute, 17.24 g
(Rizzo pl. 1, 7; SNG Lockett 696, same obv. die), about very
fine/very fine and rare
£700-1,000
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, 9 Nov. 1978, lot 12.

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 103.

282
Sicily, Gela, tetradrachm, c. 425 BC, quadriga driven right,
rev., forepart of man-headed bull right, 17.34 g (Jenkins 397),
good fine
£150-200
Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 25 Feb. 1978, lot 367.

278
Sicily, Camarina, tetradrachm, c. 420 BC, quadriga driven left
by charioteer who is crowned by Nike flying above; in ex., crane
flying left, rev., ƮƧưƧƵƭƱƧƭƳƱ (retrograde), bearded head of
Heracles left wearing lion’s scalp headdress, 16.90 g
(Westermark-Jenkins 134), small flaw by the ear of Heracles,
otherwise very fine and rare
£2,000-3,000
Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 95.

283
Sicily, Himera, didrachm, c. 480 BC, cock standing to left, rev.,
crab, 8.58 g (Westermark 13 = Rosen 55, this piece), toned,
scratch above cock, good very fine
£300-400
Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 17 and Jonathan P. Rosen
Collection.

284
Sicily, Leontini, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, laureate head of Apollo
left, rev., lion’s head left surrounded by three barley-corns and a
leaf, 16.93 g (SNG ANS 240, same dies), very fine
£600-800

289
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 480 BC, quadriga driven
right, rev., head of Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins,
17.16 g (Boehringer 134), very fine
£400-500

Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, 9 Nov. 1978, lot 18.

285
Sicily, Messana, tetradrachm, c. 450 BC, biga of mules driven
right with Nike flying above, rev., hare springing right; A above,
17.18 g (Caltabiano 301; SNG ANS 329), very fine
£400-600

290
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 480 BC, quadriga driven
right, rev., head of Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins,
17.01 g (Boehringer 160), very fine
£400-500
Ex Stack’s, 19 June 1980, lot 1034.

Ex Stack’s, 13 May 1982, lot 1256.

286
Sicily, Messana, tetradrachm, c. 425 BC, biga of mules driven
right with Nike above; in ex., two dolphins nose to nose, rev.,
hare springing right; dolphin below, 17.11 g (Caltabiano 497,
11, this piece), good very fine
£800-1,000

291
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 480 BC, quadriga driven
right, rev., head of Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins,
17.38 g (Boehringer 150), very fine
£300-400
Ex Glendining’s, 7 Nov. 1979, lot 19.

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 119.

287
Sicily, Selinus, tetradrachm, c. 460 BC, Apollo and Artemis in
slow quadriga left, rev., the river-god Selinus holding phiale over
altar, 16.83 g (Schwabacher 1), fine and rare
£300-400

292
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 450 BC, quadriga driven right
with Nike flying above; in ex., ketos, rev., diademed head of
Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins, 17.12 g (Boehringer
540), some light pitting, otherwise extremely fine
£800-1,200
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 107.

Ex Stack’s, 20 Feb. 1981, lot 48.

288
Sicily, Selinus, didrachm, c. 450 BC, Heracles and the Cretan
bull, rev., the river-god Hypsas standing left, holding phiale over
altar, 8.38 g (SNG ANS 706/704, these dies), very fine and rare
£600-800

293
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm in the style of Eukleidas, c. 405
BC, fast quadriga driven left with Nike crowning the charioteer,
rev., head of Arethusa left with hair floating upwards; four
dolphins around, 16.64 g (Tudeer 98; SNG ANS 299), some obv.
£600-800
pitting, toned, very fine

Ex Stack’s, 17 Sept. 1980, lot 51.

Ex Superior, 26 July 1979, lot 1876.

294
Sicily, Syracuse, decadrachm, signed by Kimon, c. 405 BC,
quadriga driven left with Nike flying above to crown the
charioteer; in ex., on two steps, shield, cuirass between two
greaves and helmet, rev., high relief head of Arethusa left wearing
triple-drop earring and beaded necklace, her hair in ampyx and
sphendone; on ampyx, artist’s signature KI; four dolphins around,
42.19 g (Jongkees 7; Kraay-Hirmer 121, same reverse die; SNG
Lloyd 1410, same dies), some edge marks and areas of pitting,
about extremely fine and very rare
£18,000-22,000
Ex Lanz 18, 1980, lot 42. See colour enlargements on inside front

cover.

298
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathocles, tetradrachm, 305-295 BC,
“African style”, wreathed head of Persephone right, rev., Nike
erecting trophy; trisceles at her feet, 16.95 g (SNG ANS 678),
very fine
£300-400
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1291.

299
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathocles, gold 80 litrae, 295-289 BC,
helmeted head of Athena right, rev., ƧīƧĬƳƮƯƪƳƶ / ƨƧƶƭƯƪƳƶ,
winged thunderbolt; below, Ʒ, 5.70 g (Bérend pl. 9, 6; Boston
466; de Luynes 1336), minor marks, otherwise good extremely
fine
£1,800-2,200
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 133.

295
Sicily, Syracuse, gold 100 litrae, c. 400 BC, head of Arethusa left
wearing triple-drop earring and necklace, her hair in ampyx and
sphendone; pellet below chin; A behind head, rev., Heracles
strangling the Nemean lion, 5.80 g (Bérend 25, 1 and pl. VII, this
piece; de Ciccio 11), very fine to extremely fine
£2,500-3,000

300
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathocles, reduced weight stater,
helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Pegasus left with trisceles
below, 6.57 g (cf. BMC Corinth, 99, 16; cf. Ravel, N.C. 1925,
dies E/b), toned, good very fine
£150-200

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 160.

Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 25 Feb. 1981, lot 30.

296
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathocles (317-289 BC), electrum 50
litrae, 317-310 BC, laureate head of Apollo left; behind,
amphora, rev., tripod, 3.57 g (Jenkins O4/R2), scratch on cheek
of Apollo, very fine
£300-400
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1287.

301
Sicily, Syracuse, Hieron II (275-215 BC), 16 litrae, veiled
head of Queen Philistis left; behind, filleted thyrsus, rev., Nike
driving slow quadriga left; crescent above, 13.18 g (SNG ANS
876), two edge flaws on obv., very fine, toned
£300-400

297
Sicily, Syracuse, Agathocles, tetradrachm, 310-305 BC,
wreathed head of Persephone left; three dolphins around; NK
below, rev., quadriga driven left; trisceles above, 16.28 g (SNG
ANS 637), some obv. corrosion, good very fine
£500-700

302
Sicily, Syracuse, Hieronymus (215-214 BC), 10 litrae,
diademed head left; behind, retrograde K, rev., winged
thunderbolt; above, KI, 12.96 g (Holloway 41), obv. scratches,
good very fine
£200-300

Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 21.

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 197.

303
Sicily, Syracuse, Hieronymus, 5 litrae, diademed head left,
rev., winged thunderbolt; above, ƲƧ, 4.15 g (cf. Holloway 60),
slight edge corrosion, about extremely fine and rare £200-300

308
Zeugitana, Carthage, electrum stater, c. 300 BC, wreathed
head of Tanit left, rev., horse standing right; single pellet
before, 7.52 g (Jenkins & Lewis group V), very fine
£300-350

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 198.

Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 25 Feb. 1978, lot 403.

304
Siculo-Punic coinage, tetradrachm, c. 340 BC, wreathed head
of Tanit left with single dolphin behind head, rev., horse standing
right, in front of date palm; to left, crescent moon, 17.33 g
(Jenkins III, 120), cleaned, extremely fine
£1,000-1,500
Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 209.

309
Zeugitana, Carthage, electrum tridrachm, c. 250 BC,
wreathed head of Tanit left, rev., horse standing right; solar disc
between two uraeus-cobras above, 10.70 g (Jenkins & Lewis
group Xb), small flan crack, very fine and rare
£1,200-1,600
Ex Stack’s, 17 Sept. 1980, lot 223.

310
Island off Thrace, Thasos, stater, c. 460 BC, ithyphallic satyr
with nymph, rev., quadripartite incuse square, 8.59 g (Boston
853; SNG Copenhagen 1010), fine
£150-200
305
Siculo-Punic coinage, tetradrachm, c. 320 BC, wreathed head
of Tanit/Persephone left, wearing triple-drop earring and beaded
necklace, rev., horse leaping forwards, in front of date palm,
16.86 g (Jenkins III, 122-127 same obv. die; Leu 20, 1978, 52,
same dies), fine style, very fine
£1,000-1,200

Ex Glendining’s, 6 Dec. 1978, lot 33.

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 210.

306
Siculo-Punic coinage, tetradrachm, c. 320 BC, wreathed head of
Tanit/Persephone left, wearing triple-drop earring and beaded
necklace; four dolphins around, rev., horse prancing left, in front of
date palm, 17.05 g (Jenkins III, 138), cleaned, very fine £600-800

311
Island off Thrace, Thasos, tetradrachm, c. 404-340 BC,
bearded head of Dionysus left, wearing ivy-wreath, rev.,
ĬƧƶƭƳƱ, Heracles kneeling right, shooting with bow; to right,
bucranium, 14.38 g (West, “Fifth and Fourth Century Thracian
Coast Gold Coins”, ANS NNM 40, 38, 20 A, this piece), good fine

to very fine and very rare, the only example of this variety
known to West
£700-900
Ex Superior, 26 July 1979, lot 1887.

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 212.

307
Siculo-Punic coinage, tetradrachm, c. 320 BC, female (“Dido”)
head right wearing Phrygian style headdress and circular earring,
rev., lion prowling right, in front of date palm, 16.50 g (Jenkins
III, 272; Rizzo pl. 66, 8, same dies), granular surfaces, about
extremely fine and very rare
£3,500-4,000

312
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus (323-281 BC), tetradrachm,
uncertain mint, deified head of Alexander the Great right, rev.,
Athena seated left; in field before, ithyphallic herm, lion’s head
and monogram; in ex., monogram, 16.97 g (cf. Müller 52 var.),
very fine
£300-400

Ex Lanz 22, 1982, lot 222.

Ex Glendining’s, 7 Nov. 1979, lot 288.

313
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus, tetradrachm, uncertain mint,
deified head of Alexander the Great right, rev., Athena seated left;
in field to left and right, monogram; in ex., monogram, 16.56 g
(Müller 538; SNG Copenhagen 1122), very fine
£200-250
Ex Glendining’s, 7 April 1976, lot 59.

314
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus, tetradrachm, Heraclea
(Bithynia) mint, deified head of Alexander the Great right, rev.,
Athena seated left; HP monogram on seat; club below, 17.08 g
(Thompson 178), very fine
£200-250

319
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, gold stater, Babylon,
helmeted head of Athena right; on left, trace of M rev., Nike
standing left, holding wreath and stylis; to left, ƯƸ, 8.50 g (Price
3691), some marks, very fine
£700-900
Ex Rarcoa, 13 March 1981, lot 37.

Ex Glendining’s, 30 April 1980, lot 69.

315
Kings of Macedon, Philip II (359-336 BC), gold stater,
Amphipolis, laureate head of Apollo right, rev., biga driven right;
thunderbolt below horses, 8.61 g (Le Rider 158a, this piece),
very fine
£700-900

320
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, gold stater, Babylon,
helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left, holding
wreath and stylis; below, MI and monogram in wreath, 8.48 g
(Price 3748), some edge marks and scratched in obv. field, very
fine
£600-800
Ex Coin Galleries, 20 Feb. 1981, lot 4.

Ex Superior, 26 July 1979, lot 1881 and Ars Classica XVII, 1934, lot 341.

316
Kings of Macedon, Philip II, tetradrachm, Amphipolis
(posthumous, 315-294 BC), laureate head of Zeus right, rev.,
youth on horseback right; below, Ư over torch and monogram,
14.23 g (Le Rider pl. 47, 20), very fine
£200-300

321
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Carrhae?,
head of Heracles, rev., Zeus seated left; in field, ƶƷ; monogram
below seat, 16.89 g (Price 3803), slight corrosion, extremely fine
£150-200

Ex Glendining’s, 6 Dec. 1978, lot 36.

Ex Glendining’s, 6 Dec. 1978, lot 38.

322
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Damascus,
head of Heracles, rev., Zeus seated left; in field, forepart of ram,
17.25 g (Price 3215), good very fine
£120-150
317
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC), gold stater,
Macedonian mint, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike
standing left, holding wreath and stylis; to left, thunderbolt, 8.60 g
(Price 164A), well centred and extremely fine
£1,000-1,200

Ex Glendining’s, 18 Feb. 1976, lot 78.

323
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradachm, Babylon;
Philip III, tetradrachm, Babylon (Price P200), fine to very fine
(2)
£150-200

Ex Glendining’s, 20 July 1976, lot 2.
First ex Joseph Lepczyk, 22 Sept. 1978, second ex Noble Coins, 1
Sept. 1978.

318
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, gold stater, Callatis,
helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left, holding
wreath and stylis; to left, KA monogram, 8.56 g (Price 903 var.),
slight marks, toned, good very fine
£800-1,000
Ex Glendining’s, 5 March 1980, lot 1.

324
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachms (2), Mylasa
(Price 2490) and Babylon; Celtic imitation tetradrachm of Philip
III; and drachms of Apollonia Pontika and Kallatis, some fine
(5)
£150-200
325
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Babylon
(Price 3581), very fine; and Syrian tetradrachm of Philip, fine (2)
£150-200

326
Kings of Macedon, Philip III (323-317 BC), gold stater,
Babylon, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left
with wreath and stylis; to left, facing head of Helios and to right,
KY, 8.50 g (Price P203), very fine
£600-800

331
Locris Opuntii, stater, c. 350 BC, wreathed head of
Persephone left, rev., Ajax, naked but for helmet, in fighting
attitude right; helmet on ground, 12.04 g (BMC 20-21), rev.
slightly double struck, toned, very fine
£500-600

Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 25 Feb. 1981, lot 45.

Ex Glendining’s, 2 Feb. 1977, lot 266.

327
Kings of Macedon, Antigonus Gonatus (277-239 BC),
tetradrachm, head of Pan left on Macedonian shield, rev., Athena
Alkidemos advancing left; to left, Macedonian helmet; to right, KT,
17.02 g (SNG Copenhagen 1201), good very fine
£500-700

332
Boeotia, Thebes, stater, early 4th cent. BC, Boeotian shield,
rev., Ĭ – ƪ, amphora with vine leaf on left handle, 12.21 g (BMC
74-75), good very fine
£150-200
Ex Glendining’s, 17 Oct. 1978, lot 6.

Ex Lanz 14, 1978, lot 60.

333
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head facing; to left,
olive-sprig and crescent, 17.17 g, extremely fine
£700-1,000

328
Kings of Macedon, Antigonus Doson (229-221 BC),
tetradrachm, head of Poseidon right, rev., Apollo seated on
prow, examining bow, 17.05 g (SNG Berry 361ff.; Boston 715),
very fine
£400-600
Ex Glendining’s, 6 Dec. 1978, lot 189.

329
Macedon under the Romans, Aesillas, Quaestor (early 1st
cent. BC), head of Alexander the Great right, rev., money
chest, club, quaestor’s chair within wreath, 16.70 g (Bauslaugh
pl. 1, 2-1, this piece), very fine, rev. better
£150-200

334
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head facing; to left,
olive-sprig and crescent, 17.10 g, almost very fine
£300-400
Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 77.

Ex Joseph Lepczyk, 28 April 1978, lot 18.

335
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 420 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head facing; to left,
olive-sprig and crescent, 17.12 g, very fine
£200-300
Ex Glendining’s, 3 June 1976, lot 15.

330
Thessaly, Larissa, drachm, c. 350 BC, head of nymph Larissa
facing three-quarters left, rev., mare and foal standing right,
6.02 g (cf. Lorber, SNR 79, 2000, 8ff.; BMC 64), extremely fine
£200-250
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 181.

‡336
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, 4th cent. BC, Athena head, rev.,
owl, test cut on rev., very fine; together with tetradrachms of
Alexander III, Macedon under the Romans (first region), Patraos
of Paeonia, Side and Seleucid issues of Antiochus VII, Antiochus
IX and Philip Philadelphus (with the monogram of Aulus
Gabinius), mainly very fine (8)
£500-600

337
Attica, Athens, imperial issue, AE 21mm, 2nd-3rd cent. AD,
Athena head, rev., Athena, tree and serpent (Sv. 87, 24), about
very fine
£40-60

338
Aegina, stater, c. 380 BC, tortoise, rev., incuse square divided
into five compartments, 12.56 g (Millbank pl. 2, 12; Boston
1115), very fine
£400-500

342
Crete, Cydonia, tetradrachm, before 67 BC, head of Artemis
right, rev., Artemis standing, holding long torch, hound at her
feet, 13.78 g (Svoronos pl. 10, 1; BMC 22), some tooling and
corrosion, good fine and very rare
£200-300
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1377.

Ex Lanz 14, 1978, lot 73.

339
Elis, Olympia, drachm, late 3rd cent. BC, eagle right, attacking
hare, rev., winged thunderbolt, 4.76 g (Seltman p. 74),
extremely fine
£350-500
Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 83.

343
Kings of Pontus, Mithradates VI (120-63 BC), tetradrachm,
diademed head right, rev., Pegasus grazing left; in field, Ĭƶ (year
209 = 89/88 BC) and monogram; within ivy-wreath, 16.76 g (Rec.
Gen. p. 16, pl 2, 9), good very fine
£400-600
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1384.

344
Paphlagonia, Sinope, drachm, c. 320 BC, head of nymph
Sinope left, rev., sea-eagle perched on dolphin, 5.04 g (Rec. Gen.
pl. 25, 20), slight rev. double striking, extremely fine
£100-150
Ex Glendining’s, 5 March 1980, lot 177.

340
Crete, Gortyna, stater, c. 300 BC, Europa seated in tree,
wearing peplos over lower limbs and raising it with her left
hand, rev., bull standing right with head turned back; below,
dolphin, 11.56 g (Le Rider 72, pl 19, 9-10; Svoronos pl. 15, 16;
BMC 26), good very fine and struck on a large flan, rare in this
condition
£800-1,200

345
Kings of Bithynia, Nicomedes IV (94-74 BC), tetradrachm,
diademed head right, rev., Zeus standing left; in field ƪƶ (year
205 = 94/93 BC), 15.65 g (Rec. Gen. p. 232, pl. 33, 11), about
very fine
£100-150

Ex Glendining’s, 6 Dec. 1978, lot 192.

Ex Glendining’s, 18 Feb. 1976, lot 34.

341
Crete, Phaestus, stater, c. 320 BC, naked Heracles standing
right with club and bow, rev., bull standing left, within laurel
wreath, 11.78 g (Le Rider pl. 3, 16-18), rev. partly weak, very
fine
£200-300
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1380.

346
Mysia, Cyzicus, tetradrachm, c. 350 BC, wreathed and veiled
head of Kore Soteira left, rev., lion’s head left, tunny fish below; to
right, thyrsus, 14.68 g (SNG von Aulock 7340), some rev.

corrosion and with two small test punches, otherwise very fine
£300-400
Ex Coin Galleries, 20 Feb. 1981, lot 113.

355
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum sixth-, twelfth- and twentyfourth-staters, similar types, 2.22, 1.11, 0.52 g, very fine (3)
£300-400

347
Mysia, Kings of Pergamum, Eumenes I (263-241 BC),
tetradrachm, diademed head of Philetaerus right, rev., Athena
seated left, holding shield centred with gorgon’s head; A on
throne; ivy-leaf below, 16.82 g (Westermark pl. 1, group II;
SNG von Aulock 1353), good very fine
£300-400

356
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum sixth-, twelfth- and twentyfourth-staters, similar types, 2.19, 1.09, 0.48 g, very fine (3)
£300-400
357
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum sixth-stater (hecte), similar,
2.09 g, very fine; with twelfth-stater and forty-eighth-stater of
uncertain types, 1.12 g, 0.25 g, fine to very fine (3) £200-250

Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 224.

358
Ionia, Ephesus, drachms (3), 5th cent. BC; Selge, trihemiobols
(2); other issues (3) including plated lion and bull type silver
stater of Lydia, some fine or better (8)
£150-200

348
Aeolis, Cyme, tetradrachm, c. 150 BC, diademed head of the
Amazon Cyme right, rev., horse right, foreleg raised over vessel;
magistrate Metrophanes, 16.84 g (Oakley 4a, this piece), about
extremely fine
£300-400
Ex Gallerie des Monnaies, Los Angeles, 9 June 1978, lot 1396.

359
Ionia, Lebedus, tetradrachm, c. 150 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing on club within double
cornucopiae with fillets; magistrate Apollodotos, 16.34 g (BMC
1; Amandry pl. 1, 25), about extremely fine
£600-800
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 239

349
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum sixth-stater or hecte, c. 650550 BC, two lions’ heads back to back (one on right off flan, as
seems usual), rev., divided punch with double volute pattern,
2.28 g (cf. CNG Triton VI, 388), extremely fine
£250-300

350
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum hecte, similar to previous lot,
£200-250
2.29 g, good very fine
351
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum hecte, similar, 2.24 g, very
fine
£150-200
352
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum hectes (2), similar, both 2.22 g,
very fine (2)
£300-350

353
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum twelfth-stater or hemihecte,
similar type to previous, rev., with single volute pattern, 1.10 g,
extremely fine
£200-300
354
Ionia, uncertain mint, electrum sixth-, twelfth- and twentyfourth-staters, similar types, 2.09, 1.05, 0.54 g, very fine (3)
£300-400

360
Ionia, Magnesia ad Maeandrum, tetradrachm, c. 150 BC,
diademed head of Artemis right, rev., Apollo standing left on
meander pattern, leaning against tripod and holding filleted branch;
magistrates Apollodoros and Kallikratou, 16.75 g (Jones 3),
extremely fine
£400-500
Ex Glendining’s, 1 Sept. 1976, lot 179.

361
Satraps of Caria, Pixodarus (340-334 BC), didrachm,
laureate head of Apollo facing three-quarters right, rev., Zeus
Labraundus standing right, holding sceptre and double-headed
axe, 6.95 g (SNG von Aulock 2376; Boston 2003-7), good
extremely fine
£600-800
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 246.

362
Lydia, gold daric, c. 400 BC, King of Persia kneeling right, with
bow and spear, rev., oblong incuse, 8.32 g (Carradice 42), well
centred and good very fine
£600-800
363
Cilicia, Tarsus, Datames (378-372 BC), Baal of Tarsus
seated three-quarters right holding corn and grapes, rev., the
sky-god Ana pointing towards Datames, 10.78 g (Moysey 77a,
this piece), bull countermark on rev., good very fine £150-170

368
Kings of Syria, Antiochus V (164-162 BC), tetradrachm,
Antioch, diademed head right, rev., Zeus seated left, 16.45 g
(SMA 75; Houghton 137), some marks, very fine
£200-250
Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 109.

Ex Coin Galleries, 20 Feb. 1981, lot 128.

364
Cyprus, Salamis, obol, 5th cent. BC, ram’s head left, rev., ankh
symbol, 0.78 g (BMC xciii and pl. 23, 22), very fine/fine;
Evagoras I (411-373 BC), tetrobol, Heracles reclining on
rock, rev., goat right, 3.09 g (BMC 57), good very fine (2)
£200-250
First coin ex Joseph Lepczyk, 22 Sept. 1978, lot 64; second ex Coin
Galleries, 18 August 1978, lot 919.

369
Kings of Syria, Antiochus VII (138-129 BC), tetradrachm,
Antioch, diademed head right, rev., Athena standing left, 17.05
g (SMA 281), good portrait, very fine
£120-150
370
Kings of Syria, Philip Philadelphus (93-83 BC),
tetradrachms (5), head right, rev., Zeus seated left, mainly good
very fine, cleaned (5)
£250-300
371
Kings of Syria, Philip Philadelphus, tetradrachms (5), similar
to previous lot, mainly good very fine, cleaned (5)
£250-300

365
Kings of Syria, Seleucus III (226-223 BC), tetradrachm,
Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed head right, rev., Apollo seated
left on omphalos, holding bow and arrow, 17.03 g (ESM 215;
SNG Spaer 532), very fine and rare
£150-200
Ex Glendining’s, 7 April 1976, lot 33.

372
Kings of Syria, Philip Philadelphus, tetradrachms (10), similar
to previous lot, mainly good very fine, cleaned (10)
£400-500
373
Phoenicia, Aradus, staters (5), 4th cent. BC, head of bearded
deity right, rev., galley, fine to very fine (5)
£250-300
374
Phoenicia, Tyre, shekel, head of Melqarth, rev., eagle, dated year
38 = 89/88 BC, 14.29 g (BMC 132), good very fine
£150-200

366
Kings of Syria, Antiochus IV (175-164 BC), tetradrachm,
Antioch, diademed head right, rev., Zeus seated left, holding
sceptre and Nike, 16.62 g (SMA 72; Mørkholm P182, this
reverse die), extremely fine
£400-600

375
Philisto-Arabian coinage, Ashdod, drachm, bearded male
head left, rev., owl, 3.34 g (cf. Leu 54, 1992, 179), good fine;
uncertain mint, drachm, male head right, rev., lion over ram’s
head, 3.32 g (BMC 24), test cut, about fine, both very rare (2)
£200-300

Ex Phillip’s, New York, 18 June 1981, lot 108.

367
Kings of Syria, Antiochus IV, tetradrachms (2), test cuts,
fine; with drachms (2) of Alexander the Great; didrachm of
Istrus, very fine or better; and miscellaneous Greek fractional
silver (7) and bronze (15), some fine (27)
£350-400

376
Judaea, First Revolt (66-70), shekel, year 1, chalice, rev.,
pomegranate, 13.41 g (Meshorer 148), partly weak, very fine
£600-800

384
Turko-Hephthalite, Shahi Tigin, drachms (2), dated AH 77
(Göbl 208); another of Khusru II type (Göbl 244), two damaged,
fine or better; and bronze drachm, crowned bust of king facing,
holding flower to nose (?), 3.43 g (Göbl 255; cf. CNG 63, 912),
very fine and rare (4)
£300-350
377
Judaea, First Revolt (66-70), shekel, year 3, chalice, rev.,
pomegranate, 13.87 g (Meshorer 154), some edge marks, very
fine
£600-800
378
Parthia, Mithradates I (c. 171-132 BC), drachm (Sellwood
10.1), very fine; other drachms of Artabanus I (S. 20.1),
corroded, Mithradates II (S. 24.9), Phraates IV (S. 53.9) and
Vonones II (S. 67.1), mainly very fine (5)
£150-200

385
Bactria, Eucratides (c. 171-135 BC), tetradrachm, heroic
bust left, holding spear and wearing crested helmet, rev., the
Dioscuri riding right, 16.67 g (Mitch. 179a), minor graffiti in rev.
field, otherwise good very fine and rare
£1,700-2,000

379
Parthia, Mithradates II (123-88 BC), tetradrachm,
diademed bust left, rev., archer seated on omphalos right,
holding bow, 15.75 g (Sellwood 24.4; Shore 67), large flan,
good very fine
£600-700
386
Bactria, Eucratides, tetradrachm, diademed bust right, rev., the
Dioscuri riding right, 16.98 g (Mitch. 168f), good very fine £400-500

380
Characene, Tiraios (early 1st cent. BC), tetradrachm,
diademed and bearded head right, rev., Tyche seated left
holding Victory and cornucopiae, 14.68 g (Alram 498), rough
surfaces, good very fine and very rare
£500-700

387
Bactria, Eucratides, tetradrachm, helmeted bust right, rev.,
the Dioscuri riding right, 16.95 g (Mitch. 177ee), extremely fine
£400-500

381
Sasanian, Varhran II (276-293), drachms (2), busts of king
and queen facing the heir, rev., fire altar and attendants (Göbl
68), some horn silver, fine to very fine (2)
£200-300
382
Sasanian, Varhran II, drachm with single bust of king (Göbl
50), about very fine; Ardashir III, drachm, WLC year 2, about
extremely fine; Khusru III (or V), drachm, AYLAN year 2,
cracked, fine and rare (3)
£200-300
388
Bactria, Eucratides, tetradrachm, helmeted bust right, rev., the
Dioscuri riding right, 16.32 g (Mitch. 177f), good very fine £300-400
389
Bactria, Menander (c. 160-145 BC), drachms (10), types
with diademed bust (5, Mitch 215) and helmeted bust (5, Mitch
218), very fine to extremely fine (10)
£250-300

383
Sasanian, Queen Buran (630-631), drachm, SK (Sijistan)
year 3, 3.98 g (Göbl 229), very fine and scarce
£300-400

390
Bactria, Philoxenos (c. 110-80 BC), square drachms (4),
type with diademed bust (2, Mitch 339c) and helmeted bust (2,
Mitch. 341e), about extremely fine; and drachm of Apollodotos I
(Mitch 207c), very fine (5)
£250-300

391
Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy I (323-283 BC), tetradrachm,
diademed head right, rev., eagle on thunderbolt left; P and
monogram in field, 13.96 g (Svoronos pl. 9, 11), flan crack and
some corrosion, extremely fine
£150-200
Ex Lanz 20, 1981, lot 315.

398
Kushans, Vasudeva I, gold stater, king standing left, rev.,
Siva and bull, 8.07 g (Göbl 509), good very fine
£200-250
399
Kushano-Sasanian, Kidara (late 4th cent.), scyphate gold
stater in the name of Varahran, king standing left, rev., Siva and
bull, 7.74 g, very fine
£300-350
400
Kushano-Sasanian, Kidara (late 4th cent.), scyphate gold
stater in the name of Varahran, king standing left, rev., Siva and
bull, 7.58 g, broken and repaired with solder (?), very fine £150-200

392
Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy III (246-221 BC), gold
octadrachm, jugate busts of Ptolemy II and Arsinoe II right;
shield behind, rev., jugate busts of Ptolemy I and Berenice I
right, 27.78 g (Svoronos 603. pl. 14, 15-17), obv. scuff, very
fine
£2,500-3,000
Ex Glendining’s, 5 March 1980, lot 5.

401
Aksumite, Ebana, gold unit, bust right wearing tiara, rev., bust
right wearing head-cloth, holding fly-whisk, 1.62 g (MH/JJ 71),
very fine
£400-500

ROMAN AND BYZANTINE COINS

393
Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy III, gold tetradrachm, jugate busts
of Ptolemy II and Arsinoe II right; shield behind, rev., jugate
busts of Ptolemy I and Berenice I right, 13.90 g (Svoronos 604,
pl. 14, 18-21), good very fine
£1,400-1,800

402
Roman Republic, Q. Pomponius Musa, denarius, 66 BC,
rev., Thalia (Cr. 410/9b), fine; other Republic denarii (16, one
plated, two damaged) and quinarius (1), fair to very fine (18)
£200-250
403
Julius Caesar, denarius, elephant type; with other Republican
denarii (3) and quinarius, fine to very fine (5)
£80-120

Ex Superior, 26 July 1979, lot 1926.

404
Julius Caesar, denarius, elephant type; with denarii of
Sempronia 2, Septimius Severus and Severus Alexander, fine to
very fine (4)
£80-120

394
Cyrenaica, Cyrene, gold stater, 322-308 BC, Nike driving slow
quadriga right, rev., Zeus-Ammon standing left, holding phiale over
thymiaterion and sceptre; to right, ƴƳƯƭƧƱĬƪƸƶ, 8.60 g (Naville
91; BMC 120), about very fine/good fine and rare
£800-1,200
Ex Stack’s, 17 Sept. 1980, lot 219.

395
Kushans, Kanishka I (c. 100-126), gold stater, king
standing left, rev., Orlagno, god of War and Victory, 7.90 g
(Göbl 63), one rev. edge nick, very fine
£300-350
396
Kushans, Kanishka I, gold stater, king standing left, rev.,
Orlagno, god of War and Victory, 7.88 g (Göbl 63), good fine
£200-250
397
Kushans, Vasudeva I (c. 163-200), gold stater, king
standing left, rev., Siva (four-armed) and bull, 8.09 g (Göbl
506), about extremely fine
£200-250

‡405
Mark Antony, legionary denarius, Leg VII; Republic denarii (3),
Pompeia 1, Caecilia 43, Scribonia 8; imperial denarii (4), Trajan, A.
Pius with M. Aurelius, Geta and Gordian III, fine to very fine (8)
£150-200
406
Mark Antony, cistophorus, Ephesus, 39 BC, rev., bust of
Octavia on cista mystica (Syd. 1197), fine; with Republic denarii
(9) including Quinctia 2, Claudia 1, Caesia 1, Opimia 12, Antonia
1, Memmia 1, Procilia 1; quinarius and victoriatus, fine to very
fine (12)
£200-300
407
Augustus and Caius, AE 25mm of Cyprus (RPC 3909); Nero
and Agrippina Junior, AE 18mm of Smyrna (RPC 2478, fine to
very fine; together with miscellaneous ancient coins (75), mainly
Roman and bronze but including a few plated denarii, mainly fair
to fine (77)
£150-200
408
Tiberius (14-37), denarius, rev., Livia as Pax seated right, 3.61 g
(RIC 28), good very fine; other denarii (5) of Julius Caesar (elephant
type), Vespasian, Hadrian, Septimius Severus and Caracalla (both
rev. Victoriae Brit); antoniniani of Carausius (Pax) and Allectus
(Providentia); as of Antoninus Pius, rev., seated Britannia; London
mint reduced folles (2) of Constantine I and a barbarous radiate;
Icenian silver units (2, S. 431, 443A), bronze of Cunobelin (S. 343);
Armorican billon stater and Macedonian tetradrachm of Alexander
the Great, mainly fine to very fine (17)
£350-450

416
Hadrian, cistophorus, rev., Jupiter standing (RIC 497); Julia
Domna, Caesarean drachm; Antoninus Pius, AE 37mm of
Attuda, Caria (von Aulock 2500), and colonial AE 35mm of
Septimius Severus, some fine (4)
£150-200

409
Claudius (41-54), cistophorus, probably Ephesus mint, bare
head left, rev., COM – ASI, female figure crowning Claudius within
two-columned temple; ROM ET AVG inscribed on entablature,
10.89 g (RPC 2221; RIC 120), good very fine
£800-1,000

‡410
Nero (54-68), aureus, 59/60, bare head right, rev., EX SC
within wreath, 7.34 g (RIC 19; C. 213), fine
£300-400

411
Nero, denarius, rev., Nero and Messalina, good fine; Poppaea,
AE 28mm of Perinthus, rev., head-dress of Isis, good fine and
rare (2)
£150-200

412
Titus (79-81), aureus, as Caesar, 71, laureate head right, rev.,
NEP RED, Neptune standing left, foot on globe, holding
acrostolium and sceptre, 7.27 g (RIC 155; C. 120; Foss 12),

good very fine with scuff in rev. field and some minor marks

417
Clodius Albinus (195-197), denarius, rev., Victory right (RIC
43a), good very fine; with denarii (5) of Trajan (3), Hadrian and
Antoninus Pius and as of Claudius, fine to very fine (7) £250-300

418
Denarii (10), comprising Titus, rev., wreath on curule chair,
Domitian (2), including rev., herald with incense burner and
column, Trajan (3), Hadrian (2), rev., Hispania reclining,
Restitution of Hispania, Sabina and Lucius Verus; and reduced
siliqua of Constantius II, cleaned, mainly very fine, some better
(11)
£350-400

‡419
Valentinian II (375-392), solidus, Milan, bust right, rev., two
emperors seated facing, 4.48 g (RIC 5e; C. 37), light scratch on
neck, good very fine
£200-300

‡420
Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, facing bust, rev., two
emperors seated (RIC 237), some marks, very fine; together
with Parthian tetradrachms (3, one plated), drachms (5);
Characene tetradrachms (2); Babylonian lion tetradrachm;
Sasanian drachms of Ardashir I and Hormizd II; et infra (2),
mainly fair to fine (16)
£300-400

£1,500-2,000
This issue was struck to mark Titus’s triumphal return to Rome after
the campaigns in Judaea.

413
Trajan (98-117), aureus, 106, laureate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev., octastyle temple of Honos, 7.00 g (RIC 146; C. 97;
Foss 43), slight edge marks, good very fine and rare £1,200-1,500

414
Divus Trajan, antoninianus struck by Trajan Decius, rev., lighted
altar (RIC 86a; C. 664), extremely fine; Galeria Valeria, follis,
Antioch, bust right, rev., Venus (RIC 84), good extremely fine
£200-300

415
Hadrian (117-138), aureus, laureate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev., Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory and
spear; behind, shield and spear, 7.25 g (RIC 77; C. 1104), scuff
on portrait, very fine
£750-1,000

421
Miscellaneous: Greek Imperial tetradrachms (14), Vespasian
to Diocletian, mostly of Alexandria; together with other Greek
Imperial bronzes (7) and antoniniani (4) all identified in
envelopes, some fine or better (25)
£40-60

‡422
Late Roman and Byzantine gold, comprising solidi of Valens,
Justinian I, Justin II, Heraclius with Heraclius Constantine,
histamena of Romanus III and Romanus IV, fine to very fine,
the last better (6)
£500-600

423
Maurice Tiberius (582-602), solidus (S. 478); with solidi of
Basil I and Constantine (2, S. 1704) and Constantine VII and
Romanus II (S. 1751), fine to very fine (4)
£450-550

424
John II (1118-1143), hyperpyron, Christ enthroned, rev.,
emperor and the Virgin holding patriarchal cross (S. 1938),
creased, very fine; and a miliaresion of John I (S. 1792), very
fine (2)
£120-150

ISLAMIC COINS
425
Arab-Sasanian drachms (4), Yazdgerd III type with bism
Allah, SK (Sijistan) YE 20; Khusraw type with bism Allah, ST
(Istakhr) 35h; Khusraw type with bism Allah rabbi, BCRA
(Basra) 47h; Khusraw type with lillah, DA (Darabjird) YE 30,
very fine to about extremely fine, most scarce (4) £120-150

431
Arab-Sasanian drachms (7), comprising `Abdallah b. alZubayr, DA (Darabjird) 57YE (?); Salm b. Ziyad (2), HRA
(Harat) 67h (countermarked) and MRW (Marw) 65h; `Umar b.
`Ubaydallah, ART (Ardashir Khurra) 68h (countermarked);
Muqatil b. Misma`, BYŠ (Bishapur) 73h (countermarked);
Talha b. `Abdallah, SK (Sijistan) 64h; `Atiya b. al-Aswad,
KRMAN (Kirman) 72h, fine to better than very fine, two with

collector’s numbers inked on obverse, the last three scarce or
rare (7)
£280-320

UMAYYAD CALIPHATE
432

temp Hisham (105-125h), dinar, 106h, 4.22 g (Walker
225), small mark in obverse field, extremely fine
£120-150

426
Arab-Sasanian, Mus`ab b. Zubayr, drachm, KRMAN-NAR
(Narmashir) 70h, with Arabic bism Allah and Pahlavi BPRWYAN –
GDH in second and third obverse quadrants and countermark
lillah in fourth, 4.06 g (Album 17), very fine and rare £150-200
427
Arab-Sasanian, `Abdallah b. Khazim, drachms (2), BBA
(camp mint), 67h, 4.06 g (SICA I, p. 24, note), about
extremely fine and rare, and MRW (Marw) 69h, 3.85 g (SICA I,
336), thrice countermarked, good very fine (2)
£120-150

433
Dirham, Abarqubadh 97h, 2.68 g (Klat 22, same dies),

about very fine and extremely rare, the latest recorded date
for the mint
£1,500-2,000
434
Dirhams (3), Adharbayjan 105h, triplet of pellets pointing
upwards (Klat 24.a1), cleaned, very fine; Arminiya 99h, (Klat 53),
minor deposits, almost extremely fine; Ifriqiya 111h, four
concentric annulets on obverse (Klat 98.b), good fine (3) £150-200

428
Arab-Sasanian, Muqatil b. Misma`, BYŠ (Bishapur) 73h,
3.67 g (SICA I, 190), with three Hephthalite countermarks,

collector’s number inked on reverse, otherwise good very fine
and rare
£100-150
435
Dirham, Istakhr 83h, 2.90 g (Klat 70, same dies), good very fine
and extremely rare [4 specimens known to Klat]
£1,000-1,500

429
Arab-Sasanian, Talha b. `Abdallah, drachm, SK (Sijistan)
64h, 3.71 g (Walker p. 91, 191), good very fine and toned,
rare
£100-150

430
Arab-Sasanian, `Abdallah b. Umayya, drachm, SK
(Sijistan) 75h, 3.86 g (Gaube 22), traces of hoard staining on
obverse, otherwise almost extremely fine and rare £120-150

436
Dirham, al-Andalus 110h, 2.84 g (Klat 123), struck from rusty
dies, light scratch on obverse, otherwise very fine
£250-300

437
Dirham, al-Andalus 116h, 2.86 g (Klat 129), cleaned, very
fine to good very fine
£250-300

438
Dirhams (5), Istakhr 102h, al-Basra 79h, Dimashq 79h,
Wasit 84h (this chipped with 20% of flan missing), 101h, last
hoard-stained, generally very fine to good very fine, all scarce (5)
£150-200
439
Dirhams (3), Balkh 114h, 115h, 128h (Klat 179, 180, 186),
fine to better than very fine, second twice pierced (3) £150-200

440
Dirham, al-Jisr 80h, rev., marginal legend apparently ends
ϥϛήθϣϟ, 2.89 g (cf. Klat 230), small patch of horn silver on
edge, otherwise good very fine and rare
£600-800

441
Dirham, Jur 83h, 2.97 g (Klat 251), good very fine £400-600

442
Dirham, Jayy 102h, 2.83 g (Klat 267), traces of hoard-

staining at edge, otherwise very fine or better and extremely
rare [3 specimens known to Klat]
£1,200-1,500

443
Dirham, Dasht-i Maysan 79h, 2.75 g (Klat 318), cleaned with

446
Dirham, Sijistan 130h, type with four pairs of annulets on
£500-600
obverse, 2.27 g (Klat 448.b), fine and rare

447
Dirham, Sijistan 132h, 2.72 g (Klat 440), good fine and
extremely rare [only one example listed by Klat] £3,000-3,500

448
Dirham, Surraq 81h, 3.05 g (Klat 462), some weak striking,
extremely fine and rare
£700-1,000

449
Dirham, al-Sus 81h, 2.91 g (Klat 475), some weak areas but
good very fine, very rare
£800-1,200

some traces of silver chloride remaning on obverse, otherwise
very fine to good very fine and extremely rare
£2,500-3,000

450
Dirham, al-Kufa 79h, 2.92 g (Klat 540), about extremely
fine and rare
£1,000-1,500

444
Dirham, al-Rayy 80h, 2.75 g (Klat 395), minor flan laminations
on reverse, otherwise good very fine and very rare
£800-1,200

451
Dirham, Madinat Balkh al-Bayda 111h, 1.99 g (Klat 176), flan
laminations and hoard-stained, fine or better and rare
£200-300

445
Dirhams (2), Sabur 80h, Surraq 93h, 2.54, 2.81 g (Klat
416, 467), very fine (2)
£150-200

452
Dirham, Madinat Balkh al-Bayda 111h, 2.00 g (Klat 176),

metal faults and patches of hoard-staining, only fair but rare
£100-150

453
Dirham, al-Madinat al-`Atiqa 97h, 2.74 g (Klat 579, same

dies), light graffiti, about very fine and extremely rare, the
only recorded date for the mint
£3,500-4,000

454
Dirham, Marw 79h, with mint-name in Pahlawi in lower
obverse field, rev., marginal legend ends ϥϛήθϣϟ, 2.91 g (Klat
581.a), good very fine to about extremely fine, rare £500-600

455
Dirham, Marw 81h, with mint-name in Pahlawi in lower
obverse field, rev., marginal legend ends ϥϮϛήθϣϟ, 2.75 g
(Klat 583.b), good very fine/very fine
£180-220

456
Dirham, Marw 83h, four pellets to left of mint-name in Pahlawi
in lower obverse field, rev., marginal legend ends ϥϴϛήθϣϟ, 2.52
g (Klat 585.c), some scratches from attempts to remove hoardstaining, obverse flan faults, otherwise about very fine £150-200

457
Dirham, Harat 80h, obv., marginal legend reads ϦϴϨϤΛ ΔϨγ ϲϓ ΓήϬΑ ϢϫήΪϟ άϫ Ώήο ϪϠϟ ϢγΑ, point between άϫ and ϢϫήΪϟ, eight plain
(HRA) in lower field, rev., similar to Klat 652.b but with six plain annulets in margin, central
annulets in margin, Pahlawi mint-signature
point below middle of Ϊ of ΪϤμϟ, 2.93 g, (ONS Newsletter 179, this piece), about extremely fine and of the highest rarity
£7,000-10,000
This dirham makes Harat the third mint known to have issued bilingual post-Reform dirhams (the others being Marw and Marw al-Rudh). The only
other dirhams from this mint known before the relatively plentiful coinage starting in 90h are a handful of extremely rare issues of 79h. Whether
this specimen was an experimental piece or a survival from what was once a larger issue can only be a matter of conjecture.

458
Umayyad dirhams (16), comprising al-Basra 79h, Balkh 128
(3), al-Jazira 128h, 129h, 130h (2), Junday Sabur 95h,
Dimashq 79h, al-Sus 94h, Shaqq al-Taymara 82h (this stained,
only fair), al-Kufa 101h, Manadhir 90h, Harat 93h (2 – with
and without point in lower obv. field), generally fine to very
fine except where stated, many scarce (16)
£400-500
459
Fals, Zaranj 117h, fine/very fine with clear mint and date,
unlisted by Walker as a mint for fulus; together with
miscellaneous Islamic base metal issues (32), mainly from
Eastern mints, including an Abbasid fals of al-Muhammadiya
207h, many fine (33)
£150-200

463
Revolutionary Period `Abdallah b. Mu`awiya, dirham,
Jayy 128h, 2.69 g (Klat 269), very fine
£150-200

464
Revolutionary Period, al-Dahhak b. Qays al-Shaybani,
dirham, al-Kufa 128h, with Kharijite slogan ϪϠϟ ϻ ϢϜΣ ϻ in obverse
margin, (Klat 548.a; Wurtzel 28), very fine, scarce
£180-200

460
Fals, Tabariya (Walker 888), very fine; together with other
Islamic fulus (17), mostly Umayyad, many fine, and miscellaneous
Islamic coins (9) including silver (4), some fine (27)
£120-180
461
`Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, finance director in Egypt
132h, fals, al-Fustat Misr, 6.91 g (Walker P.140), good fine,
rare
£60-80
462
Revolutionary Period, dirhams (2), Jayy 128h, 2.89 g (Klat 269),
cleaned, staining on reverse, almost very fine; Marw 132h, 2.60 g
(Klat 606), flan split, severely hoard-stained, fine (2)
£250-300

465
Revolutionary Period, Abu Muslim, dirham, Marw 130h, as
Klat 604 but outer obverse marginal legend starts at 1 o’clock with
trefoils of annulets at half-cardinal points, 2.84 g, hoard-stained,

otherwise very fine and extremely rare [only 2 examples of this
date known to Klat]
£1,500-2,000

ABBASID CALIPHATE
‡466
Al-Mansur (136-158h), dinars (6), 143h, 144h, 151h, 152h,
157h (2), generally fine to very fine (6)
£200-250
‡467
Al-Mahdi (158-169h), dinar, 168h; al-Hadi (169-170h),
dinar, 170h (damaged); al-Rashid (170-193h), dinars (8),
175h, 182h Ja`far, 184h Ja`far, 185h Ja`far, 188h, 189h li’lKhalifa, 192h li’l-Khalifa, very good to very fine (9) £300-400
‡468
Al-Mamun (194-218h), dinars (3), no mint 211h, Misr 214h,
218h (bent) (Album 222.11, 222A [2]); al-Mu`tasim (218227h), dinars (2), Misr 223h, 225h; al-Wathiq (227-232h),
dinar, Misr 232h, fine to very fine, the last scarce (6) £220-250
‡469
Al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinars (5), Misr 235h (pierced),
240h citing heir as `Abdallah, 245h, 246h (2); al-Musta`in
(248-251h), dinar, Marw 249h, last ex-mount, others fair to
good fine (6)
£200-250
‡470
Al-Mu`tazz (251-255h), dinar, Misr 253h; al-Mu`tamid,
dinars (3), Madinat al-Salam 257h, 264h, Misr 265h; al-Muktafi,
dinar, Madinat al-Salam 291h; al-Muttaqi, dinar, Madinat alSalam 331, citing the Hamdanids Nasir al-dawla and Sayf aldawla, this good very fine, others fine to good fine (6) £250-300

471
Al-Mu`tamid (256-279h), dinar, al-Kufa 271h, citing alMuwaffaq as al-Nasir li-din Allah and the vizier Dhu’lwizaratayn, 4.44 g (BMX IX p.69, 356k), plugged, otherwise
very fine or better and rare
£300-400
Al-Muwaffaq, son of the caliph al-Mutawakkil, received the
honorific title al-Nasir li-din Allah after his suppression of the Zanj
rebellion in 270h.

472
Al-Muktafi (289-295h), dinar, al-Rahba 293h, 2.69 g (cf. Kazan
172), struck from a cracked obverse die, scratches on reverse and
minor edge mark, otherwise very fine and rare
£400-600

474
Al-Muqtadir, dinar, Madinat Qumm 304h, mint name reads bimadinat bi-Qumm, 3.38 g, fine to good fine and rare £600-800
475
Al-Muqtadir, dinars (7), Suq al-Ahwaz 311h, 313h, 317h,
318h, 319h, 320h (citing `Amid al-dawla), Tustar min alAhwaz 320h (citing `Amid al-dawla), generally very fine or
better, the 320h issues scarce (7)
£400-500
476
Al-Muqtadir, dinars (5), Tustar min al-Ahwaz 312h, 318h, 319h,
Suq al-Ahwaz 318h, 319h, mainly very fine and better (5) £250-300
477
Al-Muqtadir, dinars (6), al-Ahwaz 313h, 314h, 316h, 317h, 318h,
319h, a few with surface deposits, generally very fine (6) £300-400

478
Al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 313h, 2.67 g (Miles
157A), weakly struck in margins, otherwise good very fine and
rare
£400-500

479
Al-Muqtadir, dinar, Isbahan 318h, 3.22 g, some marginal
weakness, very fine and rare
£500-600
480
Al-Muqtadir, dinars (3), al-Ahwaz 320h, Tustar min al-Ahwaz
320h and Suq al-Ahwaz 320h, all citing the amir `Amir al-dawla
(Album 248), very fine to good very fine, scarce (3) £200-250
481
Al-Qahir (320-322), dinars (2), both al-Ahwaz 321h,
varieties with and without name of heir Abu’l-Qasim, 3.77,
4.21 g (Album 250.1, 250.2), good fine to very fine, both
scarce (2)
£250-300
482
Al-Qahir, dinars (3), al-Ahwaz 322h, Tustar min al-Ahwaz 322h,
Suq al-Ahwaz 322h, all with rev.,ϪϠϠ ϦϳΪϟ ϪϠϟ Ϊϋ Ϧϣ ϢϘΘϨϤϟ (‘The
avenger of God’s enemies for the sake of God’s religion’), 4.31,
4.12, 4.59 g (Album 252), very fine, scarce (3)
£200-300
483
Al-Qahir, dinars (4), al-Ahwaz 322h (2), Suq al-Ahwaz 322h
(2), all ‘avenger’ type, good fine to very fine (4)
£250-300

473
Al-Muqtadir (295-320h), medallion dinar, Madinat al-Salam
303h, 4.14 g (cf. Ilisch DI 16-17), very fine and rare £1,000-1,500

484
Al-Qahir, dinars (2), both Tustar min al-Ahwaz 321h, varieties
with and without name of heir Abu’l-Qasim, 4.09, 4.52 g (Album
250.1, 250.2), good fine to almost very fine (2)
£250-300

485
Al-Radi (322-329h), dinars (6), al-Ahwaz 322h, 323h, 324h,
Tustur min al-Ahwaz 322h, 323h, 324h, second fine, others
generally very fine
£300-400

492
Al-Rashid (170-193), dirhams (11), Madinat al-Salam 187h,
188h, 189h, 190h, 191h, 192h, 193h; al-Muhammadiya 188h, 190h,
192h, 193h, generally very fine to extremely fine (11)
£70-90

486
Al-Radi, dinars (6), al-Ahwaz 322h, 324h, Suq al-Ahwaz 322h
(2), 323h, 324h, generally very fine (6)
£300-400

493
Al-Rashid, dirhams (45), Madinat al-Salam 187h (4), 188h
(7), 190h (2), 191h (7), 192h (16), 193h (9), some hoardstained, mainly very fine or better (45)
£150-200

487
Al-Radi, dinars (6), al-Ahwaz 323h, Suq al-Ahwaz 322h, 323h,
324h, Tustar min al-Ahwaz 322h, 323h, some with surface
deposits, very fine and better (6)
£300-400

488
Al-Mustakfi (333-334h), dinar, Madinat al-Salam 333h,
citing chief amir al-Muzaffar Abu’l-Wafa, 4.10 g (Album A264
RRR; cf. Artuk 500, with different arrangement of legend in
rev. field), die-rust visible on reverse, about extremely fine and
very rare
£600-800

489
Al-Mustazhir (487-512h), dinar, Madinat al-Salam 491h,
rev., `Imad al-din / Abu Mansur vertically in left and right of
field, 2.05 g (Album B266 RRR; cf. Sotheby’s, 6 November
1997, lot 363 for a similar dinar dated 492h), a typically crude

striking on a thin flan but with little actual wear, good very fine
and extremely rare
£700-1,000
Although Baghdad was under Seljuq control at this time, the caliph
al-Mustazhir was able to take advantage of the fratricidal struggle
between Barkiyaruq and Muhammad, the two sons of Malik Shah,
and struck a handful of dinars without the name of a Seljuq overlord
from 491-492h and again in 496h. It is not clear whether this was a
bold statement of independence on the caliph’s part or a
statesmanlike decision to avoid a public display of allegiance until a
victor had emerged.

494
Al-Rashid, dirhams (40), Madinat al-Salam 188h (20), 189h
(20), a few stained, mostly very fine or better (40) £150-200

495
Al-Ma`mun (194-218h), dirham, Dimashq 213h, 2.83 g
(Lowick 624), good fine to almost very fine
£300-400

496
Al-Muntasir (247-248h), dirham, Surra man ra`a 248h,
2.86 g (Kazan 153), very fine and toned, rare
£200-300

497
Al-Mu`tadid (279-289h), donative half-dirham, without
mint name 280h, legends as Ilisch D III 8 (in gold), 1.49 g, exmount, fine and rare
£150-200

498
Al-Mu`tadid, dirham, San`a 280h, on a broad flan and with fine
style calligraphy, 2.83 g (cf. Album 1057A, in the name of alMuktafi), twice pierced, very fine and extremely rare
£300-400
490
Al-Mansur (136-158h), dirham, Naysabur 143h, 2.80 g
(Lowick 2301), slightly bent, otherwise about very fine and
extremely rare [only one example known to Lowick] £250-300

499
Al-Mu`tadid, dirham, al-Shash 280h, of standard Abbasid
type without the name of the Samanid ruler, 4.22 g (Zambaur
p. 156, note 4), fine to good fine and rare, the last Abbasid
issue of al-Shash
£100-150
500
Abbasid dirhams (3), comprising Ardashir Khurra 134h,
Arminiya 148h and Sijistan 165h, generally very fine, all scarce
or rare (3)
£150-200

491
Al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Dimashq 186h, 2.65 g
(Lowick 597), fine to good fine, rare
£250-300

501
Cast fulus (5), all Tarsus, in the names of al-Mu`tadid, Bishr
al-Afshini, Nasr al-Thamali, Munajjah, and Muhammad b. Musa
(Shamma 5, 12, cf. 17-18, 21, -), fine to very fine (5) £150-200

502
Fals, without mint or date (Tarsus), citing the governor
Munajjah (Shamma p. 102, 21), very fine for issue; other cast
Cilician fulus (4), all with governors’ names; together with
other Caliphal fulus (8) including al-Basra 152h, al-Raqqa 181h
and al-Muhammadiya 164h, some fine (13)
£150-200

‡503
Muwahhid, abu-Ya`qub Yusuf (558-580h), half-dinar,
without mint or date, 2.32 g (Hazard 495), good very fine;
Buwayhid, dinar, Madinat al-Salam 362h, 4.86 g (Treadwell
Ms362G), very fine (2)
£100-120

‡504
Tulunid, dinars (3), of Ahmad b. Tulun, Misr 268h, and Harun
b. Khumarawayh (2), Misr 289h, 291h (Album 661, 667),
generally good fine; `Alawi Sharifs, Isma`il al-Samin,
bunduqi, Fas 1099h, crimped, almost very fine (4) £180-220

‡505
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz (341-365h), dinars (6), al-Mansuriya
353h, 355h, 356h, 357h, 360h, 365h (Kazan 453, 456, 457,
458, 463, 472), fine to good fine (6)
£250-300

‡506
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz, dinars (8), Misr 361h, 363h (2), 364h,
al-Mansuriya 355h, 360h, 3xx, al-Mahdiya 365h, generally fair
to fine (8)
£300-350

‡507
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz, dinar, al-Mahdiya 366h (sic), 4.00 g,
fine, a rare posthumous issue
£100-120

512
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, Trablus 448h, 3.49 g (Nicol
2054), almost extremely fine, scarce
£150-200

513
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, `Akka 487h, 4.37 g (Miles p.50),
margins weak and scratch on obverse, very fine and rare £600-800

514
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinars (4), all Sur, with missing or partial
dates, fine to very fine, some damaged at edge (4)
£160-180

515
Ayyubid, Saladin (564-589h), dinar, al-Qahira 580h, 4.66 g
(Balog 40), about very fine
£150-200

516
Abbasid/Hamdanid, al-Muttaqi (329-333h), dinar, Madinat
al-Salam 331h, very fine; Muwahhid, Abu Yusuf Ya`qub,
dinar, no mint (Hazard 502), wavy flan, good very fine; Qajar,
Fath `Ali Shah, toman, Yazd 1235h, very fine (3)
£250-300

‡508
Fatimid, al-`Aziz (365-386h), dinars (3), Misr 366h, 367h,
371h; al-Hakim (386-411), dinars (2), Misr 395h, 402h, first
pierced, fine to very fine (5)
£200-250

509
Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), dirham Misr 388h, very fine;
al-Zahir (411-417h), fractional dirham, struck on a small flan
with only central legends visible, very fine; with a Crusader
imitation of a dinar of al-Amir, good very fine, and a Norman
mezzo follaro of William II (Spahr 119), fine (4)
£150-200

510
Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Filistin 436h,
3.79 g (BMC IX, 135a), plugged, fine with clear mint and date,
rare
£200-300

511
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, Filistin 438h, 3.88 g (Miles
312), very fine or better and rare
£800-1,000

517
Batinite Assassins of Alamut, Muhammad III (618653h), fractional dinar, (Kursi al-Daylam) 651h, central
legends read: al-Mawla / al-`Azam // Muhammad bin / alHasan, 1.40 g (Album 1920 RR), margins partly weak, good
fine and very rare
£600-800

518
Su`lukid Governors of Rayy, Ahmad b. `Ali, dinar, alMuhammadiya 310h, 4.02 g (NHR 154A; Album 1481 RR),
some double-striking, about very fine; Abbasid, al-Muktafi,
dinar, San`a 290h, 2.90 g (SICA X -; Bikhazi 68), slightly bent
at edge, otherwise almost extremely fine (2)
£250-300

519
Tahirid, Tahir b. al-Husayn (205-207h), dirham, Madinat
Harat 206h, citing the governor al-Shukr b. Ibrahim (Album
1391A), very fine, rare; Talha b. Tahir (207-213h), dirham,
Abrashahr 210h (Album 1393), good fine and scarce; et infra (1)
(3)
£150-200

‡520
Samanid, Isma`il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinars (2),
Samarqand 288h and al-Shash 289h, 4.23, 4.21 g (Album
1442), good fine to very fine (2)
£120-150

521
Samanid, `Abd al-Malik b. Nuh (343-350h), dinar, Amul
345h, variety with star in upper obverse field, citing the caliph alMuti`, 3.53 g (Stern 31b), rev. scratches and small indentation in
lower field, almost very fine and scarce
£250-300

522
Amirs of Bust, Muhammad b. Jatakin (fl. 347/8h), fulus (2),
both Bust 347h, with ruler’s name as Abu’l-Hasan (Album B1478
RRR), one cleaned, fine to good fine, very rare (2)
£100-150
Bust was an important city in eastern Sistan, and was a mint under
the Saffarids. During the mid-4th/10th century it was controlled by a
succession of local rulers, most of whom are known only from their
coins. It later became the winter capital of the Ghaznavids, who
also used it as a hunting resort.

526
Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703), post-reform dinar,
Yazd 699h, 4.26 g (Album 2170), very fine
£150-200

‡527
Safavid, Tahmasp I (930-984h), ashrafis (5), of Ordu
(undated), Tabriz (undated), Shiraz (undated), Qazvin 938h,
and without mint or date, generally very fine (5)
£350-400

528
Safavid, Tahmasp I, shahis (20), various types, of Shiraz (9),
Tabriz (10) and Mashhad (1), some very fine (20)
£120-150

529
Afsharid, Nadir Shah, rupis (4) and 6-shahis (8), various
mints; together with abbasis (34) of `Adil Shah (11) and Shah
Rukh (23), many of Shiraz, and Zand, Karim Shah, abbasis
(4), all types of Shiraz 1166h, many very fine (50) £180-220

523
Buwayhid, `Imad al-dawla and Mu`izz al-dawla, dinar,
al-Basra 336h, 4.36 g (cf. Treadwell Ba336 [dirham]), about
extremely fine and extremely rare
£800-1,000
Treadwell lists no al-Basra dinars struck before 369h, which
apparently makes this the earliest known Buwayhid dinar of alBasra by at least 30 years.

524
Ghaznavid, Mahmud, 388-421h, fals, Ghazna 405h (SNAT
XIVd, 243), very fine, pierced; together with miscellaneous
Eastern copper issues (23), including a Samanid fals of Akhsikath
355h, fine to very fine, an interesting group (24)
£150-200

530
Zand, Karim Khan, tomans (5), Kashan (?) 1181h, Qazwin
date off flan, Yazd 1189h (3 – one pierced), some weak areas
but generally very fine; Qajar, Fath `Ali Shah (12121250h), tomans (2), Resht 1213h, Yazd 1235h, second exmount and pierced, good fine to very fine (7)
£380-420

531
Qajar, Fath `Ali Shah, miscellaneous silver issues (19),
mints include Kashan, Resht, Qazwin, Shiraz and Tehran; with
other Iranian silver (7), Safavid to Qajar, mainly fine to very
fine (26)
£150-200

First piece illustrated.

532
Janid, Abu’l-Fayz Khan (1117-1160h), gold tilla, without
mint or date, 4.64 g (Album 3022; BMC VII, 171), central
weakness on both sides, about very fine, scarce
£120-150

525
Seljuq of Kirman, Turanshah I (477-490h), dinar, alSirjan 483h (Album 1700), very fine for issue and very rare
£500-600

533
Ghorid, `Ala al-Din Jahansuz (544-556h), dinar, Ghazna
555h, with ruler’s name as al-Husayn bin al-Husayn in lower
reverse field, 6.65 g (Album M1754 RRR), some weak areas in
margins, very fine and extremely rare
£800-1,200

534
Ghorid, Muhammad b. Sam (567-602h), heavy dinar,
Ghazna 598h, citing his brother Ghiyath al-Din, 11.85 g (Album
1761), margins weak, good very fine to extremely fine £300-400
535
Sultans of Dehli, round gold tankas (4), comprising `Ala aldin Muhammad, Hadrat Dehli 704h, 706h (?), 711h (GG
D221), and Ghiyath al-din Tughluq Hadrat Dehli 721h (GG
D301), very fine and better (4)
£400-500

‡536
Sultans of Dehli, Qutb al-din Mubarak (716-720h),
square gold tanka, Qutbabad 720h, 11.01 g (GG D248, same
rev. die), extremely fine
£300-400
537
Mughal, gold muhurs (10), comprising issues of Akbar (7)
and Shah Jahan (3), mounted with simple chain links to form
a six-coin necklace and four-coin bracelet, each coin with four
loop-mounts on edge, good very fine to extremely fine, with
old hand-written envelopes (10)
£800-1,200
‡538
Miscellaneous Islamic gold coins (11), comprising
Buwayhid, dinars (2), al-Muhammadiya 335h, Madinat alSalam 399h, good fine to very fine; Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id,
dinar, Baghdad 725h, weak in centres, almost very fine;
Ottoman, Mehmed IV, sultani, Qustantaniya 1058h, fine;
with Abbasid dinars (4), all with missing or partial mints or
dates, some fine or better, and Eastern dinars (3), mixed
lower grades (11)
£300-400
539
Miscellaneous Islamic dirhams (about 126), comprising
Umayyad (26), Abbasid (about 107), and other dynasties (3),

a number pierced, hoard-stained or damaged, some fine or
better (about 126)
£200-300
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545
James I, Second Coinage (1604-19), unite, m.m. lis, half-length
second bust right, crowned and armoured (N. 2083; S. 2618),

probably an excavated coin and has been cleaned, generally
good fine
£300-400

540
Edward III, Fourth Coinage, Treaty Series (1363-69), noble,
London mint, annulet before EDWARD (N. 1232; S. 1503), good
very fine to extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
541
Edward III, Fourth Coinage, Treaty Period, quarter-noble,
London mint, no mark before EDWARD, with Treaty X on both
sides (N. 1243; S. 1510), minor spademark, fine or good fine
£100-150
542
Edward IV (Second Reign 1471-1483), angel, m.m. cinquefoil,
saltire stops on both sides, legend reads REDEMPT, 5.08 g (N.
1626; S. 2091), edge has been made round and with some
marks, otherwise very fine
£300-400

546
James I, Third Coinage, half-laurel, m.m. trefoil [after REGNA on
rev.], fourth bust type (N. 2117; S. 2641A), weak in parts of
shield, about very fine
£350-450
547
Charles I, Tower mint, double-crown, Group D, m.m. crown (N.
2169; S. 2699B; obverse die not in SCBI Brooker), King’s face
very weak, thus fair to fine
£100-150

548
William and Mary, guinea, 1689, elephant and castle below
busts, rev., normal harp in reverse shield (S. 3427; SCBI
Schneider 469), good fine
£350-400
549
George I, quarter-guinea, 1718, second head, with vertical line
at forehead (S. 3741; SC 010), good very fine
£100-150
‡543
Flemish Noble: Holland, Gorinchem, a 16th Century imitation of
a London ryal of Edward IV’s Light Coinage, i.m. crown,
apparently a variety with plain rudder to ship, rev., legend reads
IHD AVT TRANSICNS PCR MCDIVM ILLORV, 7.54 g / 116.4 gr
(Thompson, B.N.J. XXV (1947) Group II, Class IIIc; cf. SCBI
Schneider 868-875 (different dies); S. 1952), slightly buckled,
very fine
£400-500

550
George II, young head, guinea, 1732, plain below head, with
small-sized lettering (S. 3673), light scratches on the edge from
past claw-mounting, fine to very fine
£250-300

551
George II, old head, half-guinea, 1752 (S. 3685), one or two
surface marks, good extremely fine
£500-700
552
George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), extremely fine
£140-180
544
Edward VI, Posthumous Coinage of Henry VIII in Henry’s name
((1547-51), half-sovereign, Tower II mint, m.m. grapple (on
obverse only, but with grapple below shield on reverse), obv.,
face of Edward VI, rose at King’s feet incomplete and apparently
from an imperfect punch (N. 1865; S. 2393), three striking cracks,
unevenly struck and weak in parts, fine to very fine
£400-600

553
George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), almost extremely
fine
£140-180
554
George III, guineas (2), 1786, 1789, fine or good fine (2)
£150-200

555
George III, guinea, 1785, good fine; George IV, sovereign,
1821, scuffed but better than very fine; and William IV,
sovereign, 1833, good fine (3)
£400-500
556
George III, ‘spade’ guinea, 1787, minor marks, good very fine
£150-200
557
George III, guinea, 1787, almost very fine; sovereigns (4),
1878 M St George, 1887, 1900, 1907, half-sovereign, 1887,
second extremely fine, others generally fine; together with twopounds, 1887 and half-sovereign, 1901, both ex mount (8)
£420-450
558
George III, guinea, 1788, has been mounted and third-guinea,
1806, slightly scratched, very fine; with Edward VII – George
V, sovereigns (2), 1904, 1918 I, and half-sovereign, 1902,
generally very fine (5)
£180-220
559
George III, sovereign, 1817 (S. 3785), with a knock below

head which has been partially tooled out, otherwise about
extremely fine
£100-150
560
George IV, two-pounds, 1823 (S. 3798), traces of mounting,
fine or good fine, and half-sovereigns (2), 1825, fine, 1828, rim
nicks, about fine (3)
£220-250
561
George IV, sovereign, 1829, fine and clear; Edward VII,
sovereign, 1909, very fine (2)
£140-160
562
William IV, sovereign, 1837, better than fine; together with
sovereign, 1907 and half-sovereign, 1894, the first good very
fine, other fine (3)
£180-220

568
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, light scuffs, about extremely
fine
£400-450
569
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, sovereign, half-sovereign,
crown, double-florin, halfcrown, florin, shillings (2), sixpences
(3) young head, and both Jubilee types, threepence, generally
good extremely fine (12)
£350-400
570
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, extremely fine, retaining
some brilliance in fields
£220-250
571
Victoria, old head, specimen set of 10 coins, 1893, comprising
gold five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign,
silver crown to threepence, the threepence replaced with an
1899 issue, extremely fine or better (10)
£850-950
572
Victoria, old head, two-pounds, 1893, rather bagmarked but
virtually mint state
£250-300
573
Edward VII, currency two-pounds, 1902, a few marks, good
very fine
£220-250
574
George V, sovereigns (28), all of Australian mints, comprising
1911 P, 1912 P, 1913 P, 1916 P (2), 1916 S (3), 1917 p (2), 1918
M, 1918 P (5), 1918 S, 1919 P (7), 1920 P, 1921 P, 1922 P, 1928
P, mainly very fine to extremely fine (28)
£1,400-1,600
575
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of 19 coins,
comprising gold five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and halfsovereign, and silver crown to bronze farthing, including
maundy set, a few light marks from handling, good extremely
fine, in two fitted cases of issue (19)
£1,500-2,000

563
Victoria, young head, sovereigns (10) all shield type, 1844,
1845, 1850, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1865, 1880 S, 1881 M, 1881 S,
very fine or better (10)
£600-650

576
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of four gold coins,
comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and halfsovereign, with a few light surface scratches, extremely fine or
better (4)
£1,400-1,600

564
Victoria, sovereigns (7), 1852, 1863, 1871 all shield, 1874,
1881 S, both St. George, 1887, 1890 S, second only very good,
others generally very fine (7)
£320-350

577
Elizabeth II, sovereigns (10), 1957-59 and 1962-68 inclusive,
virtually as struck (10)
£500-550

565
Victoria, young head, sovereigns (10), 1869 shield and St.
George type (9), 1874, 1874 M, 1874 S, 1878 M, 1880, 1882 M,
1882 S, 1884, 1886 M, mixed grades fine to good very fine (10)
£500-600
566
Victoria, young head sovereigns (16), all St. George, 1872 S,
1873 M, 1874, 1876 M, 1876 S, 1877 M, 1879, 1879 S, 1880 (2),
1880 S, 1881 M, 1882 M, 1885, 1886 M, 1887 M, very fine or
better, seventh scarce (16)
£800-850
567
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, set of 11 currency coins, comprising
gold five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign,
silver crown, double-florin (Arabic 1), halfcrown, florin, shilling,
‘withdrawn’ sixpence and threepence, £5 and £2 both extremely

fine, sovereign and half-sovereign very fine to good very fine,
silver all extremely fine and toned, the set in a modern fitted
case (11)
£800-900

578
Elizabeth II, £50 Britannia, 1996, £25 Britannia, 1987 and
proof sovereign, 1998, in cases and capsules of issue, as
struck (3)
£200-220
579
Elizabeth II, Millennium, 2000, proof gold crown, mint state,
in case and capsule of issue
£300-350
580
Elizabeth II, brilliant uncirculated five-pounds, 2000 (S. 4400),
mint state, in capsule of issue
£250-300
581
Elizabeth II, brilliant uncirculated five-pounds, 2002, mint
state, in case and capsule of issue
£280-320
582
Elizabeth II, proof Britannia collection, 2002, comprising
proof gold £100, £50, £25 and £10, mint state in case and
capsules of issue (4)
£500-550

583
Mounted gold (7), guinea, 1793, half-guinea, 1806, sovereigns
(2), 1862, 1876, half-sovereigns (2), both 1902 (one pierced),
and a Z.A.R. pond, 1898 (7)
£250-300
584
Sovereigns (6), 1864, 1872 shield, 1910, 1957, 1965, 1979, very
fine to mint state; with a modern fantasy ‘maundy set’ in gold,
depicting ‘Edward VIII’, mint state, cased (10)
£300-350
585
Sovereigns (3), 1871 St. George, 1900 M, 1915, all with test
cuts; Z.A.R., ponds (2), 1892 double-shaft, 1894, very fine;
Turkey, 100 piastres, AH 1255, year 16, fine; other gold coins
(5), comprising half-guinea, 1801, sovereign and half-sovereign,
both 1817, Spanish half-escudo, 1786 Madrid and U.S.A., 2½
dollars, 1843 O, all mounted or damaged; together with a gold
Chinese cash-style amulet, very fine and a silver halfcrown,
1745 LIMA, about fine (13)
£480-520
586
Sovereigns (6), 1887 JH, 1896 S, 1917 P, 1918 P, 1925 S, 1930
P, very fine and better; Z.A.R., pond, 1894, has been mounted
and gilt (7)
£320-350
587
Sovereigns (12), 1889 M, 1900, 1901 S, 1902 M, 1902 P, 1903,
1904, 1906 (2), 1906 M, 1907 M, 1908 and half-sovereigns (2),
1902, 1926 SA, fine to extremely fine (14)
£650-700
588
Sovereigns (4), 1891 M, 1894 M, 1899, 1911, half-sovereigns
(8), 1902, 1905 (2), 1906, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1988 proof, last
mint state and cased, others fine to very fine; with Cook
Islands, Princess Diana Memorial, proof 5 dollars 1997 (3),
mint state, in capsules of issue (15)
£400-500
589
Sovereigns (19), 1892 M, 1893, 1900, 1902 M, 1903, 1903 M,
1904 (2), 1906 M, 1907, 1909, 1911 (2), 1912 (2), 1914 (3),
1915, very fine, some better (19)
£950-1,100
590
Sovereigns (15), comprising 1900, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911,
1912 (4), 1913 (2), 1914 (2), 1915 (2), very fine or better (15)
£750-850
591
Sovereigns (9), 1900 P, 1901 S, 1910 M, 1918 I (5), 1930 SA;
and half-sovereigns (3), 1903, 1914, 1915 S, fine to very fine or
better (12)
£500-600

592
Sovereigns (8), 1910, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1968 (3), 1997 proof,
half-sovereign, 1915, mostly extremely fine (8)
£400-450
593
Sovereign, 1913, has been mounted; together with
miscellaneous mainly 20th century English and foreign coins
(several hundreds), some in silver many fine (lot)
£80-120
594
Sovereign, 1915, crowns (5), 1890, 1951, 1953 (3), 1890 crown
about fine, others extremely fine; together with miscellaneous
English coins (a few hundreds), including approximately £30 face
value of pre-1947 silver, well circulated (lot)
£120-150
595
Half-sovereigns (23), 1885, 1887 (3), 1893 (4), 1894 (2), 1896,
1897, 1899, 1900 (6), 1901 (2), 1902, 1914 S, many very fine;
Australia, Sydney mint, half-sovereign, 1863, very good (24)
£600-650
596
Half-sovereigns (6), 1887 JH, 1892, 1894, 1897, 1913, 1914,
fine to extremely fine (6)
£140-160
--------------------597
Alderney, Queen Mother’s 90th Birthday, 1990, gold proof twopounds, mint state, in capsule and (slightly damaged case of
issue), rare [90 pieces struck]; and a British sovereign, 2000,
uncirculated (2)
£380-420
598
Alderney, 40th Anniversary of the Queen’s Accession, 1992,
gold proof two-pounds, mint state in case and capsule of issue
[150 pieces struck]; 40th Anniversary of the Coronation, 1993,
gold proof £25, mint state, in capsule and (slightly damaged)
case of issue (2)
£380-420
599
Isle of Man, Bicentenary of the Revestment Act, 1965, proof
five-pounds and sovereign, both rather scuffed, otherwise
extremely fine; and British sovereigns (2), 1958, 1967, virtually
as struck (4)
£380-420

The Property of a Gentleman
A FINE COLLECTION OF HALFCROWNS, HENRY VIII - ELIZABETH II

600
Henry VIII, Second Coinage (1526-44), gold halfcrown, m.m.
rose, obv., crowned rose with uncrowned initials hK (for Henry
and Katherine) at sides, rev., crowned shield without initials,
1.80 g (N. 1794; S. 2285), edge a little ragged and with a light
creasemark, very fine
£200-300

601
Edward VI, Fine Silver Coinage, halfcrown, 1552, m.m. tun, King
on horseback galloping right, the horse without a plume, rev.,
long cross fourchée over plain Royal shield (N. 1935; S. 2480),
minor surface graffiti in obverse field, good fine
£300-400

602
Elizabeth I, Sixth Issue (1601-02), halfcrown, m.m. 1, crowned
bust left, holding orb and sceptre, rev., garnished Royal shield
over long cross fourchée (N. 2013; S. 2583), slight unevenness
of striking but generally very fine
£700-900

603
James I, Second Coinage, gold halfcrown, m.m. tower (161213), third bust right, rev., crowned shield with IR at sides, 1.22 g
(N. 2094; S. 2630), striking faults and with a small scratch in
obverse field, about very fine, pleasantly toned
£200-300

604
James I, Third Coinage (1619-25), silver halfcrown, m.m.
trefoil (1624), King on horseback riding right, rev., decorated
shield with bird-headed harp, edge lettering rather unevenly
spaced (N. 2122; S. 2666), generally very fine
£300-400

607
Oliver Cromwell, halfcrown, 1658, by Thomas Simon, laureate
bust of Cromwell left, rev., crowned shield of the Protectorate,
lettered edge reads HAS NISI PERITVRVS MIHI ADIMAT NEMO (E.S.C.
447; S3227A), extremely fine, lightly toned
£1,500-2,000

608
Charles II, Third Hammered Coinage, halfcrown, undated,
m.m. crown, inner circles on both sides; obv., crowned bust of
the King left, value XXX in field, legend reads MAG BR FR, rev.,
Royal shield on long cross fleury (E.S.C. 456; S. 3321), portrait
slightly weak, good fine, reverse better
£250-350

609
Charles II, Milled Coinage, halfcrown, 1663, first bust right,
rev., crowned cruciform shields with interlinked C’s in angles,
lettered edge reads XV (E.S.C. 457; S. 3361), a couple of old

surface grazes on obverse and with a die flaw at Scottish shield,
generally good very fine
£500-700
Stated to be ex Lingford Collection.

605
Charles I, Tower Mint, halfcrown, group 1, type 2, m.m. lis
(1625), King on horseback riding left, rev., square shield over
long cross fourchée (N. 2201; S. 2762; SCBI Brooker 278, same
dies), metal flaws on reverse but generally good very fine and
with an excellent portrait
£200-300
Stated to be ex Brice, Webb, Neck and Lingford Collections.
606
The Commonwealth, halfcrown, 1653, m.m. sun, rev., value
over conjoined shields of St. George and of Ireland (N. 2722;
E.S.C. 431; S. 3215), about very fine
£200-300

610
Charles II, halfcrown, 1677, fourth bust, edge reads VICESIMO
NONO (E.S.C. 479; S. 3367), very fine
£250-300

617
William III, halfcrown, 1696, first bust, B (for Bristol) below,
rev., small crowned cruciform shields, lettered edge reads
OCTAVO (E.S.C. 538; S. 3479), very fine
£200-300

611
James II, halfcrown, 1686, first bust left, rev., crowned
cruciform shields, plain in angles, lettered edge reads SECVNDO
(E.S.C. 494; S. 3408), good very fine, well toned
£400-600
618
William III, halfcrown, 1696, first bust, N (for Norwich)
below, rev., small crowned cruciform shields, lettered edge
reads OCTAVO (E.S.C. 538; S. 3479), striking imperfections

(notably on reverse) and with a few surface marks, good very
fine
£250-350
Stated to be ex Jackson-Kent Collection.

612
James II, halfcrown, 1688, second bust left, rev., cruciform
shields as before [from a die with a double-punched Scottish
lion, misaligned G in MAG and an incipient vertical crack], lettered
edge reads QVARTO (E.S.C. 502; S. 3409), lightly haymarked,
good very fine, the portrait well struck
£400-600
613
James II, Emergency ‘Gunmoney’ Coinage struck in Ireland, Æ
halfcrown, Sepr 1689 (D. & F. 379; S. 6579d; SC IEHC-065),
good very fine
£50-70

619
William III, halfcrown, 1697, first bust, C (for Chester) below,
rev., large crowned cruciform shields, ordinary harp, lettered
edge reads NONO (E.S.C. 545; S. 3489), good very fine, scarce
£350-450
Stated to be ex Lingford Collection.

614
William and Mary, halfcrown, 1689, conjoined first busts left,
rev., Royal shield of the first type, crown above with caul and
interior frosted, and with pearls on the band, lettered edge
reads PRIMO (E.S.C. 503; S. 3408), extremely fine, with an
attractive blue-grey tone
£700-900
615
William and Mary, halfcrown, 1693, conjoined second busts
left, rev., crowned cruciform shields with WM monograms and
date numerals in the angles, lettered edge reads QVINTO (E.S.C.
519; S. 3436), very fine or rather better
£300-400

620
William III, halfcrown, 1697, first bust, E (for Exeter) below,
rev., large crowned cruciform shields, ordinary harp, lettered
edge reads NONO (E.S.C. 547 (see below); S. 3489), very fine
£200-300
The coin is of a minor variety not noted in E.S.C.; the diesinker has
formed the E of ET on the reverse by punching a letter L over a letter
F (which was originally, presumably, selected in error).
Stated to be ex Jackson-Kent Collection.

621
William III, halfcrown, 1697, first bust, y (for York) below,
rev., large crowned cruciform shields, ordinary harp, lettered
edge reads NONO (E.S.C. 551; S. 3492), haymarked, very fine
£150-200
616
William III, halfcrown, 1696, first bust, B (for Bristol mint)
below, rev., large crowned cruciform shields, early harp, lettered
edge reads OCTAVO (E.S.C. 524; S. 3476), considerable

adjustment marks on both sides and on the edge, good very
fine to extremely fine, well toned
£300-400

622
William III, halfcrown, 1698, first bust, plain below, rev.,
modified large shields, lettered edge reads DECIMO (E.S.C. 554;
S. 3494), adjustment marks, about extremely fine, darkly toned
£350-450

623
William III, halfcrown, 1700, first bust, plain below, rev.,
modified large shields, lettered edge reads DVODECIMO (E.S.C.
561; S. 3494), extremely fine and almost as struck, with some
original mint lustre
£400-600

628
George I, halfcrown, 1715, cuirassed and draped laureate bust
right, rev., crowned cruciform shields with roses and plumes in
angles, lettered edge reads SECVNDO (E.S.C. 587; S. 3642), light

adjustment marks and haymarks but good extremely fine and
practically as struck, with light orange and blue toning, rare thus
£1,000-1,500

See also back cover illustration.
629
George I, halfcrown, 1723, rev., crowned cruciform shields
with SSC (for South Sea Company) in angles, lettered edge reads
DECIMO (E.S.C. 592; S. 3643), several edge and rim marks,
otherwise very fine to good very fine
£200-300
624
Anne, halfcrown, 1703, draped bust left, VIGO. below, rev.,
crowned cruciform shields, plain in angles, lettered edge reads
TERTIO (E.S.C. 569; S. 3580), fairly heavily haymarked but good
very fine, well toned
£350-450
625
Anne, halfcrown, 1707, draped bust left, rev., shields of PreUnion type, roses and plumes in angles, lettered edge reads
SEXTO (E.S.C. 573; S. 3582), minor rim knock, very fine or
slightly better, toned
£200-250

626
Anne, halfcrown, 1708, draped bust left, rev., shields of PostUnion type, plain in angles, lettered edge reads SEPTIMO (E.S.C.
577; S. 3604), a little softly struck at the rims but practically
mint state, deeply toned
£600-800

627
Anne, halfcrown, 1708, draped bust (of early style) left, rev.,
shields of Post-Union type, plumes in angles, lettered edge
reads SEPTIMO (E.S.C. 578; S. 3606), slightly flawed at the

Queen’s face and with two edge marks, otherwise good very
fine to extremely fine
£350-450

630
George II, young head, halfcrown, 1731, rev., crowned
cruciform shields with roses and plumes in angles, lettered edge
reads QVINTO (E.S.C. 595; S. 3692), very fine to good very fine
£200-300
631
George II, young head, halfcrown, 1741/39, first type,
with smaller lettering on obverse, rev., crowned cruciform
shields with roses in angles, lettered edge reads DECIMO
QVARTO (E.S.C. 601A; S. 3693), a little weak in centre and

with a couple of marks on portrait, nearly extremely fine,
lightly toned
£300-400

632
George II, young head, halfcrown, 1741/39, second type, with
slightly larger lettering on obverse, rev., crowned cruciform
shields with roses in angles [from the same die as the last,
showing die flaws slightly more advanced], lettered edge reads
DECIMO QVARTO (E.S.C. 602; S. 3693), almost extremely fine and
particularly well struck, with sharp portrait
£400-500

633
George II, old head, halfcrown, 1743, legend reads GEORGIUS
[as is usual for this coin], rev., roses in angles, lettered edge
reads DECIMO SEPTIMO (E.S.C. 603A; S. 3694), about extremely
fine, toned
£400-500

634
George II, old head, halfcrown, 1745, LIMA below bust, rev.,
crowned cruciform shields with roses and plumes in angles,
lettered edge reads DECIMO (E.S.C. 592; S. 3643), several edge
and rim marks, otherwise very fine to good very fine £180-220

638
George IV, halfcrown, 1820, first head, by Pistrucci, left, rev.,
crowned and garnished shield with rose, thistle and shamrock
(E.S.C. 628; S. 3807), with some surface contact marks but

better than extremely fine, lightly toned and also retaining some
original mint lustre
£200-300
635
George II, old head, halfcrown, 1750, rev., plain in angles,
lettered edge reads VICESIMO QVARTO (E.S.C. 609; S. 3696), very
fine
£150-200

639
George IV, halfcrowns (2), 1823, rev., second type shield,
1825 bare head type; together with William IV, halfcrown,
1836 (E.S.C. 634, 642, 666; S. 3808, 3809, 3834), very fine to
good very fine (3)
£200-300
640
Victoria, young head, halfcrown, 1845, rev., crowned shield in
wreath (E.S.C. 679; S. 3888), almost extremely fine £150-200

Ex 636
636
George III, a Spanish 4 reales, Madrid mint, 1794 MF,
countermarked on obverse with the bust of George III in small
oval (E.S.C. 611; S. 3767), coin and countermark very fine to
good very fine, toned; together with another Madrid 4 reales,
1792 MF, the genuine coin bearing a false octagonal countermark
of George III, good fine (2)
£200-300
637
George III, halfcrowns (2), both 1817, large, ‘bull’ head type
and small head type (E.S.C. 616, 618; S. 3788, 3789), both
good very fine, the former well toned (2)
£150-200

641
Victoria, young head, halfcrown, 1887, very fine; Jubilee head,
halfcrown, 1887, extremely fine, well toned; and Edward VII,
halfcrown, 1910, bagmarked and the portrait a little softly
struck, extremely fine, with much original lustre (3) £100-150
642
Victoria, old head, proof halfcrown, 1893 (E.S.C. 877; S.
3938), practically as struck, as issued in sets
£100-150
643
George V – Elizabeth II, halfcrowns (12), 1915, 1922, 1927
currency issue, 1927 proof (as issued in sets), 1936, 1941,
1946, 1948, 1951, 1953, 1961, 1966, about extremely fine to
mint state; together with George VI, proof crown, 1937 (as
issued in sets), practically mint state (13)
£80-120

Other Properties
BRITISH SILVER AND BRONZE COINS

644
Eadgar (King of all England 959-975), portrait type penny, East
Anglian mint, crowned and draped ‘East Anglian’ bust right
breaking inner circle, +EADGAR REX, rev., small cross pattée in
inner circle, FOLCHARD MONETA, 1.43 g (Blunt, Stewart & Lyon
377(c), this piece; N. 750; S. 1138), rim chip and with a surface
scratch, extremely fine and very rare
£2,000-2,500
Ex Shire Hall, Cambridge (isolated find) and Spink’s Numismatic
Circular, October 1983, no. 6655. It is observed from the present
coin that both dies were lightly scored with a neat ‘concave square’
pattern, presumably to provide locus points for the engraver.

645
Cnut (1016-1035), Quatrefoil type penny, Oxford mint, PVLFPINE
ON OXSEN (cf. SCBI Ashmolean, 667; N. 781; S. 1157), minor rim
chip, good very fine, darkly toned
£100-150

646
William I, Paxs penny, Dover, moneyer Lifwine (BMC 643),
minor weaknesses and faults, otherwise very fine; Æthelred II,
Helmet penny, Canterbury, moneyer Leofstan, cracked and
chipped fine; Edward the Confessor, Facing bust penny,
York, broken; Elizabeth I, threepence, 1561, sixpence, 1575,
fine; Charles I, Briot’s Second milled issue, sixpence, m.m.
Anchor, good fine; together with miscellaneous milled silver
issues (33), mostly shillings and small silver of Charles II–
Edward VII, many fine (39)
£200-250
647
Richard III, groat, London mint, m.m. sun and rose, 2.78 g
(N. 1679; S. 2154), clipped and scratched, only good; with
miscellaneous hammered silver (12), including: Æthelred II,
Long Cross penny, Winchester mint, moneyer Byrhtnoth (B.M.C.
375; N. 774; S. 1151), sometime cleaned, very fine; Edward
the Confessor, Helmet penny, probably also Winchester, some
surface corrosion; short cross (3) and long cross (2) pennies,
one of Bristol; Edward III, Pre-Treaty Period, London
halfgroat; Edward IV, Heavy Coinage, halfpenny, class I;
Henry VI, Annulet Issue groat, halfgroat and a Rosette-Mascle
halfgroat, all three of Calais, fair to very fine (13)
£250-350

648
Edward VI, Fine Silver Coinage, crown, 1551, m.m. y, King on
horseback riding right, rev., long cross fourchée over plain Royal
shield (N. 1933; S. 2478; Lingford dies A/7), with a rim knock,
very good, devices and legends generally clear
£250-300

649
Philip and Mary (1554-1558), shilling, undated and without
m.m., with full titles and mark of value (N. 1967; S. 2498), fine
or better
£200-250

650
Philip and Mary (1554-1558), shilling, undated and without
m.m., with full titles and mark of value (N. 1967; S. 2498), with

a striking crack, slightly bent and stained at one edge, fine to
very fine, with a bold portrait of Mary
£150-200
651
Charles I, York mint (1642-44), halfcrown, m.m. lion, type 6,
tall horse EBOR below, rev., crowned and garnished large oval
shield with crowned CR (SCBI Brooker 1082, same dies; N. 2314;
S. 2868), very fine
£250-350

652
Charles I, Newark Besieged, lozenge-shaped shilling, 1645,
crown with ten pearls to left and eight pearls to right of orb, CR
at sides, value below, rev., legend and date (cf. SCBI Brooker
1223-5 but neither die represented for the shilling [see
footnote]; N. 2640; S. 3143), weakly struck at bottom edge but
very fine and lightly toned, interesting and rare
£400-600

655
The Commonwealth, crown, 1656, m.m. sun, second 6 of
date over small 6 over 4, shield of England in wreath, rev.,
conjoined shields of England and Ireland (E.S.C. 9A; S. 3214),
good very fine, with attractive light toning
£1,200-1,500
656
Miscellaneous Hammered coins (7), comprising: Kings of
Northumbria, Æthelred II, Æ styca, moneyer Alghere (S. 868);
Henry II, Short Cross Class 1b penny, London, Raul (S. 1341);
Henry III, Long Cross penny, Canterbury mint, Nicole (S.
1363); Edward I, London penny; Edward IV, Second Reign,
groat, London, i.m. annulet (S. 2096); Henry VIII, 2nd coinage,
groat, London, m.m. rose (S. 2337 E); and Elizabeth I, Fifth
issue, shilling, m.m. tun (S. 2577), fine or better (7) £150-200
657
Miscellaneous Tudor and Stuart silver (19), comprising:
Henry VII, facing bust groat (S. 2193), Canterbury halfgroat and
London ‘sovereign’ type penny; Edward VI, Fine silver shilling;
Mary, groat; Elizabeth I, shillings (2), sixpence, threepence and
halfgroats (2- early and late types); James I, shillings (2),
halfgroat and pennies (2); Charles I, Tower mint, shilling and
sixpence; Charles II, hammered groat, two or three clipped,
mixed grades fair to very fine (19)
£240-280

Both dies show considerable flaws. The reverse appears to be from
the same die as Brooker 1221 (halfcrown) and 1226 (ninepence, cf.
the following lot) after reworking, leaving an uneven field.

653
Charles I, Newark Besieged, lozenge-shaped shilling, 1646 and
ninepence, 1645 (SCBI Brooker 1225, same dies, 1226, same
dies; N. 2640, 2641; S. 3143, 3144), the shilling plugged,

ninepence pierced and additionally with striking flaws, otherwise
both very fine (2)
£200-300
654
The Commonwealth, halfcrown and shilling, both 1653,
m.m. sun (E.S.C. 431, 987; S. 3215, 3217), halfcrown rather

scratched and with an edge flaw, fine or better, graphite
toning; shilling with a curious die flaw (or ?countermark)
appearing on rim on both sides at 12-3 and 9-12 o’ clock,
otherwise very fine (2)
£200-300

658
Oliver Cromwell, shilling, 1658 (E.S.C. 1005; S. 3228), only
very good to fine but clear
£250-300
659
Charles II – Anne, crowns (13), 1663 XV, 1664 XVI, 1680/79
third bust, 1688, 1695 OCTAVO, 1696 OCTAVO (third bust), 1708 E,
1680 fair, others very good to good fine (7)
£300-400
660
Charles II - George I, crowns (6), 1663 XV, 1679 third bust,
1692 QVARTO (normal date), 1695 OCTAVO, 1707 SEXTO, PreUnion type with roses and plumes, 1720/18 SEXTO, roses and
plumes in angles, 1679 with edge smoothed, generally fair to
fine (16)
£250-300

661
Charles II, pattern farthings (2), both 1665, in copper, one with
short and the other with long hair (B.M.C. 415, 434), fine and

good fine, the second struck from a severely cracked obverse die;
a Charles II ‘touchpiece ticket’ in brass with copper centre, obv.,
ship, rev., St. Michael (B.M.C. 499), about fine; together with
other copper and bronze coins, tokens etc. (24), including

670
George II, young head, halfcrown, 1741/39, first type, with
smaller lettering on obverse, rev., crowned cruciform shields
with roses in angles, lettered edge reads DECIMO QVARTO (E.S.C.
601A; S. 3693), very fine to good very fine
£250-350

‘Gunmoney’ crown, halfcrowns (2) and shilling, a farthing-sized
medalet of Mary, rev., rose, William and Mary halfpenny, 1694,
Anglesey penny, 1788, various regal issues to 1897 and also
Lundy Island puffin and half-puffin, 1929, mixed grades and
quality, some Victorian issues with original lustre (27) £250-300
662
James II, crown, 1688, lettered edge reads QVARTO (E.S.C. 80;
S. 3407), very fine to good very fine, darkly toned
£300-400
663
William and Mary, halfcrown, 1689 (S. 3434), good fine;
together with miscellaneous world coins (102) and banknotes (8),
including a Bath Old Bank five pounds, 1810, this with punch
cancellation, very good, others mainly fine (111)
£80-120

671
George II, old head, crown, 1746 LIMA, rev., plain in angles,
lettered edge reads DECIMO NONO (E.S.C. 125; S. 3689), good
very fine
£600-800

664
William and Mary, crown, 1691, jugate busts right, var. with I
over E in GVLIELMVS, rev., crowned cruciform shields with WM
monograms and date numerals in angles, lettered edge reads
TERTIO (E.S.C. 82; S. 3433), fine
£300-400

672
George III, a Mexico City 8 reales, 1795 FM, countermarked on
obverse with head of George III in a small oval (E.S.C. 129; S.
3765), fine; together with Mexico, ‘pillar’ type 8 reales, Mexico
City mint, 1761 MM, normal date, top of crown divides H and I of
HISPAN, very fine and toned (2)
£150-200

665
William and Mary, crown, 1692 over inverted 2, lettered edge
reads QVINTO (E.S.C.85; S. 3433), obverse cleaned, otherwise
good fine, reverse slightly better
£250-300
666
William and Mary – William IV, halfcrowns (6), 1697, 1697 C,
1723 SSC, 1746 LIMA, 1826, 1834 WW in script, shillings (6), 1693,
1723 SSC, 1743, 1745 LIMA, 1758, 1787 no hearts and sixpences
(9), 1693, 1697, 1711, 1723 SSC, 1739, 1750, 1787 no hearts,
1828, 1834, both SSC coins have been mounted, very good to
very fine; together with 4ds. (2), 3d. and 2d. of Charles II – Anne,
fine or better and Scotland, William and Mary, 40 shillings, 1691
SECVNDO, scratched in reverse field, very good (26)
£280-320
667
William III – George II, shillings (4), 1697 B, 1711, 1719
R&P, 1745 LIMA, third very good, others fine or slightly better;
later shillings (21), 1787-1913, other English silver (29) and
base metal (51), some fine; together with a gilt electrotype of
the Dangers Averted Medal (106)
£200-300

668
Anne, crown, 1707, first bust left, plain below, rev., cruciform
shields of Pre-Union type, roses and plumes in angles, lettered
edge reads SEXTO (E.S.C. 102; S. 3578), very fine and well
struck
£400-600
669
George I, shilling, 1723 SSC, first bust (E.S.C. 1176, S. 3647),
minor striking imperfections, good extremely fine
£120-150

673
George III, a Spanish 4 reales, Madrid mint, 1794 MF,
countermarked on obverse with the bust of George III in small
oval (E.S.C. 611; S. 3767), coin fine, countermark very fine;
together with Bank Tokens (2), for 3 shillings and for 18 pence,
both 1814 (S. 3770, 3772), first with small scratch but otherwise
good extremely fine, second good very fine (3)
£200-250
674
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804 (E.S.C. 144; S. 3768
(first type)), traces of undertype visible, extremely fine, with
mottled tone
£300-350
675
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804, no stop after REX
(E.S.C. 164; S. 3768), two digs in field behind bust, otherwise
good very fine
£150-200
676
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804 (E.S.C. 144), about
very fine; crowns (3), 1696, 1820, 1889, halfcrowns (3), 1689,
1746 LIMA, 1817 large head, shillings (7), 1723 SSC, 1741, 1758,
1787 (3), 1826, sixpences (4), 1757, 1758, 1787 (2), first exmount, many fine (18)
£120-150

677
George III, halfcrown, 1817 large head, var. with D of DEI over
T (E.S.C. 616; S. 3788), a couple of tone spots but virtually as
struck, rare thus
£250-350
678
George III crowns (3), 1818 LVIII, 1819 LIX, 1820, very fine or
slightly better; other crowns (7), 1818, 1819, 1821, 1844 (2),
1845 fair to better than fine (10)
£150-200

688
Edward VII – George VI, crowns (3), 1902, 1927 proof, 1937
proof; and a fantasy ‘crown’ of Edward VIII by G. Hearn (E.S.C.
391D, first type), good very fine or better, the last possibly a
late striking (4)
£150-200

679
William IV, proof halfcrown, 1831, incuse WW on truncation,
edge plain, as issued in sets, slightly off-centre giving an

irregularly formed rim; several edge and rim bruises and marks,
otherwise extremely fine or better and well toned
£200-300
680
William IV, halfcrown, 1834, WW in script, nearly extremely
fine; Victoria, ‘Godless’ florin, 1849, good very fine; Edward
VII, proof florin, 1902, lightly rubbed, good extremely fine and
maundy set, 1907, good extremely fine, darkly toned; with
crowns (6), various dates 1818-47, shilling, 1745 LIMA and later
silver etc. (9), mostly of George VI, mixed grades; and
banknotes (7), including Bank of England £1 of Peppiatt
(wartime issue) and Beale, generally uncirculated (31) £250-300
681
Victoria, young head, crown, 1845 (E.S.C. 282; S. 3882),
‘Gothic’ florin, 1852 and shilling, 1875, crown lightly
scratched/tooled, all very fine to good very fine; with Jubilee,
1887, set of 7 currency silver coins, comprising crown, doubleflorin (Roman I), halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence (2nd type)
and threepence, mostly extremely fine or better (10) £150-200
682
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, lettered edge reads UNDECIMO
(E.S.C. 288; S. 3883), sometime cleaned, very fine
£300-400
683
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, lettered edge reads UNDECIMO
(E.S.C. 288; S. 3883), has been polished on obverse, with
resulting hair line scratches, otherwise good very fine £300-400

689
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, a complete Collection of ‘year
type sets’ for each date 1902-67, comprising currency
halfcrowns to farthings, (and also crowns of 1902 and 1937-65),
including a few varieties, mixed grades and many well-

circulated, the rarer coins generally in worn but fully legible
condition; the collection also including a few Edward VII and
more [mostly earlier] George V issues in extremely fine
condition, all contained in purpose-made albums with card
inserts, a useful lot (several hundred)
£400-600
690
George V, New Coinage, 1927, proof set of six silver coins,
comprising crown, halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence and
threepence, good extremely fine, somewhat patchy toning, in
fitted red leather case of issue (6)
£180-220
691
George V, New Coinage, 1927, a similar proof set of six silver
coins, also comprising crown, halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence
and threepence, extremely fine or better, smaller coins toned,
uncased (6)
£150-200
692
George V, crowns (3), 1928, 1931, 1933, wreath type, fine to
good fine (3)
£200-300
693
George V, crowns (2), 1929, 1930, wreath type, better than
very fine (2)
£180-220
694
George V, crowns (2), 1932, 1936, wreath type, generally very
fine, both scarce (2)
£250-350

684
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, edge plain (E.S.C. 291; S. 3883),

fields tooled on obverse, apparently to erase scratches or
engraved initials (?), otherwise about extremely fine £200-300
685
Victoria, Jubilee head, crown, 1887 and double-florin, 1887
(Roman I), extremely fine or better; old head, crowns (2), 1897
LX, extremely fine, 1898 LXII, marked across the portrait

probably as a result of swarf on the die, light bagmarks but
practically as struck (4)
£280-320
686
Victoria, double-florin, 1887, halfcrown, 1897, shillings (4), 1816,
1817, 1858, 1917, sixpence, 1887 JH, Maundy fourpences (4),
1848, 1853 (2), 1860, threepence, 1887 YH, Maundy pennies (2),
1855, 1886, good very fine or slightly better; double-florin, 1890,
halfcrowns (4), 1689, 1698, 1821, 1834, generally fine; shillings
(2) of Elizabeth I and James I, fair; and James I, re-valuation of
1612, half-angel coin weight, by Briot (Withers 750), pierced

695
George V, crown, 1934, wreath type (E.S.C. 374; S. 4036),
several scratches on obverse, good fine and rare [932
specimens struck]
£400-600
696
George V, Silver Jubilee, 1935, proof crown, rev., St. George,
with raised edge lettering (E.S.C. 378; S. 4050), very light
handling marks, almost as struck
£180-220

above crown and with small attempted piercing at St. Michael’s
head, otherwise very fine (21)
£180-220

697
George V, crown, 1936, about extremely fine; with miscellaneous
mainly English coins (45), including crown 1895, halfcrown, 1897,
florin, 1887, many very fine (46)
£120-150

687
Victoria, crowns (9), 1889, 1891, 1893 LVI, 1893 LVII, 1895 LVIII,
1896 LX, 1897 LX, 1900 LXIII, 1900 LXIV; Edward VII, crown,
1902, fourth fine, others generally very fine or slightly better
together with a 1953 crown, extremely fine (11)
£250-300

698
George VI, maundy set, 1937, good extremely fine and toned;
together with miscellaneous mainly British coins and a few
medals (several hundred), mostly in base metal and some
modern, mixed grades (lot)
£80-120

699
‘Edward VIII’, fantasy ‘crown’ dated 1936, by G. Hearn, bust
left, rev., St. George slaying Dragon, edge plain (L. & S. p. 100, as
illustration; E.S.C. 391D, first type), mint state; together with a
halfcrown-sized silver piece imitating the last, of indifferent
quality, extremely fine and Turner & Simpson’s Coronation
medalet, dated 1937 but hallmarked 1936 (BHM 4299), good very
fine; with Elizabeth II, gold sovereign, 1967, mint state (4)
£120-150
For an original 1936 gold medal of the Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth, struck by the Royal Mint and featuring Paget’s coinage
portrait of Edward VIII, see lot 133 in the companion catalogue to
this sale (War Medals and Decorations).

700
Elizabeth II, Coronation, 1953, proof set of 10 coins, virtually
mint state, in case of issue and silver proof and regular issue
crowns and other coins (29), including a very well-struck ‘New
York Exhibition’ crown of 1960, representative Channel Islands,
Manx, Gibraltar and Falklands issues, and a gold tenth-Britannia,
1987, generally mint state but without fitted cases; together
with a selected group of modern commemorative medals
(17), 1953 - date, including large Silver Jubilee medal in silver
by Spink and the Churchill Centenary Trust’s ‘Picture Medal’; and
other coins (6), including Panamanian proof 20 balboas, 1972,
generally extremely fine or better (62)
£200-300

-------------------701
Miscellaneous British coins, mainly modern but also including
an Edward IV groat, m.m. crown, Victorian crowns (2), 1887,
1889, double-florins (2), 1887, 1890, and several mediaeval
reckoning counters; together with a quantity of mainly post£150-200
1960 banknotes, many fine (lot)
702
Miscellaneous English and World coins and medals (many
hundreds) including silver Britannia proof set, 1997, 35 silver
medals issued by the Britannia Medals Society and 15 Marshall
Islands 10 dollars from the World War 2 planes set, these mint
state, others fine or better (lot)
£200-250
703
Miscellaneous British Commonwealth proof and specimen
silver issues (40), including Ladies of Freedom, 1998 silver proof
two-coin set, Uganda, proof 10,000 shillings, 1998, and seven
British and Commonwealth crowns from the Golden Jubilee
Collection, these contained in wooden case with space for

twenty-four coins, some of the others cased, generally mint
state (40)
£180-200
704
British, Irish and other mostly base metal coins, tokens
etc. (43), including 17th century licence farthings (4) and a
Colchester farthing of Thomas Renolds (Dickinson 143),
‘Gunmoney’ shilling, Aug 1689, Wood’s farthing, 1723,
‘Cartwheel’ twopence and penny, 1797, silver Flintshire Bank
shilling, 1811, Bombay, 18th century cast tin pice, this pierced,
United States, Washington & Independence token, 1783,
various coin weights (6), including one of George II, and a Lima
mint 8 reales, 1816, mixed grades and quality but several very
fine or better, an interesting lot (43)
£250-350

-------------------705
Ireland, Henry VIII, Second Harp Issue (1540-42), groat (S.
6480; D. & F. 209), fine to very fine; with Charles I, ‘Ormonde’
shilling (1643-44) (S. 6546), very good (2)
£120-150

706
Ireland, Charles I, First ‘Ormonde’ Issue (1643-44), halfcrown
(S. 6545; D. & F. 292; SC 015), struck slightly off-centre on a
large flan and from a cracked reverse die, fine
£250-350
-------------------707
Tokens: 17th Century: Gloucestershire (13), comprising
Bristol, Chipping Campden, Cheltenham (2), Cirencester (3),
Gloucester (3), Tetbury, Tewksbury (2) (W. 12, 31, 37, 41, 44,
48 (octagonal), 51, 77, 94, 95, 163, 174 var. (reads GLO:SHEIR),
many fine or better (13)
£300-350
708
Tokens: Warwickshire, a set of six “love tokens” in copper,
early 19th century, by Charles Jones, obv. Cupid driving sea car,
rev., Amours throwing dice; depicting Amor Vile, Volubile,
Nobile, Poetico, Lento, Furioso (vile, changeable, noble, poetic,
slow and furious love), each 27 mm (Davis, Token Coinage of
Warwickshire, 922-927; BDM III, 81), about extremely fine and
rare, in original morocco fitted case (worn) (6)
£150-200
-------------------709
Enamelled Coin Necklace: A late Victorian gilt and enamelled
necklace formed from 12 British silver coins, the reverses
enamelled in near-matching style, mounted and joined with
enamelled links to form the necklace; the coins comprising
crown, 1821, halfcrowns (2), both 1819, ‘Gothic’ florins (2),
1874, 1875, ‘Godless’ florins, 1849 (2), George IV type B
shillings (2) and George III New Coinage sixpences (3), the

clasp marked ‘E & B’, of good quality and condition virtually as
made, housed in a modern fitted display case
£300-400
-------------------710
Book: “Snelling’s British Coins”, bound as one volume and
comprising all his work on coins: “A View of the Gold Coin and
Coinage of England …”, iv + 38 (sic) pp., 7 pls., London, 1763,
“….Silver Coin and Coinage of England”, 55 pp., 17 pls., London,
1762, “…Copper Coin and Coinage of England …”, preface, 46
pp + appendix, 9 pls., London, 1766, “A View of the Silver Coin
and Coinage of Scotland ….”, 20 pp., 6 pls. + 3 pls. of gold
coins, 1 pl. of billon/copper coins and note concerning the death
of author, London, 1774, “Views of the Coins struck by English
Princes in France …East India Company …West India Colonies,
Isle of Man …..”, 54 pp., 7 pls., London, 1769, A Supplement to
Mr. Simon’s Essay on Irish Coins, 7 pp. incl. 3 pls., undated, and
“A View of the Origin, Nature and Use of Jetons or Counters, 16
pp., 7 pls., London, 1769 (Lipsius 374), leather bound with
marbled boards, rather worn but internally fine
£400-500

Ex Libris John Ellman Brown of Shoreham (and more recently F.
Hallam of Sheffield). The volume also contains a hand-written 4
page note dated 1756 “To the Curious” on the value of coins,
pointing out that a coin’s value “depends much on its
preservation, but more on the Generosity of the purchaser…”]

WORLD GOLD COINS
See also lots 830-1271
711
Australia, Victoria, Imperial type sovereigns (4), 1884 M shield,
1885 S shield, both extremely fine, 1886 M St. George, rim
knocks, good very fine, 1893 M old head, good fine; with
Sydney mint, half-sovereign, 1857, rim damage and slightly
bent, about fine (5)
£300-350
‡712
Brazil, Maria I (1786-99), peça, 1797 Rio (Gom. 25; FV 70; RU
522), very fine
£200-300
‡713
Colombia, Charles IV (1788-1808), 8 escudos, 1794, Popayan,
assayers JF (Cayon 13659; O.M. 1236), very fine
£280-320

‡724
Peru, Ferdinand VI (1746-59), 8 escudos, 1754, Lima, assayers
JD (Cayon 10143; O.M. 718), faint trace of mounting above,
very fine
£600-800

714
Colombia, Ferdinand VII (1808-22), 8 escudos, 1819, Popayan,
assayers FM (Cayon 15597; OM 1455), faint tooling in obverse
field, very fine
£300-350
715
Ethiopia, Menelik II (1889-1913), werk, half-werk and quarterwerk, all EE 1899, Addis Ababa mint, first two possibly later
strikings, first in ring mount, extremely fine; half-birr, quarter-birr
(2), all EE 1889, Paris, gersh (4), all EE 1895, Paris, mainly
extremely fine; Djibouti, Chamber of Commerce, aluminium francs
(2), both 1920, very fine and extremely fine (12)
£250-300
716
France, Louis XII (1498-1515), écu d’or au porc-épic, 3.40 g
(Laf. 598), good fine
£180-220
717
Germany, Bavaria, 20 marks, 1873; Prussia, 20 marks (8),
1873 C, 1889, 1894, 1897, 1900, 1904, 1906, 1908, generally
very fine (9)
£420-450
718
Iran, Marriage of the Shah, SH 1339, medallion of 5 pahlavi
size, together with pahlavi (2), SH 1337 and 1339, first two in
ring mounts, good very fine (3)
£300-350
‡719
Italy, Venice, Francesco Molin (1646-55), zecchino, fine; other
zecchini (2) of Antonio Venier (1382-1400) and Lodovico Manin
(1789-97), both pierced; with Eastern imitations (3);
Netherlands, ducat, 1666 Utrecht, good fine; other ducats (2),
1614 Deventer and 1659 Zwolle, both pierced (9)
£280-320
‡720
Mexico, 8 escudos, 1863, Culiacan, assayer CE (O.M. 1955),
good fine
£170-200
721
Mexico, 50 pesos, 1922, 20 pesos (2), both 1919, 10 pesos,
1917; U.S.A., 5 dollars, 1909 D; Great Britain, sovereign, 1913,
one 20 pesos ring mounted, very fine or better (6)
£580-620
722
Mexico, 50 pesos, 1945; South Africa, krugerrand, 1974;
Israel, three gold commemorative medals commemorating
Theodore Herzl, Zeev Jabotinski and Chaim Weizmann, total wt.
47.17 g, extremely fine or better (5)
£720-750
723
Netherlands, Wilhelmina, 10 gulden, 1898, good very fine;
other European gold coins (7), France, 20 francs (2),
Hungary, 10 korona (3), 1904, 1906, 1907, Netherlands, 10
gulden, 1897, Portugal, half-coroa, 1851, last two contained in
ring mounts, very fine or better (8)
£280-320

‡725
Russia, (1762-99), 5 roubles, 1768, St. Petersburg (Uzd. 121;
Sev. 286), good fine
£300-400
726
Russia, Nicholas II, 10 roubles (6), 1899 (5) and 1903, fine or
better, three with traces of mounting (6)
£280-320
727
Russia, chervonetz (5), 1923, good very fine or better £250-300
728
South Africa, Proof krugerrand 1996, Australia, 200 dollars,
1983, Canada, gold maple leaf dollar, 1998, China, bimetallic
gold and silver 10 yuan, 1994 (2),Gambia, Proof 150 dalasis,
1996, Guernsey, 80th anniversary of the R.A.F., 1998, Proof
£25, Golden Wedding, 1997, gold £5, Vanuatu, Proof 100
vatu, 1997, most in cases of issue, generally mint state (9)
£380-420
‡729
Spain, Charles III (1759-88), 4 escudos, 1785, Madrid, assayers
DV (Cayon 11901), almost very fine
£100-150

‡730
Transylvania, Sigismund Bathori (1581-1602), ducat, 1583
£200-300
(Resch 8), minor faults, good very fine

‡731
Turkey, 500 piastres, 1923, year 20, scuffed, almost extremely
fine
£180-220
732
U.S.A., 20 dollars, 1878, scuffed by portrait, bag-marked,
otherwise about extremely fine
£220-250

733
U.S.A, 20 dollars (3), 1902 S, 1904, 1925, 10 dollars, 1901 S, 5
dollars, 1886 S, last better than extremely fine; third ringmounted, generally very fine (5)
£800-900

734
U.S.A., 20 dollars (2), 1908, without motto, 1924; Great
Britain, half-sovereigns (3) 1891 S, 1892, 1910, all contained in

ring mounts, the two for the 20 dollars both hallmarked .375,
the 1891 half-sovereign scratched, fine, others better; crowns
(12), 1889, 1893, 1935 (4), 1937 (2), 1951 (4), fine or better;
and other mainly 20th century British coins (several hundred),
some in silver, many fine (lot)
£580-620

735
Miscellaneous gold coins (5), comprising U.S.A., 20 dollars,
1868S, edge bump, good very fine, and 5 dollars, 1882, good
extremely fine; Australia, Sydney mint sovereign, 1864, good
fine; Great Britain, sovereigns (2), both shield type, 1861,
1870, good fine to very fine (5)
£500-550

WORLD SILVER AND BRONZE COINS
736
Armenia, Levon I (1198-1219), coronation trams with two
lions (7), with letter Ú in obverse field (3), varieties with plain
cross on reverse and patriarchal cross (2 – with and without dove
on obverse); with letters Ú² in obverse field (4), varieties with
plain cross on reverse (1) and patriarchal cross (3), types with
single ray of light, with triple rays of light and with dove on
obverse (N. 261 var. [3], 258, 259 [3]), good fine to very fine (7)
£200-250
737
Armenia, Levon I, coronation trams with two lions (8), with
letters Ú² and without dove in obverse field (6 - with plain cross
[3] and patriarchal cross [3]), and with letter Ú in obverse field
(2), varieties with dove and single ray of light on obverse, both
rev., patriarchal cross (N. 259 [6], 261 var. [2]), generally very
fine (8)
£250-300
738
Armenia, Levon I, coronation trams with two lions (10), with
letters Ú² in obverse field (6), without dove (5 - with plain cross
[3] and patriarchal cross [2]), and with dove in obverse field,
rev., plain cross; and with letter Ú in obverse field (3), rev., plain
cross (2) and patriarchal cross (2), good fine to very fine (10)
£300-400
739
Armenia, Levon I, coronation trams with two lions (20),
without letters in field, varieties with dove descending from
heaven (9), rays of light from clouds (1), and rays of light from
heaven (10), including several minor varieties of legend (N. 263266), fine to very fine (20)
£350-400
740
Armenia, Levon I, coronation trams with two lions (15), without
letters in field, varieties with dove descending from heaven (5),
single ray of light from above (5), rays of light from the clouds
(1), Manus Dei descending from clouds (4) (N. 262 [5], 263 [5],
264, 267 [4]), good fine to very fine (15)
£300-350

743
Austria, Maria Theresia, thaler, 1763, Hall, very fine; other
Hall thalers (3), 1755, 1761, 1765, fair; together with
miscellaneous mainly 20th century world coins (116), some in
silver, many fine (120)
£80-120
744
Bahamas, Third Christian Millennium 2000, silver 50 dollars,
1996, by the Valcambi SA Security mint, Switzerland, bust of
Elizabeth II right, rev., world map on conch shell, 2,000 g, in
wooden case of issue numbered 12, as struck
£200-250
745
Luxemburg, Wenceslas I (1353-83), blan-gros (circa 1378),
barred A’s in legends (Weiller 147 b/c), good fine; Metz, St.
Stephen gros; Germany, Brandenburg, Otto IV (1266-1308),
denar (Bonhoff 815); Italy, Lucca, 12th century rough style
deniers in the name of Henry III (20); Mantua, Fernando
Gonzaga (1612-26), 8 soldi; Parma, 10 soldi, 1793; Sicily,
Tancred (1189-94), follaro (Spahr 139); Netherlands, City of
Groningen, stuiver, 1690, mostly fine; et infra (6) (33) £100-150

746
Netherlands, Utrecht, 3 gulden, 1793, extremely fine and
toned; with Campen, 28 stuivers, undated (1612-19) (Del.
1113), counterstamped on reverse with the arms of
Westfriesland, fine (2)
£80-120
747
U.S.A., quarter-dollar, 1835, very fine; half-cent, 1855, about
extremely fine; together with miscellaneous world coins (several
hundred), some in silver, and banknotes (about 170), including
Trinidad and Tobago, 2 dollars and dollars (3), all 1/9/35,
mixed grades, many fine (lot)
£150-200

748
U.S.A.,

741
Armenia, Levon I, coronation trams with two lions (20),
without letters in field, varieties with dove descending from
heaven (10), rays of light from above (10); together with
ordinary trams with two lions (7), and trams of Hetoum and
Zabel (3), fine to very fine (30)
£500-600

quarter-dollar, 1836, obverse faults, otherwise
extremely fine; Great Britain, guinea, 1788, traces of
mounting good fine; Edward VII, Maundy set, 1902, contained
in dated 1898 case, extremely fine; George VI, threepence,
1951, virtually mint state; together with miscellaneous mainly
English coins and medals (several hundred), mostly in base
metal, many fine (lot)
£250-300

‡742
Austria, Archduke Ferdinand (1564-95), thaler, Hall; China, Sun
Yat Sen dollar, year 22; Germany, Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel,
Carl, gulden, 1764; Carl Wilhelm Friedrich, thaler, 1796; Saxony,
Christian II, Johann Georg and August, thaler, 1610; Great
Britain, three-shilling bank token, 1815; Italy, Tuscany,
francescone, 1777; Switzerland, Berne, a French écu, 1786 M,
countermarked on the obverse with the arms of Berne and 40 BZ
on reverse, many very fine (8)
£400-500

749
U.S.A., dollars (27), 1878 S, 1879, 1880, 1881 S (2), 1882 S,
1882 S, 1884, 1885, 1885 S, 1887 (2), 1889, 1890, 1890 O, 1891
O, 1891 S 1893 CC, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1900 O, 1901 O, 1904,
1921, 1921 S Morgan, 1922, the 1893 CC fine, others very fine to
virtually mint state; half-dime 1831, good very fine; together
with miscellaneous world coins (many hundred), mainly base
metal, many fine (lot)
£300-400

BANKNOTES AND BONDS
751
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, wartime £1 (32), various
serials (D. B249), fine to very fine (32)
£80-120

752
Miscellaneous World Banknotes: a large quantity, of
Canada (29), China (118), Germany (about 560), inflation
issues, including Reichsbank, 5 billion marks, 1/11/23, 2 and 1
billion marks, 5/11/23, and many notgeld, Great Britain (41),
including Peppiatt £5, 4/12/45, Japanese Occupation (4),
Russia (6) and U.S.A. (7), many very fine (lot)
£400-600

Ex 750 (reduced)
750
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, London, 10 Feb. 1816 (D.
B201c), ink corrosion in two places and with some foxing, very
good; together with Beale £5, 1949 and O’Brien 10/-, ‘Britannia’
type, very fine and better (3)
£200-250

753
Miscellaneous Bonds and Share Certificates (107), mainly
20th century but some earlier, including British, Chinese, Russian
and American issues; together with miscellaneous banknotes
(160), mainly modern world issues but including a Warren Fisher
10/-, many very fine or better (lot)
£150-200

THE COLLECTION OF GOLD COINS FORMED BY HENRY DA COSTA GOMEZ (d. 1971)
BRITISH MILLED GOLD COINS

‡754
Oliver Cromwell, broad, 1656, by Thomas Simon, laureate
head of Cromwell left, rev., crowned shield of the Protectorate,
edge straight-grained, 9.00 g (S. 3225), slightly bent and with
some surface marks, good fine
£1,800-2,200

‡756
Charles II, five-guineas, 1684, second head right, elephant
and castle below, lettered edge reads . ? . DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN .
.
.
.
.
ANNO REGNI TRICESIMO SEXTO ? (S. 3332), only fair but devices
£600-800
and legends generally clear

‡757
Charles II, two-guineas, 1664, first head right, elephant below,
rev., crowned cruciform shields with sceptres in angles (S.
3334), small rim nick, good fine
£400-600

‡755
Charles II, five-guineas, 1679, second head right, plain below,
rev., crowned cruciform shields with sceptres in angles, lettered
edge reads. ? . DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . ANNO ... REGNI . TRICESIMO .
.
PRIMO ? (S. 3331), a few marks, good fine
£1,500-2,000

‡758
Charles II, guinea, 1666 (S. 3342), rather scratched and
marked on the King’s neck, fine to very fine
£250-300

‡759
Charles II, half-guinea, 1683 (S. 3348), scratched and with an
old dent in reverse field, fine to very fine
£120-150

‡760
James II, five-guineas, 1688, second head left, plain below,
lettered edge reads ?. DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . ANNO . REGNI . QVARTO .
?. (S. 3397A), considerable scuffs and with a small circular punchmark on the edge, fine or slightly better
£900-1,100

‡761
James II, two-guineas, 1688/7, second 8 over 7 as usual for
this date (S. 3399), good fine to very fine
£1,200-1,500

‡765
William and Mary, guinea, 1689, conjoined busts right,
elephant and castle below (S. 3427), small scratch in reverse
field and Irish shield weak, fine
£200-250
‡766
William and Mary, guinea, 1694, plain below busts; with
coarse style of lettering on both sides, including all R’s from a
broken punch (S. 3426), small punch-mark on obverse and
showing die cracks on reverse, good fine
£200-250

‡767
William and Mary, half-guinea, 1689, first busts [by George
Bower] right, plain below; with coarse lettering, GRATIA with tall
T and double-cut A’s, the second of which (unusually) cuts
Mary’s portrait (S. 3429), metal fault/knock at William’s
shoulder, otherwise fine, an interesting variety
£150-200

‡762
James II, guinea, 1688, second head left, plain below (S.
3402), flan flecks (especially on reverse) and with weakness in

part of legend corresponding to an adjustment mark, otherwise
almost extremely fine
£600-800

‡763
William and Mary, five-guineas, 1693, conjoined heads right,
plain below, rev., crowned and garnished Royal shield, lettered
edge reads ?. DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . ANNO . REGNI . QVINTO . ? . (S.
£1,500-2,000
3422), about very fine

‡764
William and Mary, two-guineas, 1694/3, 4 over 3 as usual for
this date, plain below busts (S. 3424), a few surface marks,
generally very fine
£1,000-1,200

‡768
William III, five-guineas, 1701, “fine work” type, second head
right, plain below, rev., normal (less ornate) sceptres in angles,
lettered edge reads . ? DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . ANNO . REGNI . DECIMO .
TERTIO ? (S. 3456; SCBI Schneider 480), very light jeweller’s
marks and a couple of scuffs, nearly extremely fine £2,800-3,200

‡769
William III, two-guineas, 1701, “fine work” type, (S. 3457),
good very fine, lightly toned
£1,800-2,200

‡770
William III, guinea, 1695, first bust right, plain below (S.
3458), old scratches on obverse, good fine to very fine, toned
£300-350

‡776
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, half-guinea, 1711/12 [see footnote]
(S. 3575), good very fine, lightly toned, interesting
£400-600
‡771
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, five-guineas, 1709, first bust left,
GRATIA widely-spaced as on earlier issues, rev., third type,
narrow crowned cruciform shields with arms of England and
Scotland combined, a Garter star in centre, lettered edge reads
? . DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . . ANNO . REGNI . OCTAVO . (S. 3567; SCBI
Schneider 530), minor surface and edge marks, extremely fine
and lightly toned
£3,500-4,500
The edge marks are characteristic of this date and collar, suggesting
that a special tool was used to extract the coins after striking.

The obverse of this coin shows evidence of die-clashing with a
reverse dated 1712. It appears that a reverse die of the previous
year was substituted for the clashed and damaged 1712 reverse,
thus producing this “double-date” curiosity.

‡777
George I, guinea, 1726, fifth head type (S. 3633), some surface
marks and perhaps an excavated coin, good fine
£250-300
‡778
George I, half-guinea, 1726, second (older) head right (S.
3637), good fine
£180-220

‡779
George I, quarter-guinea, 1718, first type, without vertical
indentation at forehead (S. 3638; SC-5), very fine or better;
and George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), good fine,
toned (2)
£120-150

‡772
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, five-guineas, 1709, similar to the
last but from different dies, GRATIA closely-spaced as on later
issues, lettered edge reads ? . DECVS . ET . TVTAMEN . . ANNO . REGNI .
.
OCTAVO (S. 3567), edge marked in the same manner as the last,
sometime cleaned, about very fine
£1,200-1,500

‡780
George II, five-guineas, 1729, young head left, E.I.C. below,
rev., crowned and garnished Royal shield, lettered edge reads ?
.
.
.
.
.
DECVS ET TVTAMEN ANNO REGNI TERTIO (S. 3664; Schneider dies
2/2; SCBI Schneider 556), with light adjustment marks and a
few minor rim knocks, good very fine
£2,500-3,000
‡773
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, two-guineas, 1711 (S. 3569), about
very fine
£700-900

‡781
George II, two-guineas, 1738, young head left, rev., crowned
and garnished shield (S. 3667B; Schneider dies 3/3; SCBI
Schneider 569), good fine
£300-400

‡774
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, guinea, 1713, third bust type (S.
3574), good fine
£220-250

‡775
Anne, Post-Union Coinage, guinea, 1714 (S. 3574), a couple of
surface scratches, very fine to good very fine
£280-320

‡782
George II, two-guineas, 1739, intermediate head left, rev.,
crowned and garnished shield (S. 3668; Schneider dies 7/7;
SCBI Schneider 576), showing usual die flaws on obverse,
nearly extremely fine, lightly toned
£1,000-1,200

‡783
George II, two-guineas, 1740, intermediate head left, rev.,
crowned and garnished shield (S. 3668; Schneider dies 8/8;
SCBI Schneider 577), two flan flecks on obverse, good very fine
£700-900
‡784
George II, guinea, 1734, second young head, plain below,
rev., garnished shield (S. 3674), haymarked, fine to good fine
£200-300
‡785
George II, guinea, 1745, intermediate head, plain below, reads
GEORGIUS (S. 3674), good fine
£250-350

‡792
George III, guinea, 1795, fifth head, “spade” type (S. 3729),
good extremely fine, the date scarce
£350-450

‡793
George III, half-guinea, 1774, second head (S. 3732), fine,
rare
£200-250
‡794
George III, half-guinea, 1785, fourth head (S. 3734), two
small marks in obverse field, good very fine
£100-150
‡795
George III, half-guinea, 1788, fifth head, “spade” type (S.
3735), good very fine to extremely fine
£200-300

‡786
George II, half-guinea, 1737, young head, plain below, rev.,
modified garnished shield (S. 3681A), slightly bent and with a

knock in obverse field, only fair but clear, an extremely rare date

‡796
George III, half-guinea, 1804, seventh head (S. 3737),
extremely fine
£140-160

£200-300
‡787
George II, half-guineas (2), 1740, intermediate head (S. 3683),
surface knock below bust, very good, scarce and 1758, old head
(S. 3685), impaired by a number of scratches and marks on
obverse, otherwise about extremely fine (2)
£250-350
‡788
George II, guinea, 1760, slightly bent, about fine; George III,
guinea, 1777, has been mounted, poor, third-guineas (2), both
1804, one has been gilt, fine to very fine and quarter-guinea,
1762, edge marks, about very fine (5)
£200-300

‡797
George III, half-guinea, 1808, similar (S. 3737), good very fine
£80-120
‡798
George III, third-guineas (2), 1797 (S. 3738), surface marks,
about extremely fine, 1809 (S. 3740), extremely fine or better (2)
£150-200
‡799
George III, sovereigns (3), 1817, 1820, 1820 small date, very
good to fine (3)
£180-220

‡789
George III, guinea, 1773, third head (S. 3727), good very fine
to extremely fine
£350-450

‡800
George III, sovereign, 1820, var. with small date numerals, 2
of date almost closed (S. 3785C), minor rim bruise, good very
fine
£200-250

‡790
George III, guinea, 1775, fourth head (S. 3728), shield rather
weakly struck, otherwise extremely fine
£350-450

‡801
George III, half-sovereign, 1818 (S. 3786), extremely fine,
toned
£250-300

‡791
George III, guinea, 1791, half-guinea, 1803 and third-guinea,
1806, good fine or very fine (3)
£180-220

‡802
George IV, sovereign, 1821, by Pistrucci (S. 3800), rather heavily
scuffed, otherwise good very fine to extremely fine
£280-320

‡803
George IV, half-sovereign, 1821, rev., crowned shield
garnished with rose, thistle and shamrock (S. 3802), with a

‡809
George IV, half-sovereign, 1828, single tuft of hair to the left
£350-450
of the King’s ear (S. 3804), good extremely fine

minor rim nick and a couple of surface marks, extremely fine
and attractive, scarce
£600-800

‡810
George IV, sovereign, 1829 (S. 3801), good very fine to
extremely fine
£300-400
‡804
George IV, two-pounds, 1823, bare head left, by Merlen, rev.,
St. George, lettered edge reads IV (S. 3798), surface scuffs,
good very fine
£600-700

‡805
George IV, sovereign, 1824, by Pistrucci (S. 3800), very fine
£280-320

‡806
George IV, sovereign, 1825, second type, bare head left, rev.,
crowned shield (S. 3801), a few small rim marks, good very fine
£240-280

‡811
William IV, proof or pattern two-pounds, 1831, bare head
right, rev., crowned Royal shield on mantle, edge plain (S.
3828), heavily scuffed, about extremely fine
£1,500-2,000
‡812
William IV, sovereign, 1835 (S. 3829B), better than very fine
£200-300

‡813
William IV, half-sovereign, 1837 (S. 3831), from a cracked

obverse die and with a few surface scratches, otherwise nearly
extremely fine
£300-400
‡807
George IV, New Coinage, proof or pattern five-pounds, 1826,
bare head left, rev., crowned Royal shield on mantle, lettered
edge reads DECUS ET TUTAMEN . ANNO REGNI SEPTIMO . (S. 3797), a

small graze before the King’s nose and with a number of lighter
surface marks on both sides, generally extremely fine, retaining
much original colour
£5,000-6,000

‡808
George IV, New Coinage, proof or pattern two-pounds, 1826,
similar type, also with lettered edge reading DECUS ET TUTAMEN .
ANNO REGNI SEPTIMO . (S. 3798), considerable surface scuffs in

obverse field (apparently from contact with other coins) and thus
only about extremely fine, reverse rather better
£1,500-2,000

‡814
Victoria, young head, proof or pattern “Una and the Lion” fivepounds, 1839, by William Wyon, obv., young head left, type 2,
with six scrolls ornamenting front fillet of hair tie, rev., the Queen,
as Una, guiding the British Lion, legend reads DIRIGE, Garter Star
on mantle, lettered edge [with rose stops, between wire-edge
raised rims] reading DECUS ET TUTAMEN . ANNO REGNI TERTIO . , 38.99
g (L. & S. 17; S. 3851), numerous surface marks from handling

and from contact with other coins, about extremely fine, retaining
most of the original proof finish
£8,000-10,000

‡815
Victoria, sovereigns (13), 1852 shield, 1872 St. George, 1874
St. George, 1874 S St. George, 1887 M Jubilee head, 1890, 1890
M, 1891 M, 1892 M, 1892 S, 1896 S, 1900 P, 1901 S, fine to
good very fine (13)
£650-750
‡816
Victoria, young head, half-sovereign, 1853 (S. 3859), scuffed
at the Queen’s neck, about extremely fine
£60-80
‡817
Victoria - George V, half-sovereigns (7), 1883, 1887 JH (S.
3869), 1891, 1898, 1905, 1907, 1913, 1907 has been mounted,
others generally very fine (7)
£200-220
‡818
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893; with Jubilee, 1887, twopounds and Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds, all
three probably removed from ring-mounts, fine to very fine (3)
£600-700
‡819
Victoria, old head, two-pounds, 1893, extremely fine £300-350

‡823
Edward VII – Elizabeth II, sovereigns (10), 1902 M, 1906,
1907, 1908 P, 1911 (2), 1912, 1915, 1957, 1958, very fine to
mint state (10)
£500-550
‡824
George V, Coronation, 1911, proof two-pounds, virtually as
struck
£320-350
‡825
‘Edward VIII’, fantasy ‘five-pounds’ dated 1936, by G. Hearn,
bust left, rev., St. George slaying Dragon, edge plain (L. & S. p.
100, as illustration; cf. E.S.C. 391D, first type), mint state
£280-320
For an original 1936 gold medal of the Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth, struck by the Royal Mint and featuring Paget’s coinage
portrait of Edward VIII, see lot 133 in the companion catalogue to
this sale (War Medals and Decorations).

‡826
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof five-pounds, edge plain,

surface mark behind head, good extremely fine and almost as
struck
£450-550

‡820
Victoria, old head, proof half-sovereign, 1893, minor surface
scuffs, extremely fine or better
£150-200

‡827
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof two-pounds, edge plain,
small rim burr, otherwise good extremely fine
£250-300

‡821
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (2), both impaired

‡828
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof sovereign, edge plain,

matt proofs, with scuffs and scratches, very fine to good very
fine (2)
£700-900
‡822
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds, one
or two marks, better than extremely fine
£250-300

light hairlines on obverse, good extremely fine, almost as struck
£700-900
‡829
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof half-sovereign, edge plain,
almost as struck
£120-150

THE HENRY DA COSTA GOMEZ COLLECTION (continued)
WORLD GOLD COINS
‡830
Afghanistan, Abdur Rahman (AH 1297-1319), tilla, 1317;
Amanullah (SH1298-1307), 2 tillas 1298, 2 amani, and half-amani,
both 1299, amani, 1304, generally very fine (5)
£180-220

‡834
Albania, prova 100 franga ar, 1929 R, bare headed bust within
wreath, rev., eagle (KM Pr 39), extremely fine and rare
£800-1,200

‡831
Albania, 100 franga ar, 1927, 2 stars beneath bust, minor edge
marks, otherwise extremely fine
£380-420
‡832
Albania, 100 franga ar 1927, similar to the last, edge filed
above, good very fine
£300-350
‡833
Albania, 20 franga ar, 1927 V, Skanderbeg type; 10 franga ar,
1927, good very fine and better; 10th Anniversary of Reign of
King Zog, 100 franga ar, severely scratched from ring mounting,
fine (3)
£300-350

‡835
Albania, Marriage of King Zog, 1938, 100 franga ar, extremely
fine
£500-700

‡836
Albania, Marriage of King Zog, 1938, 100 and 20 franga ar,
both rather scuffed, otherwise extremely fine (2)
£500-700

‡844
Austria, Francis I, ducat, undated, bust of Francis I right, rev.,
bust of Maria Theresia right (Montenuovo 225), good very fine
and rare
£180-220

‡837
Albania, 10th Anniversary of Reign of King Zog, 50 franga ar,
extremely fine
£300-400

‡845
Austria, Maria Theresia, restrike thaler, 1780, in gold, 72.95 g,
obv. scuffed, good very fine
£400-500
‡846
Austria, Joseph II-Franz Joseph, ducats (6), 1787 A, 1819 E,
1840 B, 1848 A, 1854 A, 1867 A, last with scratch on cheek,
otherwise fine or better (6)
£200-250
‡847
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona (2),
both rather scuffed, good very fine (2)
£600-800

‡838
Annam, Minh Mang (1820-41), 3 tien, year 15, 12.98 g
(Schroeder 206c), good very fine and rare
£800-1,000

‡848
Austria, Franz Joseph, 100 corona 1912, trace of mounting,
very fine; restrike 100 corona, 4 ducats and ducat, 1915; 20
corona, 1895; restrike 8 florins-20 francs, 1892; 10 corona (2),
1909, 1912; 4 florins-10 francs, 1878; ducat, 1912, very fine or
better (10)
£650-700

‡839
Argentina, Provincias del Rio de la Plata, 8 escudos, 1828, La
Rioxa mint (OM 1680), assayer P, very fine and rare £500-700
‡849
Austria, Republic, 100 kronen, 1923, scuffed, otherwise
extremely fine and rare
£1,000-1,500

‡840
Argentina, La Rioxa, 2 escudos, 1843, assayers RB, obverse
fault, almost very fine and rare
£250-300

‡850
Austria, Republic, 100 kronen, 1924, good extremely fine and
rare
£1,200-1,500
‡841
Argentina, half-argentino, 1884, good fine and rare [421
pieces struck]
£300-500
‡842
Australia, Sydney mint, sovereigns (3), 1859, 1870 (2), about
fine or slightly better (3)
£150-200
‡843
Australia, Victoria – George V, Imperial type sovereigns (7),
1879 M St. George, extremely fine, 1885 S shield, very fine to
good very fine, 1888 M, 1898 M, 1902 M, 1914 M, 1918 S,
extremely fine or better (7)
£380-420

‡851
Austria, Republic, 20 kronen, 1924, good very fine

£600-800

‡852
Austria, Republic, 100 schilling, 1927, 25 schilling, 1926,
extremely fine (2)
£150-170

‡853
Austria, 25 schilling, 1935, extremely fine and rare

£300-400

‡861
Bolivia, 8 scudos, 1833, assayers LM (OM 1698), obverse
scratches, better than very fine
£300-350
‡862
Bolivia, 8 scudos, 1835, assayers LM (OM 1700), very fine
£300-350
‡854
Austria, 100 schilling, 1936, scuffed, extremely fine and rare
£800-1,000

‡863
Bolivia, 8 scudos (2), both 1835, assayers LM (OM 1700), one
very fine with obverse faults, the other fine; together with halfescudos (2), 1845, assayer R, 1855, assayers FP very fine or
better (4)
£450-500
‡864
Bolivia, President M.Y. Belzu, medallic escudo and half-escudo,
1854, issued by the city of Potosi (Fonroberts 9590, 9591),
extremely fine (2)
£100-150

‡855
Austria, Salzburg, Archduke Ferdinand (1803-06), ducat,
1804, very fine and rare
£250-300

‡865
Bolivia, 35 gramos (2), 14 gramos, all 1952, extremely fine (3)
£450-500

‡856
Austrian Netherlands, souverain d’or, 1796 B, scratched both
sides, otherwise very fine; Belgium, 20 francs (3), 1865, 1870,
1914, good fine or better (4)
£200-250

‡866
Brazil, Peter II, (1683-1706), 4,000 réis, 1700, Rio (Gom.
34.01; Ru. 041), very fine
£180-220

‡857
Belgium, Marriage of the Duke of Brabant, 1853, 100 francs, a
few edge bruises, better than very fine
£1,400-1,600

‡867
Brazil, John V (1706-50), dobrão, 1725, Minas Gerais (Gom.
38.02; FV 02; Ru. 261) very fine
£1,500-2,000

‡858
Bolivia, Charles IV (1788-1808), 8 escudos, 1799 assayers PP
(Cayon 13697; OM 1319), very fine
£300-400
‡859
Bolivia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1807, assayers PJ (Cayon
13773; OM 1328), very fine
£300-400
‡860
Bolivia, Ferdinand VII (1808-23), 8 escudos, 1822, assayers PJ
(Cayon 15611; OM 1495), edge filed beneath date, very fine
£250-300

‡868
Brazil, John V, dobrão, 1726, Minas Gerais (Gom. 38.03; FV 03;
Ru. 262), very fine
£1,500-2,000

‡876
Brazil, Joseph I, Colonial coinage, 4,000 réis, 1774, inverted
axis (Gom. 66.05a; Ru. 347), traces of mounting and has been
gilt, good fine; 2,000 réis, 1771 (Gom. 61.03; Ru. 316); 1,000
réis, 1752 (Gom. 58.3; Ru. 312), very fine or slightly better (3)
£200-300

‡869
Brazil, John V, moeda, 1717, Bahia (Gom. 35.04; FV 141; Ru.
73), extremely fine and toned
£500-700

‡870
Brazil, John V, dobrão, 1728 over 7, Bahia (Gom. 59.02; FV 16;
£5,000-7,000
Ru. 96), very fine and very rare

‡877
Brazil, Maria I and Peter III (1777-86), peça (3), 1778, 1781,
1785, all Rio (Gom. 25.02, 25.05, 25.10; FV 49, 52, 57; Ru. 476,
479, 484), first with possible traces of mounting, second
scratched behind bust, all very fine (3)
£550-600

‡878
Brazil, Maria I and Peter III, peça, 1780, Rio (Gom. 25.04; FV
51, Ru. 478), good very fine
£250-300
‡879
Brazil, Maria I and Peter III, peça, 1786, Rio (Gom. 25.10; FV
57; Ru. 484), some weakness, better than very fine £220-250
‡880
Brazil, Maria I (1786-99), peça, 1794, Rio (Gom. 25.06; FV 67;
Ru. 549), a few marks, good very fine
£250-300

‡871
Brazil, John V, dobrão, 1728, Minas Gerais (Gom. 61.02; FV 24;
Ru. 296), very fine
£1,000-1,200
‡872
Brazil, John V, peça, 1735, Bahia (Gom. 55.15; FV 76; Ru.
142), contained in a ring mount, fine and rare
£300-500
‡873
Brazil, John V peça, 1750, Rio (Gom. 56.31; FV 118; Ru. 236),
weakly struck, good fine; moeda, 1724, Rio (Gom. 34.18; FV
173; Ru. 186), edge damaged from mounting; meio escudo,
1730, Minas Gerais (Gom. 45.04; FV 366; Ru. 271), edge
shaved, about fine (3)
£250-300

‡881
Brazil, Maria I, peça, 1797, Bahia (Gom. 24.08; FV 39; Ru.
£350-400
532), extremely fine
‡882
Brazil, Maria I, peça (2), 1797, 1798, both Rio (Gom. 25.09,
25.10; FV 70, 71; Ru. 552, 553), first slightly bent on upper
edge, otherwise good very fine or slightly better (2) £400-500
‡883
Brazil, Maria I, peça, 1801, Rio (Gom. 25.13; FV 74; Ru. 556),
edge nick, otherwise about extremely fine
£250-300

‡874
Brazil, Joseph I (1750-77), peça, 1751, Rio (Gom. 43.01; FV
48; Ru. 434), very fine
£250-300

‡884
Brazil, John Prince Regent (1799-1816), peça, 1808, Rio,
second 8 over 7 (Gom. 29.05; F.V 14; Ru. 576), about
extremely fine
£350-400
‡875
Brazil, Joseph I, peça, 1756, Bahia (Gom. 42.08; FV 26; Ru.
401), very fine
£400-500

‡885
Brazil, John Prince Regent, peça, 1811, Rio, second 1 over 0
(Gom. 29.09; FV 17; Ru. 579), about extremely fine £350-400

‡886
Brazil, John VI (1816-22), Colonial Coinage, 4,000 réis, 1822,
second 2 over 1 (Gom. 27.10; Ru. 617), very fine
£150-200

‡887
Brazil, Pedro I (1822-31), 4,000 réis, 1823, Rio (Ru. 624), obv.
marks, otherwise good very fine
£300-400

‡897
Chile, Charles III (1759-88), 8 escudos, 1763, Santiago,
assayer J, bust of Ferdinand VI right (Cayon 11963; OM 945),

edge bruised and centres weak, otherwise very fine and rare
£800-1,000
‡898
Chile, Charles IV (1788-1808), 8 escudos, 1800, Santiago,
assayers DA (Cayon 13705; OM 1210), trace of mounting above,
otherwise very fine and scarce
£220-250

‡888
Brazil, Pedro II (1831-89), 6,400 réis, 1832, Rio, type without
signature beneath bust (Ru. 647), better than very fine £300-400
‡889
Brazil, Pedro II, 10,000 réis, 1847 (Ru. 663); 20,000 réis (3),
1849, 1851 (2) (Ru. 668, 670), first with adjustment marks
partially obscuring date, generally very fine (4)
£500-700
‡890
Brazil, Pedro II, 20,000 réis (3), 1852, 1853, 1867, 10,000 réis,
1856, 5,000 réis, 1855 (Ru. 672, 709, 723, 682, 675), very fine
or better (5)
£580-620
‡891
Brazil, Republic, 20,000 réis, 1893 (Ru. 750), very fine;
Founding of Brasilia, 1960, set of 3 gold medals, total wt. 21.94
g, extremely fine (4)
£250-300
‡892
Bulgaria, Ferdinand I (1887-1918), 100, 20 and 10 leva, all
1894, first with edge bruising, good fine to very fine (3) £300-350
‡893
Bulgaria, Ferdinand I, Establishment of Kingdom, 1912, 100
and 20 leva, very fine (2)
£350-400
‡894
Canada, sovereigns (2), 1910, 1911; Newfoundland, 2
dollars 1881, very fine (3)
£180-220
‡895
Canada, George V, 10 and 5 dollars, both 1912, rather scuffed,
otherwise about extremely fine (2)
£200-250

‡899
Chile, Ferdinand VII (1808-18), 8 escudos, 1808, Santiago,
assayers FJ, with stop between ET and IND (Cayon 15480; OM
1408), minor obv. fault, extremely fine and rare £1,000-1,200
‡900
Chile, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1810, Santiago, assayers FJ
(Cayon 15496; OM 1412), edge fault, very fine
£400-450
‡901
Chile, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1817, Santiago, assayers FJ
(Cayon 15586; OM 1429), slight edge fault, about very fine
£250-300
‡902
Chile, Republic, 8 escudos, 1822, assayers FI (OM 1732), good
very fine
£250-300
‡903
Chile, Republic, 8 escudos (2), 1836, 1838, both assayers IJ
(OM 1748, 1754), very fine (2)
£380-420
‡904
Chile, Republic, 8 escudos (5), 1841 IJ, 1849 ML (Diciembre), 1850
LA (Setiembre), 1851 LA (Febrero) (2) (OM 1757, 1793, 1804, 1809
(2)), 10 pesos (3), 1852, 1867 (2), 5 pesos, 1873, 2 pesos (3),
1857, 1895 (2), peso, 1863, fine or better (13)
£1,200-1,300
‡905
Chile, 100 pesos (2), 1947, 1953, 50 pesos, 1958, 20 pesos (2)
1915, 1926, second ring-mounted, very fine or better (5) £380-420

‡896
Chile, Ferdinand VI (1746-59), 8 escudos, 1759, Santiago,
assayer J, small bust right (Cayon 10179; OM 744), very fine
£800-1,000

‡906
China, Yunnan, 10 dollars, undated (1919), General T’ang Chi-yao
£250-300
type, with 1 beneath flag tassels, about extremely fine

‡915
Colombia, Charles IV (1789-1808), 8 escudos, 1790 over 89,
Nuevo Reino mint, assayers JJ, bust of Charles III with stop
before AUSPICE (Cayon 13618; OM 1261), very fine
£300-400

‡907
China, Yunnan, 5 dollars, undated (1919), General T’ang Chiyao type, about extremely fine
£200-250

‡916
Colombia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1790, Popayán, assayers SF,
bust of Charles III (Cayon 13620; OM 1231), very fine £300-400
‡917
Colombia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1798, Nuevo Reino, assayers
JJ (Cayon 13689; OM 1277), very fine
£280-320
‡918
Colombia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1799, Nuevo Reino, assayers JJ
(Cayon 13695; OM 1279), rather scuffed but very fine £250-300

‡908
China, rectangular ingot, by CK, with ‘spade’ type coin
impression stamped in left hand field, rev., two lines of Chinese
characters, 30.53 g, good very fine
£250-300

‡919
Colombia, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1801, Popayán, assayers JF
(Cayon 13715; OM 1244), very fine
£280-320
‡920
Colombia, Ferdinand VII (1808-19), 8 escudos, 1808, assayers
JF over JJ (Cayon 15476; OM 1463), scuffed, otherwise very fine
and scarce
£300-400
‡921
Colombia, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1811 over 10, Popayán,
assayers JF (Cayon 15509; OM 1436), very fine
£250-300
‡922
Colombia, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1812, Nuevo Reino,
assayers JF (Cayon 15521; OM 1472), very fine
£250-300

‡909
Colombia, Charles III (1759-88), 8 escudos, 1770, Popayán,
assayer J, bust of Ferdinand VI right (Cayon 12011; OM 1002),

edge bruises and a few scratches, otherwise very fine and
scarce
£700-900

‡923
Colombia, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1819, Nuevo Reino,
assayers JF (Cayon 15596; OM 1487), weakly struck and with
edge bruise, fine
£180-220
‡924
Colombia, Republic, 8 escudos, 1824, Bogotá, assayers JF (OM
1818), good fine; escudo and peso, both 1825, Bogotá, assayers
JF, very fine and extremely fine (3)
£250-300
‡925
Colombia, Republic of Nueva Granada, 16 pesos (4), Bogotá
(2) 1840, 1844, both RS, Popayán (2), 1841 VU, 1846 UE, fine
to very fine (4)
£650-700

‡910
Colombia, Charles III, 8 escudos, 1771, Popayán, assayer J,
similar to the last (Cayon 12019; OM 1003), very fine and scarce
£800-1,000
‡911
Colombia, Charles III, 8 escudos, 1783, Nuevo Reino, assayers
JJ (Cayon 12145; OM 1073), good fine
£240-280
‡912
Colombia, Charles III, 8 escudos, 1783, Popayán, assayers SF
(Cayon 12146; OM 1023), better than very fine, scarce £400-600
‡913
Colombia, Charles III, 8 escudos, 1787, Nuevo Reino, assayers
JJ (Cayon 12185; OM 1080), good fine
£240-280
‡914
Colombia, Popayán mint, Charles III, 2 escudos, 1787 SF;
Charles IV, 2 escudos 1791 SF (regnal numeral IV), 1793 JF,
escudo, 1798 JF (Cayon 11759, 13339, 13355, 13242), third
plugged, otherwise fine or slightly better (4)
£140-160

‡926
Colombia, Republic of Nueva Grenada, 16 pesos, 1840,
Popayán, assayers RU, extremely fine, scarce thus
£300-350
‡927
Colombia, Republic of Nuevo Grenada, 16 pesos, 1840,
Popayán, assayers UE, good very fine
£250-300
‡928
Colombia, 10 pesos, 1924; 5 pesos (5), 1915, 1920 (2), 1924,
1927; 2 pesos, 1871, Medellin, mainly very fine (7) £350-380

‡929
Costa Rica, Central American Republic, 2 escudos, 1843 M;
escudo, 1849 JB; half-escudos (2), both 1848 JD, very fine or
better; Republic of Costa Rica, 5 pesos, 1867 GW, fine (5)
£150-200

‡939
Dominican Republic, 30 pesos; Argentina, argentinos (2),
1883, 1888; Ecuador, 10 sucres, 1899; condor, 1928;
Uruguay, Constitution Centenary, 1930, 5 pesos, very fine or
better (6)
£400-450

‡930
Costa Rica, 20 colones 1900; 10 colones and 5 colones, both
1899; 2 colones (3), all 1900, very fine or better (6) £160-180
‡931
Cuba, 20 pesos 1915; 10 pesos, 1916; 5 pesos, 1915; 4 pesos,
1916; 2 pesos, 1915; peso, 1916, very fine or better (6)£400-500
‡932
Cuba, 20 pesos (2) and 2 pesos, all 1915, very fine or better (3)
£400-500
‡933
Czechoslovakia, 10th Anniversary of the Republic, 1928,
medallic 4 and 2 ducats; Millennium of Christianity, 1929,
medallic 3 ducats, extremely fine or better (3)
£300-400

‡940
Ecuador, Ecuador en Colombia, 2 escudos, 1835, assayers ST,
rather scuffed, otherwise about extremely fine and rare £400-500
‡941
Ecuador, Republic, 4 escudos, 1837, assayers FP, metal flaws,
about very fine and rare
£250-300

‡934
Czechoslovakia, 10 ducats and 2 ducats, both 1934; ducats
(2), 1926, 1936, extremely fine or better (4)
£500-700

‡942
Ecuador, Republic, 4 escudos, 1838, assayers MV, good very
fine and very rare
£800-1,000

Ex 935
‡935
Czechoslovakia, Reopening of the Kremnica mines, 1934,
proof 5, 2 and 1 ducat, mint state and very rare [70 5 ducats,
£1,500-2,000
159 2 ducats and 288 ducats struck] (3)
First piece illustrated.
‡936
Danish West Indies, Christian IX (1863-1906), 4 daler-20
francs, 1905, surface scuffs, about extremely fine; Denmark,
Frederick V (1746-66), 12 marks, 1761 W, good fine (2) £150-200

‡937
Denmark, Death of Christian V, 1699, ducat, undated, obelisk,
rev., view of Copenhagen (Hede 57), file marks above city view
and minor creasing, otherwise very fine and scarce
£250-300
‡938
Denmark, 20 kroner (3), 1873, 1911, 1914; 10 kroner (3),
1873, 1908, 1913, generally extremely fine (6)
£160-180

‡943
Ecuador, Republic, 8 escudos, 1843, assayers MV (OM 1872),

extremely fine, with much original mint bloom, very rare thus
£1,200 1,500

‡944
Ecuador, Republic, 8 escudos, 1845, assayers MV, square
shield of arms draped with flags, flagpoles not extending
beneath arms, rev., bust of Bolivar left (OM 1875), very fine and
very rare
£2,000-2,500
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‡951
Egypt, Republic (1953-58), Third Anniversary of the Revolution,
1955, pounds (2); Fifth Anniversary of the Revolution, 1957,
five-pounds, extremely fine (3)
£300-350
‡952
Egypt, U.A.R. (1958-71), Foundation of the U.A.R., 1958, halfpound; Aswan Dam, 1960, five pounds, and pound, extremely
fine (3)
£300-350
‡945
Egypt, Abdul Hamid II (AH 1293-1327), 500 qirsh, year 1, flan

fault beneath value on obverse, otherwise very fine and rare
£1,500-2,000

‡953
Ethiopia, 25th Anniversary of the Coronation of Haile Selassie,
EE 1948 (1955), gold medal, conjoined busts of the emperor
and empress, rev., view of the royal palace, 32 mm, 14.01 g
(Gill S34), extremely fine
£100-150
‡954
Finland, 20 markkaa, 1911, 10 markkaa, 1882, extremely
fine (2)
£100-120

‡946
Egypt, Fuad (1922-36), 500 piastres, 1922, edge bruised and
rather scuffed, otherwise extremely fine
£500-700

‡955
Finland, 100 markkaa, 1926, extremely fine and rare
£250-300

‡947
Egypt, Fuad, 100 piastres (2), both 1922; 50 and 20 piastres
(2), all 1923, generally extremely fine (5)
£160-180

‡956
France, Charles VI (1380-1422), écu d’or, early type without
mint mark (1385-88), 3.91 g (Laf. 378), some weakness but
about extremely fine
£300-400
‡948
Egypt, Fuad, 500 piastres, 1932, good extremely fine
£600-800

‡957
France, Louis XII (1498-1515), écu d’or au soleil, Lyon mint,
3.45 g; another, Rouen, similar to the last but with arms
between annulets, 3.43 (Laf. 592 (2)), almost very fine (2)
£250-300

‡958
France, Louis XIV (1643-1715), Louis d’or à la mèche courte,
1644 A, score mark at 1 of date, otherwise very fine £180-220

‡949
Egypt, Farouk (1936-52), Royal Wedding, 1938, 500 piastres,
good extremely fine
£700-900
‡950
Egypt, Farouk, Royal Wedding, 1938, 100, 50 and 20 piastres,
extremely fine or better (3)
£100-150

‡959
France, Louis XIV, Louis d’or à la mèche longue, 1647 A, good
very fine
£300-350

‡971
France, Louis XVIII, 40 francs (3), 1818 (2), 1819, all Lille; 20
francs (3), 1814 A, 1818 W, 1822 A, good fine to very fine (6)
£400-500

‡960
France, Louis XIV, Louis d’or juvenile à la tête nue, 1675 A,
adjustment marks on reverse, good very fine
£300-350

‡972
France, Charles X, 40 francs (3), 1828, 1830 (2); 20 francs,
£350-400
1828, all Paris, good fine to very fine (4)
‡973
France, Louis Philippe, 40 francs (3), 1833, 1834 (2); 20 francs
(2), 1831, 1840, all Paris, generally fine (5)
£350-400

‡961
France, Louis XIV, Louis d’or à l’écu, 1690 A, very fine £250-300
‡962
France, Louis XIV, Louis d’or aux 8 L et aux insignes, 1702 B, a
réformation, very fine
£120-150
‡963
France, Louis XV (1715-74), Louis d’or aux lunettes (2), both
1726 A, very fine (2)
£200-250

‡974
France, Second Republic-Napoleon III, 20 francs (8), 1849,
1852, 1855, 1861, 1866, 1868, all Paris, 1860, 1869, both
Strasbourg; 10 francs (4), 1850, 1857, 1864, 1866, all Paris; 5
francs (9), 1857, 1858, 1859 (2), 1860, 1864, 1866, 1867, all
Paris, 1862 Strasbourg; together with a platinum forgery of a 20
francs, 1866 A, fine and better (22)
£420-450
‡975
France, Napoleon III, 100 francs (2), 1855 BB, 1856 A, very fine
(2)
£400-450
‡976
France, Napoleon III, 50 francs (3), 1859 A, 1862 A, 1867 BB,
last ex-mount, good fine, others very fine or slightly better (3)
£300-350

‡964
France, Louis XV, Louis d’or au bandeau, 1741 B, virtually mint
state, with original mint bloom, scarce thus
£250-300
‡965
France, Louis XVI (1774-93), double-Louis d’or au buste nu,
1788 K; Louis d’or au buste nu (2), 1786 W, 1787 A, second exmount, others very fine (3)
£280-320
‡966
France, Napoleon, 40 francs (5) an XI, an XIV, 1811, 1812 (2),
all Paris, fine to good fine (5)
£500-550

‡977
France, Napoleon III, 100 francs (5), 1864, 1868, 1869 (2), all
Paris, 1866, Strasbourg, generally very fine (5)
£1,000-1,200
‡978
France, Third Republic, 100 francs (2), 1904, 1911, almost
extremely fine (2)
£400-500
‡979
France, Third Republic, 50 francs, 1904; 20 francs (5), 1878,
1896, 1897 (2), 1910; 10 francs (3), 1899, 1900, 1907, many
very fine or better (9)
£380-420

‡967
France, Napoleon, 20 francs (6), an XII, 1806, 1808, 1811,
1812, all Paris, 1812, Lille, fine to very fine (6)
£250-300
‡968
France, Napoleon, 40 francs (3), 1807 A, laureate bust type,
1808 H, 1811 A, very fine to good very fine (3)
£400-500
‡969
France, Louis XVIII, 20 francs (2), 1814 A, 1824 A; Second
Republic, 20 francs, 1851 A, extremely fine or slightly better (3)
£180-220

‡970
France, Louis XVIII, 20 francs, 1815 R (London), by Thomas
Wyon, mint state with full original bloom, rare thus
£200-250

‡980
German East Africa, Tabora, 15 rupien, 1915, arabesque ends
beneath T of OSTAFRIKA, minor edge nick, otherwise good very
fine
£500-600

‡981
Germany, Baden, Karl Friedrich (1748-1811), Birth of Twin
Princesses to Amalia Frederika, 1776, ducat for the city of
Karlsruhe, bust of Amalia Frederica right, rev., conjoined arms of
Baden and Hesse (WZ 149), virtually mint state
£800-1,000

‡991
Germany, Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Wilhelm (1831-54), 10
thaler, 1834, probably ex-ring mount, with considerable surface
marks both sides, otherwise very fine
£200-300

‡982
Germany, Baden, Karl Friedrich, Birth of Twin Princesses to
Amalia Frederika, 1776, ducat for the city of Durlach, busts of
the twin princesses vis à vis, without band above rev.,
inscription (WZ 151), good very fine
£400-500
‡992
Germany, Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Wilhelm, 20 mark,
£400-600
1875, extremely fine

‡983
Germany, Baden, Karl Friedrich, Birth of Karl Ludwig Freidrich
(later Grand Duke Karl 1811-18), 1786, ducat, Durlach, bust of
Karl Friedrich right, rev., crowned and draped arms (W. 771),
minor reverse fault, about extremely fine
£600-800

‡984
Germany, Baden, Ludwig (1818-30), 5 thaler of 500 kreuzer,
1830, bust right, rev., arms with chain around within wreath (W.
847), a few marks, extremely fine and toned, very rare £800-1,000
‡985
Germany, Baden, Friedrich I (1852-1907), 10 mark (2), 1876,
1903, 5 mark, 1877; Friedrich II (1907-18), 20 mark, 1914, 10
mark, 1909, first good very fine, third fine, fourth extremely
fine, others very fine (5)
£350-400

‡993
Germany, Frankfurt, medallic thaler, by F. Korn, in gold, bust of
Napoleon III left, rev., inscription within wreath, 34.91 g (J. u. F.
1844a; Mazard 1748), a later striking, extremely fine
£400-600

‡994
Germany, Frankfurt, medallic thaler, by F. Korn, in gold,
similar to the last, 34.89 g (J. u. F. 1844a; Mazard 1748), a later
striking, extremely fine
£400-600

‡995
Germany, Hamburg, 20 mark (2), 1876, 1900, 10 mark (3),
1879, 1898, 1905, and 5 mark, 1877, generally very fine (6)
£280-320

‡986
Germany, Bavaria, Ludwig II (1864-86), Coronation ducat,
undated, bust right, rev., crown within wreath (GDMK 187),
virtually mint state
£200-300
‡987
Germany, Bavaria, Ludwig II, 20 mark, 1872, 5 mark, 1877;
Otto (1886-1913), 20 mark, 1900, 10 mark, 1893, very fine or
better (4)
£200-250
‡988
Germany, Bavaria, Ludwig II, 10 mark (2), 1873, 1878, both
virtually mint state (2)
£200-300
‡989
Germany, Bavaria, Otto, 10 mark, 1902, mint state £120-150

‡990
Germany, Bavaria, Otto, proof 10 mark, 1909, mint state
£300-400

‡996
Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt, Ludwig III (1848-77), 5 mark,
1877, faint adjustment marks on shield, virtually mint state
£300-400

‡997
Germany, Hesse-Darmstadt, Ludwig III, 10 mark (2), 1872,
1876, very fine; Ernst Ludwig (1893-1918), 20 mark, 1911,
extremely fine (3)
£200-250

‡998
Germany, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Friedrich Franz II (184283), 20 mark, 1872, very fine
£280-320

‡1007
Germany, Württemberg, Karl (1864-91), 20 mark, 1872, 10
mark, 1876, 5 mark, 1877; Wilhelm (1891-1918), 20 mark,
1905, 10 mark, 1898, second almost very fine, others extremely
fine (5)
£250-300
‡999
Germany, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
(1883-97), 10 mark, 1890, very fine

‡1000
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm
Friedrich d’or, 1805 A, good very fine

Friedrich-Franz III
£150-200

III

(1797-1840),
£300-400

‡1008
Germany, Weimar Republic, pattern 5 marks in gold, 1925,
£300-400
by Karl Goetz (Bruce X70b), extremely fine

‡1001
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm IV (1840-61), halfFriedrich d’or, 1842, good very fine
£280-320
‡1002
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I (1861-88), 20 mark (4), 1872 A,
1873 C, 1883, 1887; 10 mark (6), 1873 B, 1875 A, 1875 B, 1875
C (2), 1877 C; 5 mark, 1877 A, mostly very fine (11) £400-450
‡1003
Germany, Prussia, Friedrich III (1888), 20 and 10 mark;
Wilhelm II (1888-1918), 20 mark (3), 1893, 1912 J, 1913 type
2; 10 mark, 1904, very fine and better (6)
£250-280

‡1004
Germany, Saxony, Desire for Peace, 1644, gold medal of 4
ducats weight, by Paul Walter of Dresden, book above shield,
spade and sword, rev., Tetragrammaton in triangle within
sunburst, 35 mm, 13.80 g (GPH 671), traces of mounting,
otherwise very fine
£300-400
‡1005
Germany, Saxony, Albert (1873-1902), 20 mark, 1894, 10
mark (4), 1875 (2), 1898 (2), 5 mark, 1877; Georg (1902-04),
20 mark, 1903; Friedrich August III (1904-18), 20 mark, 1905,
mostly very fine (8)
£300-350

‡1009
Germany, Weimar Republic, 80th Birthday of President
Hindenburg, 1927, medallic 5 marks in gold, by Karl Goetz
(Kienast 396), extremely fine
£200-250
‡1010
Germany, Weimar Republic, 80th Birthday of President
Hindenburg, 1927, medallic 5 marks in gold, similar to the last
(Kienast 396), extremely fine
£200-250

‡1011
Germany, Weimar Republic, 400th anniversary of the death
of Albrecht Durer, 1928, gold medal, by Karl Goetz, 34.57 g
(Kienast 388), extremely fine
£300-400
‡1012
Germany, pair of modern gold medals commemorating the
German Empire, both with Imperial Eagle reverses, one with
obverse portrait of Wilhelm I, the other Wilhelm II, together
with a gold medal depicting Konrad Adenauer, 1957, total gold
wt. 86.32 g, good extremely fine (3)
£500-600
‡1013
Greece, Otto (1832-62), 20 drachmai, trace of ring mounting,
otherwise very fine
£150-200

‡1006
Germany, Saxony, Friedrich August III, proof 10 mark, 1905,
mint state
£400-500

‡1014
Greece, George I (1863-1913), 20 drachmai (2), 1876, 1884,
10 drachmai, 1876, very fine (3)
£180-200

‡1027
Hungary, Franz Joseph, 40th Anniversary of Hungarian Coronation,
1907, 100 korona, edge faults, good very fine
£300-400
‡1015
Greece, George I, 5 drachmai, 1876, good very fine and scarce
£200-300
‡1016
Guatemala, half-escudo, 1824, assayer M; 10 pesos and 4
pesos, both 1869, assayer R, good fine to very fine (3) £180-220

‡1028
India, William IV, restrike mohur, 1835, without initials on
truncation, mint state and prooflike
£120-150
‡1029
India, Victoria, mohur, 1841, continuous legend above bust,

slight edge damage from claw mounting, otherwise very fine;
George V, 15 rupees, 1918, extremely fine (2)

£200-250

‡1030
India, Victoria, mohur, 1882, very fine

£120-150

‡1017
Guatemala, 5 pesos, 1877, assayer F, mint state with original
bloom, scarce thus
£200-300
‡1018
Guatemala, 20, 10 and 5 quetzales, 1926, good very fine and
scarce (3)
£500-700
‡1019
Guatemala, 20 quetzales, 1926, good very fine and scarce
£280-320
‡1020
Guatemala, 10 quetzales, 1926, good very fine and scarce
£180-220

‡1031
India, Bahawalpur, Sadiq Muhammad Khan V (1907-47),
ashrafi, AH 1343 (1925), lower edge filed for testing, otherwise
about extremely fine
£200-250
‡1032
India, Kutch, Pragmalji II (1860-75), 50 kori, 1873, good very
fine; Bengal Presidency, pagodas (2), three Swami and
pagoda in stars types; Vijayanagar, pagoda; and Habib
Bank, tola, third fine, others better (5)
£220-250

‡1021
Guatemala, 10 quetzales, 1926, better than very fine and
scarce
£150-200
‡1022
Hungary, Leopold I (1658-1705), sixth-ducat, 1695,
Nagybanya, mintmaster PO, 0.57 g, creased, otherwise very fine
and rare
£100-150
‡1023
Hungary, Charles VI (1711-40), ducat, 1739, Kremnitz, very fine;
Maria Theresia, ducats (2), 1743, Kremnitz, stained, good fine,
1770, Nagybanya, trace of mounting, very good (3)
£150-180

‡1033
Iran, Nasir al-din Shah (AH 1264-1318), 10 tomans, AH 1297,
edge bruises, about very fine
£600-800
‡1034
Iran, Nasir al-din Shah, 2 tomans, AH 1299, very fine, toman,
AH 1297, first portrait without legend, edge weak, very fine, and
fifth toman, AH 1301, fine; Muzaffar al-din Shah (AH 1313-24),
5,000 dinars, AH 1322; Ahmad Shah (AH 1327-44), 5,000
dinars, AH 1328, 2,000 dinars (3), AH 1329, 1332, 1337, mainly
very fine or better (8)
£180-220

‡1024
Hungary, Maria Theresia, 2 ducats, 1765, Kremnitz, extremely
fine
£250-300
‡1025
Hungary, Francis II (1792-1835), ducat, 1792; Ferdinand I
(1835-48), ducats (2), 1846, 1848 (Revolutionary type),
extremely fine or better (3)
£280-320
‡1026
Hungary, Franz Joseph (1848-1916), ducats (2), 1868, 1869,
both GYF; 8 forints-20 francs (2), 1870 GYF, 1889; 20 korona (2),
1893, 1914; 10 korona (2), 1900, 1910, very fine to mint state (8)
£220-250

‡1035
Iran, Birthday of Muzaffar al-din Shah, AH 1322, 2 tomans,
extremely fine and scarce
£150-200
‡1036
Iran, Reza Shah, pahlavi, SH 1308; Mohammed Reza Shah, 5
pahlavi, SH 1340, pahlavi (2), SH 1323, 1334, half-pahlavi, SH
1322, good very fine or better (5)
£300-350

‡1037
Israel, 10th Anniversary of the Death of Weizmann, 1962, 100
and 50 lirot; Theodor Herzl, gold commemorative medals (2)
and Judaea Capta/Israel Liberata gold medal, total gold wt.
39.64 g, virtually mint state (5)
£400-450

‡1045
Italy, Papal States, Bologna, Pius VI, 4 doppie, 1786
(Berman 3013), traces of mounting, good fine
£200-250

‡1038
Italy, Genoa, 96 lire, 1796, very fine

‡1047
Italy, Papal States, Sede Vacante, doppia, 1829 B (Berman
3262), very fine
£180-220

£300-350

‡1039
Italy, Milan, Joseph II (1780-90), sovrano, 1787, very fine
£200-250

‡1046
Italy, Papal States, Pius VII (1800-23), doppia, year IV
(Berman 3217); Pius IX (1846-78), 20 lire, 1866, year XXI
(Berman 3333), both very fine (2)
£140-160

‡1048
Italy, Parma, Maria Louisa (1815-47), 40 lire, 1815, good very
fine
£150-200
‡1049
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Felice (1821-31), 80 lire (2), 1824,
1827, both Genoa, first ex-mount, second with edge bruise
and has been harshly cleaned, fine or better (2)
£350-400

‡1040
Italy Milan, Francis II (1792-1802), sovrano, 1796, about
extremely fine
£300-350
‡1041
Italy, Milan, Kingdom of Napoleon (1805-14), 40 lire (3), 1808,
1810, 1814; 20 lire, 1809, first good fine, others better (4)
£380-420

‡1050
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Felice, 80 lire, 1826, Turin, very fine
£200-250
‡1051
Italy, Sardinia, 20 lire (3), 1827, Turin, 1849, Genoa, 1859,
Turin; Kingdom, 20 lire, 1882, mainly very fine (4) £180-220
‡1052
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Felice, 80 lire, 1828 L, Turin, very fine
£200-250
‡1053
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Alberto (1831-49), 100 lire, 1833, Turin,
rather scuffed, good fine
£240-260
‡1054
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Alberto, 100 lire, 1835, Genoa, edge
£250-300
bruised, otherwise very fine

‡1042
Italy, Naples, Ferdinand II (1830-59), 30 ducati, 1847, several
edge bruises, otherwise very fine
£400-500
‡1043
Italy, Papal States, Paul III (1534-49), scudo, Rome, St. Paul
standing, rev., Papal Arms, 3.41 g (Berman 905), very fine
£150-180
‡1055
Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Alberto, 100 lire, 1840, Genoa, edge
bruised, otherwise very fine and scarce
£300-400

‡1044
Italy, Papal States, Bologna, Pius VI (1775-99), 4 doppie,
1786 (Berman 3013), very fine
£350-400

‡1056
Italy, Subalpine Republic, 20 lire, An IX, very fine and scarce
£200-250

‡1057
Italy, Tuscany, Leopold II (1824-59), 80 florins, 1827, edge
bruised, otherwise good very fine and rare
£500-700
‡1058
Italy, Venice, Francesco Molin (1646-55), zecchino, some
weakness, otherwise very fine; Naples, Ferdinand IV (17591825), 6 ducati, 1761, very fine (2)
£200-250
‡1059
Italy, Victor Emanuel II (1861-78), 20, 10 and 5 lire, all 1863,
Turin; 20 lire, 1873, Milan, good very fine or better (4) £200-250

‡1066
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, Silver Jubilee and 10th Anniversary of
the Great War, 1925, 100 lire, edge and surface marks, very fine
and scarce
£800-1,000

‡1067
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 10th Anniversary of the Armistice,
1928, fantasy 100 lire (2), similar to the issued silver 20 lire,
very fine (2)
£400-500

‡1068
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1931 year IX (2), 50 lire,
year X, extremely fine (3)
£350-400
‡1060
Italy, Victor Emanuel III (1900-46), 20 lire, 1905, good very
fine
£250-300

‡1069
Japan, Genroku (1695-1710), ichi-bu ban kin (J. & V. D3; JNDA
23), fine and rare
£300-350

‡1061
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, Golden Jubilee of the Kingdom, 50
lire, 1911, obverse scratches, good very fine
£300-400
‡1062
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, Golden Jubilee of the Kingdom, 50
lire, 1911, very fine
£250-300

‡1063
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, First Anniversary of the Fascist
Government, 1923, 100 lire, extremely fine
£800-1,000
‡1064
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, First Anniversary of the Fascist
Government, 1923, 100 lire, similar, very fine
£500-600
‡1065
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, First Anniversary of the Fascist
Government, 1923, 100 lire, similar, very fine
£500-600

‡1070
Japan, Kyoho (1714-36), koban, reverse without era designator
(J. & V. B104; JNDA 11a), very fine and scarce
£1,200-1,500

‡1076
Japan, Manen (1860-67), koban (J. & V. B109; JNDA 16), slight
crease marks, otherwise very fine
£300-350

‡1071
Japan, Genbun (1736-1818), koban (J. & V. B105; JNDA 12),
very fine
£600-800

‡1077
Japan, 20 yen, Meiji 3 (J. & V. L1; JNDA 1), flaw between date

and value, minor edge bruises, otherwise very fine and rare
£10,000-15,000

‡1072
Japan, Bunsei (1819-28), koban (J. & V. B106; JDNA 13), very
fine
£600-800

‡1078
Japan, 10 yen, Meiji 4 (J. & V. M1; JNDA 2), scuffed, otherwise
almost extremely fine and scarce
£2,000-2,500

‡1073
Japan, Bunsei, ni-bu ban kin, first type (1818-28), (J. & V. C1;
JNDA 18), very fine and scarce
£150-200

‡1079
Japan, 5 yen, Meiji 4 (J & V. N2; JNDA 3), a few marks, almost
extremely fine
£1,000-1,200

‡1080
Japan, 2 yen, Meiji 3 (J. & V. O1; JNDA 4), virtually mint state
£500-700
‡1074
Japan, Tempo (1837-58), koban (J. & V. B107; JNDA 14), very
fine
£500-700
‡1075
Japan, Tempo, ichi-bu ban kin (J & V. D8; JNDA 28), very fine;
together with ni-bu ban kin (3), Ansei, Meiji (2), and Tempo nishu kin (J. & V. C3, C5 (2), E2; JNDA 19, 20a (2), 32), fine or
better (5)
£150-200

‡1081
Japan, yen, Meiji 4 (J. & V. P1; JNDA 5), good extremely fine
£200-250

‡1082
Japan, 5 yen, Meiji 30 (J. & V. N29; JNDA 8), good very fine
£500-700

‡1089
Mexico, Philip V, 2 escudos, 1736 over 5, assayer F (Cayon
9085), good very fine and rare
£600-800

‡1090
Mexico, Philip V, escudo, 1743 (Cayon 8969), very fine and
rare
£250-300
‡1083
Japan, 20 yen, Taisho 4 (J. & V. L18; JNDA 6), about extremely
fine
£800-1,000
‡1084
Katanga, 5 francs, 1961; Luxembourg, Marriage of Prince
Jean, 1953, medallic 20 francs; Iceland, Sigurdsson commemorative, 1961, 500 kronur, extremely fine (3)
£180-220
‡1085
Liechtenstein, Franz Josef II (1938-90), 20 and 10 franken,
1946, virtually mint state (2)
£150-200

‡1086
Liechtenstein, Franz Josef II, 100 franken, 1952, virtually mint
state, rare
£1,200-1,500
‡1087
Liechtenstein, Franz Josef II, 50 and 25 franken, 1956,
virtually mint state (2)
£200-250

‡1091
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-59), 2 escudos, 1747, assayer F
(Cayon 9998), very fine and extremely rare
£1,000-1,500

‡1092
Mexico, Ferdinand VI, 8 escudos, 1756, assayers MM (Cayon
10154; OM 697), minor weaknesses, good very fine £1,000-1,500
‡1093
Mexico, Charles IV (1788-1808), 8 escudos, 1806, assayers TH
(Cayon 13759; OM 1162), very fine
£300-350
‡1094
Mexico, Ferdinand VII (1808-21), 8 escudos, 1817, assayers JJ
(Cayon 15578; OM 1380), very fine, reverse better
£300-350
‡1095
Mexico, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1817, assayers JJ (Cayon
15578; OM 1380), edge bruised, very fine
£280-320

‡1088
Mexico, Philip V (1700-46), 8 escudos, 1732, assayer F (Cayon
9342; OM 552), value and assayer mark erased from flan,
otherwise about very fine and very rare
£1,500-2,000
‡1096
Mexico, Republic, 8 escudos, 1841, Chihuahua, assayer RG
(OM 1900), good extremely fine, with much original mint bloom,
scarce thus
£400-600

‡1108
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1904, extremely fine

£320-350

‡1109
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1904, good very fine

£300-350

‡1110
Monaco, Rainier III, gold 100 francs, 1950, virtually mint state
£200-300
‡1097
Mexico, Republic, 8 escudos, 1844, Guanaxuato, assayer PM
(OM 2092), extremely fine
£280-320

‡1111
Monaco, Rainier III, gold 100 francs, 1950, toning spot on
reverse, otherwise mint state
£180-220

‡1098
Mexico, Republic, 8 escudos, 1856, Guanaxuato, assayer PF
(OM 2110), has been mounted, otherwise very fine
£160-180

‡1112
Montenegro, Nicholas I (1860-1918), 20 and 10 perpera,
1910, both about extremely fine and scarce (2)
£350-400
‡1113
Nepal, Prithvi Vira Vikrama (SE 1803-33), tola, SE 1820,
virtually mint state
£140-160
‡1114
Netherlands, Holland, Philip II (1555-81), half golden real, 3.40
g (Del. 765), flan crack to left of bust, good fine; Low Countries,
Brabant, Philip the Fair (1494-1506), half gold florin, undated,
1.63 g (Del. 87), traces of solder in fields, fine (2)
£100-150

‡1099
Mexico, Republic, 8 escudos, 1860, Zacatecas, assayer MO (OM
2223), extremely fine
£280-320
‡1100
Mexico, Maximilian (1864-67), 20 pesos, 1866, test mark
behind bust, very fine
£300-400

‡1115
Netherlands, Holland, double-ducat, 1654, flan ragged, good
fine; together with ducats (5), Gelderland, 1766; Holland (2),
1649, 1780; Utrecht (2), 1803, 1805, first mounted, generally
fine (6)
£200-250

‡1101
Mexico, Maximilian, 20 pesos, 1866, several edge bruises,
about very fine
£280-320
‡1102
Mexico, Republic, 4 escudos, 1869, Mexico city mint, assayer
CH, good very fine
£150-200
‡1103
Mexico, Estados Unidos, 50 pesos, 1945, 20 pesos, 1919, 10
pesos (2), 1906, 1957 (medallic), 5 pesos, 1906, 2½ pesos,
1918, 2 pesos (2), both 1920; V. Carranza Centenary, 1957,
gold medal, 16.60 g, and a Maximilian fantasy peso, very fine or
better (10)
£500-600

‡1116
Netherlands, Holland, 14 gulden, 1750 (Del. 782), traces of
obverse die rust, good extremely fine
£300-350
‡1117
Netherlands, Holland, 7 gulden, 1750 (Del. 783), good very
fine
£120-150
‡1118
Netherlands, Holland, 7 gulden, 1760 (Del. 783), extremely
fine
£150-200

‡1104
Mexico, Oaxaca, 20 pesos, 1915, 7th bust left, good extremely
fine
£200-300
‡1105
Monaco, Albert I (1889-1922), 100 francs, 1891, very fine
£250-300
‡1106
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1891, has been mounted, fine;
Charles III (1856-89), 20 francs (2), 1878, 1879, fine (3)
£280-320
‡1107
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1895, good very fine

£300-350

‡1119
Netherlands, Holland, 2 gulden, undated, struck in gold of 8
ducats weight, 27.60 g (Del. 797), hairline scratches in obverse

field and scratch to left of crown on reverse, otherwise about
extremely fine and extremely rare
£4,000-6,000
See also front cover illustration

‡1120
Netherlands, Holland, scheepjesschelling, 1761, struck in gold,
of 2 ducats weight, 6.94 g (Del. 816), extremely fine
£300-350

‡1128
Netherlands, Overijssel, double-ducat, undated of Spanish
type, i.m. castle on obverse, lion on reverse, 6.94 g (Del. 1045),
minor weakness but good very fine and on a full flan £600-800

‡1121
Netherlands, Holland, scheepjesschelling, 1763, struck in
gold of 2 ducats weight, 6.95 g (Del. 816), good very fine
£250-300

‡1129
Netherlands, Overijssel, 14 gulden, 1760 (Del. 1060),
waterworn, very fine
£120-150

‡1122
Netherlands, Westfriesland, 14 gulden, 1763 (Del. 843),
better than very fine; 7 gulden, 1760 (Del. 844), waterworn and
with reverse flan cracks, otherwise very fine (2)
£220-250

‡1123
Netherlands, Zeeland, 14 gulden, 1760 (Del. 889), good fine
£100-120

‡1124
Netherlands, Utrecht, 14 gulden, 1750, 7 gulden, 1760 (Del.
970, 971), both very fine (2)
£200-300

‡1125
Netherlands, Utrecht, scheepjesschelling, 1786, struck in gold
of 2 ducats weight, 6.89 g (Del. 987), slight edge damage to
right of shield, otherwise about extremely fine
£200-250

‡1130
Netherlands, Campen, rose noble, i.m. tower, with reversed
C in standard, 7.57 g (Del. 1107), crease marks, otherwise very
fine
£300-400
‡1131
Netherlands, Louis Napoleon (1806-10), ducat, 1808, portrait
type (Sch. 129 a), almost very fine; William I (1815-40), ducats
(4), 1817, 1818, 1827, 1830 (Sch. 204, 205, 211, 214), last
good fine, others better (5)
£200-250
‡1132
Netherlands, William I, 10 gulden (3), all 1824 B, 5 gulden,
1827 B (Sch. 190 (3), 198), very fine (4)
£300-400
‡1133
Netherlands, William I, 10 gulden (2), 1833, 1840 (Sch. 186,
189), very fine or slightly better (2)
£180-220

‡1134
Netherlands, William II (1840-49), 20 gulden, 1848 (Sch.
499), obverse field with hairlines (probably due to old cleaning)

and with two nicks on neck, otherwise about extremely fine and
richly toned, reverse better, extremely rare
£2,000-3,000

‡1126
Netherlands, Town of Utrecht, duit, 1745, struck in gold of
ducat weight, 3.53 g (Del. 994), extremely fine
£100-150
‡1135
Netherlands, William II, 10 gulden, 1842 (Sch. 502), slight

edge bruise above bust and a few hairlines in field, good
extremely fine and prooflike, very rare [860 pieces struck]
£1,500-2,000

‡1127
Netherlands, Overijssel, noble of Flemish type, [15]83, i.m.
lion, with initials N-T above ropes, 6.71 g (Del. 1039), slightly
crinkled, otherwise better than very fine
£300-400

‡1136
Netherlands, William II, 10 gulden, 1842 (Sch. 502), edge and

surface marks, extremely fine and very rare [860 pieces struck]
£1,200-1,500

‡1145
Netherlands, 10 gulden (13), 1877, 1897 (6), 1911, 1913 (2),
1925 (2), 1926, 1932, very fine or better (14)
£500-550

‡1137
Netherlands, William II, 10 gulden, 1842 (Sch. 502), edge and
surface marks, extremely fine
£1,200-1500

‡1138
Netherlands, William II, 10 gulden, 1848 (Sch. 500), hairline

marks on obverse, otherwise good extremely fine, a brilliant
proof, extremely rare
£1,800-2,200

‡1139
Netherlands, William II, 5 gulden, 1843 (Sch. 503), virtually
mint state, rare
£800-1,000

‡1146
Netherlands, Wilhelmina (1890-1948), 10 gulden (2), both
1898 (Sch. 944), good very fine (2)
£180-220
‡1147
Netherlands, Wilhelmina, 5 gulden, 1912 (7) (Sch. 754),
generally good very fine (7)
£200-250
‡1148
Netherlands, gold medals (6), Juliana commemorative, 1959;
Silver Wedding of Queen Juliana and Prince Bernhard, 1962;
Death of Queen Wilhelmina, 1962; 150th Anniversary of the
Kingdom, 1963 (2); 25th Birthday of Princess Beatrix, 1963, total
gold wt. 42.93 g, mint state (6)
£240-260
‡1149
Norway, Oscar II (1872-1905), 20 kroner-5 speciedaler, 1876,
extremely fine; 10 kroner-2½ speciedaler, 1874, good fine (2)
£200-300
‡1150
Norway, Oscar II, 10 kroner, 1877, very fine; 20 kroner, 1902,
about extremely fine (2)
£180-220

‡1140
Netherlands, William II, 5 gulden, 1843 (Sch. 503), good
extremely fine, rare
£700-900

‡1141
Netherlands, William III (1849-90), 20 gulden, 1853 (Sch.
544), has been mounted above bust, otherwise good very fine
and extremely rare [136 pieces struck]
£600-800

‡1151
Peru, Ferdinand VI (1746-59), 8 escudos, 1752, Lima, assayer J
(Cayon 10132; OM 715), metal fault behind bust, otherwise very
fine
£800-1,000
‡1152
Peru, Ferdinand VI, 8 escudos, 1758, Lima, assayers JM (Cayon
10166; OM 725), gilded and ex-ring mount, fine
£350-400
‡1153
Peru, Charles III (1759-88), escudo, 1770, Lima, assayers JM
(Cayon 11451), obv. fault, fine
£100-150

‡1142
Netherlands, William III, 10 gulden, 1851 (Sch. 546),
extremely fine, reverse better, rare
£800-1,000

‡1143
Netherlands, William III, 5 gulden, 1851 (Sch. 548), virtually
mint state
£600-800
‡1144
Netherlands, William III, 5 gulden, 1851 (Sch. 548), good
extremely fine
£500-700

‡1154
Peru, Charles IV (1788-1808), 8 escudos, 1789, assayers IJ
(Cayon 13606), edge irregular above bust, otherwise very fine,
reverse slightly better
£400-500
‡1155
Peru, Charles IV, 8 escudos, 1805, Lima, assayers JP (Cayon
13748; OM 1192), has been mounted, otherwise good very fine
£200-250

‡1165
Peru, 50 soles (3), 1930 (2), 1931, last mounted, very fine and
scarce (3)
£700-900
‡1166
Peru, 100 soles (3), 1951, 1954, 1957, 50 soles, 20 soles, both
1959, 5 soles, 1957, libra (2), 1902, 1905, half-libra, 1907, fifthlibras (2), 1910, 1961, generally extremely fine or better (11)
£1,000-1,200
‡1156
Peru, Ferdinand VII (1808-22), 8 escudos, 1813, Lima, assayers
£400-450
JP (Cayon 15531; OM 1395), about very fine

‡1167
Philippines, Isabel II (1833-68), 4 pesos (2), both 1868, 2
pesos, 1861, peso, 1861 (Cayon 16338, 15354, 16494), peso with
score mark behind bust, generally good fine (4)
£120-150

‡1157
Peru, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1813, Lima, assayers JP (Cayon
15531; OM 1395), faults both sides, good fine
£350-400

‡1158
Peru, Ferdinand VII, half-escudo, 1816, Lima, assayers JP
(Cayon 15230), very fine and very rare
£400-600
‡1159
Peru, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1821, Lima, assayers JP (Cayon
15598; OM 1406), fault to left of bust, very fine
£280-320

‡1168
Philippines, Alfonso XII (1874-85), 4 pesos, 1882 (Cayon
16641), better than extremely fine, rare thus
£400-600
‡1169
Portugal, Sebastian (1557-78), 500 reais, Lisbon, 3.34 g (Gom.
28.03; FV 09), lightly clipped, fine
£100-150

‡1160
Peru, Republic, 8 escudos (3), all Cuzco, 1830, assayer G, 1840,
assayer A (2) (OM 2242; 2253), all with weaknesses, otherwise
good fine to very fine (3)
£500-600
‡1161
Peru, Republic, 8 escudos, 1853, 4 escudos, 1854, both Lima,
assayers MB, fine (2)
£220-250

‡1170
Portugal, Peter II (1683-1706), 2,400 réis, 1689 (Gom. 30.02;
FV 24), minor crease marks, otherwise very fine
£400-600

‡1171
Portugal, Peter II, 1,200 réis, 1690 (Gom. 28.03; FV 36), minor
edge crease, good fine and rare
£200-300
‡1162
Peru, South Peru, Estado Sud Peruano, 8 escudos, 1837, assayers BA (OM 2249), almost extremely fine, rare thus
£600-800

‡1172
Portugal, John V (1706-50), moeda, 1710 (Gom. 32.04, FV
122), almost very fine
£350-400

‡1163
Peru, South Peru, Republica Sud Peruano, 8 escudos, 1838,
assayers MA (OM 2251), good very fine, rare thus
£500-700
‡1164
Peru, 8 escudos, 1863, assayer YB (OM 2281), very fine; 20
soles (3), 10 soles, all 1863 YB, good fine to very fine (5)
£750-800

‡1173
Portugal, John V, half moeda, 1714 (Gom. 27.08; F.V. 219),

minor edge crease and faint edge adjustment marks, otherwise
good fine and rare
£250-300

‡1174
Portugal, John V, quartinho, 1733 (Gom. 22.25; FV 299),
adjustment marks, fine; cruzado novo, 1744 (Gom. 19.14; FV
239), has been shaved, fine; half escudo, 1729, later shield type
(Gom. 42.08; FV 333), very fine (3)
£150-200

‡1175
Portugal, John V, quartinho, 1713 Porto (Gom. 23.01; FV 306),
usual fault to right of shield, good fine and very rare £600-800

‡1182
Portugal, Peter IV (1826-28), peça, 1826 (Gom 09.01; FV 01),
traces of mounting, good fine
£300-400

‡1183
Portugal, Maria II (1834-53), peça, 1834 (Gom. 10.01; FV 03),
extremely fine
£500-700
‡1176
Portugal, John V, dobra, 1729 (Gom. 58.06; FV 11), better
than very fine and scarce
£2,000-2,500
‡1177
Portugal, Joseph I (1750-77), peça, 1753 (Gom. 41.04; FV 03),
very fine
£200-250

‡1184
Portugal, Maria I, Decimal System, coroa, 1851 (Gom. 37.03;
FV 08), very fine and toned
£120-150

‡1185
Portugal, Peter V (1853-61), 5,000 réis, 1860, 2,000 réis,
1857, 1,000 réis, 1855 (Gom. 09.01, 10.02, 12.01; FV 01, 04,
08), very fine or better (3)
£180-220

‡1186
Portugal, Luis I (1861-89), coroa, 1879 (Gom. 17.02; FV 02),
bagmarked, extremely fine
£250-300

‡1178
Portugal, Joseph I, peça, 1762 (Gom. 41.13; FV 09), traces of
mounting above, otherwise very fine and scarce
£250-300

‡1187
Portugal, Luis I, coroa, 1881 (Gom. 17.04; FV 04), scuffed,
good very fine; and half coroa, 1863 (Gom. 15.02; FV 12), very
fine (2)
£300-400

‡1179
Portugal, Maria I (1786-99), peça, 1792 (Gom. 20.03; FV 13),

obv. struck from worn dies and reverse with faint adjustment
marks, otherwise good very fine
£250-300

‡1180
Portugal, John Prince Regent (1799-1816), peça ‘de Jarra’, 1802
(Gom. 27.01; FV 01), almost extremely fine, with peripheral red
toning on the obverse, very rare thus
£2,500-3,000
‡1181
Portugal, John VI (1816-26), peça, 1822 (Gom. 18.06; FV 04),
obverse centre weak, almost very fine
£180-220

‡1188
Portugal, Luis I, half coroas (2), 1871, 1888 (Gom. 16.05,
16.16; FV 17, 28), some scuffs, extremely fine (2)
£250-300

‡1189
Romania, Carol I (1866-1914), 20 lei 1870 C, good fine and
rare
£200-250
‡1190
Romania. 20 lei (3), 1888, 1922 (Coronation), 1944; Poland,
20 zlotych, 1925, first good very fine, others extremely fine or
better (4)
£200-250

‡1198
Russia, Elizabeth I, rouble, 1756 (Uzd. 4078; Sev. 199), very
fine
£150-200

‡1191
Romania, Carol I, 40th Anniversary of Reign, 1906, 100 lei,
good very fine
£400-600
‡1192
Romania, Carol I, 40th Anniversary of Reign, 1906, 100 lei,
better than very fine
£350-400
‡1193
Romania, Carol I, 40th Anniversary of Reign, 1906, 50, 25, 20
and 12½ lei, very fine or better (4)
£350-400

‡1194
Russia, Peter the Great (1682-1725), 2 roubles, 1721, type
without palm branch on breast (Uzd. 33; Sev. 90), minor fault
beneath bust, better than very fine
£700-900

‡1199
Russia, Catherine the Great (1762-96), 10 roubles, 1783, St.
Petersburg (Uzd. 151; Sev. 331), obverse struck from worn dies,
very fine, reverse better
£500-700

‡1200
Russia, Catherine the Great, 5 roubles, 1785, St. Petersburg
£350-400
(Uzd. 155; Sev. 335), very fine and toned
‡1201
Russia, Catherine the Great, rouble, 1779 (Uzd. 4088; Sev.
322), obv. scratch, very fine; half-rouble, 1777 (Uzd. 4086; Sev.
312 A), better than very fine (2)
£200-300

‡1195
Russia, Peter the Great, 2 roubles, 1721, similar to the last
(Uzd. 33; Sev. 90), faults either side of the bust, otherwise
better than very fine
£500-700

‡1202
Russia, Nicholas I (1825-55), platinum 12 roubles, 1833 (Uzd.
374; Sev. 610), only about fine but very rare [255 pieces struck]
£1,000-1,200

‡1196
Russia, Elizabeth I (1741-61), 10 roubles, 1756, St. Petersburg
(Uzd. 85; Sev. 216), flan crack to right of bust, otherwise better

than extremely fine, with original mint bloom, rare
£2,000-3,000
‡1203
Russia, Nicholas I, platinum 6 roubles, 1830 (Uzd. 366; Sev.
595), good fine
£600-800

‡1197
Russia, Elizabeth I, 2 roubles, 1756, St. Petersburg (Uzd. 4075;
Sev. 207), almost very fine
£200-250

‡1204
Russia, Nicholas I, platinum 3 roubles (3), 1828, 1832, 1842
(Uzd. 362, 373, 403; Sev. 594, 605, 637), first fine, others very
fine (3)
£500-700
‡1205
Russia, 5 roubles (5), 1854, 1860, 1864, 1885, 1886, fourth
polished, very fine or better (5)
£300-350

‡1206
Russia, Alexander III (1881-94), 3 roubles, 1883 DS (Uzd. 285;
Sev. 518), almost extremely fine and scarce
£200-250

‡1214
Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, double excelente, Seville, S
between busts, annulet below, ermine above (Calico 64 var.),
better than very fine
£700-900

‡1207
Russia, Alexander III, 10 roubles, 1890 (Uzd. 305; Sev. 543),
good very fine and very rare
£600-800
‡1208
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles, 1897 (2), 10 roubles, 1899 AG,
7½ roubles, 1897, 5 roubles, 1899 EB, Soviet Union, chervonetz,
1923, very fine or better (6)
£350-400

‡1215
Spain, Charles II (1665-1700), 4 escudos, 1699, Seville,
assayer M, obv. legend ends GRAT. (Cayon 7343), very fine and
toned
£600-800

‡1209
Serbia, Milan Obrenovich IV (1868-89), 20 dinara (2), 1879,
1882, 10 dinara, 1882, last very fine, others better (3)
£150-200
‡1210
South Africa, ponds (2), 1894, 1898, half-pond, 1897, very
good to fine; sovereigns (2), 1929, 1932; half-sovereigns (2),
both 1926; proof pounds (2), 1957, 1960; proof half-pounds
(2), 1954, 1960; 2 rand and rand, 1962, extremely fine and
better (13)
£500-550

‡1216
Spain, Philip V (1700-46), 2 escudos, 1741, Seville, assayers PJ
(Cayon 9104), very fine
£300-400
‡1217
Spain, Philip V-Charles III, half-escudos (8), 1745, 1747, both
Seville, assayers PJ; 1747, 1754, 1758, all Madrid, assayers JB;
1761, 1773, both Madrid, assayers JP and 1788, Seville, assayer C
(ex-mount) (Cayon 8850; 9919, 9921, 9938, 9946, 11355, 11380
var., 11413), 1773 extremely fine, others fine to very fine (8)
£200-300

‡1211
Spain, Enrique IV (1454-74), castellano, Seville (Cayon 1478),
some obverse weakness, very fine and rare
£800-1,000

‡1212
Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella (1469-1504), double-excelente,
Seville, S between busts, pellet beneath (Calico 51), very fine
£600-800

‡1213
Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, double excelente, Seville, similar
to the last (Calico 51), some weakness to legends, otherwise
very fine
£500-700

‡1218
Spain, Charles III (1759-88), 8 escudos, 1775, Seville, assayer
CF (Cayon 12070; OM 831), heavy contact wear indicating
former ring mounting, only fine but very rare
£300-400

‡1219
Spain, Charles III, 8 escudos, 1786, Seville, assayer C (Cayon
12181; OM 840), almost very fine
£400-600

‡1220
Spain, Charles III, 4 escudos (2), both 1786, Madrid, assayers DV
(Cayon 11907), one with obverse faults, otherwise very fine (2)
£300-400

‡1228
Spain, Joseph Napoleon, 80 reales, 1809, Madrid, assayers AI
(Cayon 13877), extremely fine and attractively toned £200-250
‡1229
Spain, Joseph Napoleon, 80 reales, 1811, Madrid, assayers AI
(Cayon 13879), about very fine
£100-120
‡1221
Spain, Charles III, 4 escudos, 1787, Seville, assayers CM
(Cayon 11921), very fine
£150-200
‡1222
Spain, Charles III, 2 escudos, 1775, assayers PJ, escudos (5),
1787, assayers DV (4), and 1788, assayer M, all Madrid (Cayon
11659, 11568 (4), 11577), fine to very fine (6)
£300-350

‡1230
Spain, Ferdinand VII (1808-33), 2 escudos (2), 1829, 1832,
both Madrid, assayers AJ (Cayon 15415, 15421); half-escudo,
1817, Madrid, assayers GJ (Cayon 15233), very fine or better
(3)
£150-200
‡1231
Spain, Ferdinand VII, 2 escudos (2), both Seville, 1808,
assayers CN, 1820, assayers CJ (Cayon 15317, 15393),
generally very fine (2)
£120-150
‡1232
Spain, Ferdinand VII, 2 escudos (2), 1811, 1812, both Cadiz
mint, assayers CI, undraped bust type (Calico 15330, 15338),
both about very fine (2)
£140-160

‡1223
Spain, Charles IV (1788-1808), 4 escudos, 1796, Madrid,
assayers MF (Cayon 13526), extremely fine
£250-300
‡1224
Spain, Charles IV, 2 escudos (2), 1800, Seville, assayers CN,
1807, Madrid, assayers FA (Cayon 13411, 13461), good very
fine or slightly better (2)
£150-200
‡1225
Spain, Charles IV, a contemporary forgery in platinum of a 2
escudos, 1801 Madrid, assayers FM (Fuchs 198), very fine, with
considerable original gilding; together with escudo, 1798,
Madrid, assayers MF (Cayon 13239), very fine (2)
£120-150

‡1226
Spain, Charles IV, escudo, 1789, Madrid, assayers MF (Cayon
13172), extremely fine and attractively toned, scarce £100-150

‡1227
Spain, Joseph Napoleon (1808-13), 320 reales, 1810, Madrid,
assayers AI (Cayon 13886; OM 1331), obverse marks but about
extremely fine, reverse better, very rare thus
£5,000-7,000

‡1233
Spain, Isabella II (1835-68), 80 reales (3), 1836, Seville,
assayers DR, 1840, Barcelona, assayers PS, 1845, Madrid,
assayers CL; 100 reales, 1855, Seville; 20 reales, 1861; 4
escudos, 1865 Madrid (Cayon 16386, 16401, 16424, 16452,
16336, 16368), very fine or better (6)
£400-450
‡1234
Spain, Alfonso XII (1874-85), 25 pesetas (3), 1876, 1880,
1881, 10 pesetas, 1878 (Cayon 16599, 16606, 16609, 16597),
good very fine and better (4)
£300-350
‡1235
Spain, Alfonso XIII (1885-1931), 20 pesetas (4), 1889, 1890,
1899 (2) (Cayon 16709, 16710, 16712), one 1899 extremely
fine, others very fine (4)
£200-250

‡1236
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas, 1892 (Cayon 16711), scratch
on cheek, very fine and rare
£500-700

‡1237
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 100 pesetas, 1897 (Cayon 16714), scuffed,
otherwise good very fine
£400-600

‡1238
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas, 1904 (Cayon 16713), scuff
marks, otherwise extremely fine and very rare
£1,000-1,500
‡1247
Switzerland, Fribourg Shooting Festival, 1934, 100 francs,
good extremely fine and rare
£800-1,000

‡1239
Sweden, Karl XIII (1809-18), ducat, 1812 (SM 4), slight

weakness to reverse arms and a few minor marks, extremely
fine
£400-600

‡1248
Switzerland, Lucerne Shooting Festival, 1939, 100 francs,
good extremely fine
£200-250
‡1249
Switzerland, Lucerne Shooting Festival, 1939, 100 francs,
extremely fine
£180-220

‡1240
Sweden, Karl XV (1859-72), ducat, 1862 (SM 3); carolin, 1869
(SM 12), extremely fine or better (2)
£250-300
‡1241
Sweden, Oscar II (1872-1907), 20 kronor, 1878, 10 kronor (2),
1874, 1901, 5 kronor (2), 1884, 1901, the second with edge
bruise, good very fine to better than extremely fine (5)
£200-250
‡1242
Sweden, Gustav V (1907-50), 20 kronor, 1925, bagmarked,
extremely fine
£150-200

‡1250
Switzerland, Campilioni, medallic 100 francs, 1958 (Bruce X2
(but dated 1950)), virtually mint state
£200-250
‡1251
Syria, pounds (2), half-pound, all 1950; Saudi Arabia, dinar
hashimi, AH 1334, year 8; guineas (3), all AH 1370, extremely
fine or better (7)
£300-350

‡1243
Switzerland, Berne, ducat, 1794 (DT 491), faint crease mark,
otherwise about extremely fine
£250-300
‡1244
Switzerland, Zurich, quarter-ducat, 1692 (DT 1063c), severely
creased, fine; Confederation, 20 francs (3), 1886, 1891, 1909,
10 francs (2), 1913, 1922, very fine or better; 150th Anniversary
of the Canton of Aargau, 1953, gold medal, by the Berne mint,
27.09 g, good extremely fine (7)
£350-380

‡1245
Switzerland, Zurich, quarter-ducat, 1745 (DT 416s), virtually
mint state
£150-200

‡1252
Tangier, First Banking Corporation, Hercules, undated (1954)
(KM 250), edge bruises, extremely fine
£200-250
‡1253
Tunisia, Mohammed al-Sadiq Bey (AH 1276-1299), 100
piastres, AH 1279; Ali Bey (1882-1902), 10 francs, 1891;
Mohammed al Hadji Bey (1902-06), 20 francs, 1903; Ahmad
Pasha Bey (1929-42), 100 francs, 1935, first good very fine, last
virtually mint state, others very fine (4)
£300-350

‡1254
Tunisia, Mohammed al-Amin Bey (1943-57), 100 francs, 1954,
virtually mint state
£200-300

‡1246
Switzerland, 100 francs, 1925, good very fine and rare
£1,500-2,000

‡1255
Turkey, Abdul Mejid (AH 1255-77), 100 piastres, year 19, 50
piastres, year 16; Abdul Aziz (AH 1277-93), 500 piastres, year
10, generally very fine, first better; 500 piastres, year 9 and 100
piastres, both mounted and gilt (5)
£450-500

‡1256
Turkey, Abdul Hamid II (AH 1293-1327), 500 piastres de-luxe, year 27, extremely fine and attractively toned

£400-500

‡1257
Turkey, Abdul Hamid II, 500 piastres de-luxe, year 27, similar to the last, struck from slightly rusty dies, about extremely fine

£350-400

‡1258
Turkey, Abdul Hamid II, 500 piastres (2), years 29 and 32; 100 piastres, year 16, good fine; 50 piastres (2), years 11 and 32, extremely
fine (5)
£450-500
‡1259
Turkey, Mohammed V (AH 1327-36), 250 piastres, year 1, 100 piastres, year 10; Mohammed VI (AH 1336-41), 50 piastres and 25
piastres, both year 1, generally good very fine (4)
£200-250

‡1260
Turkey, Republic, 500 piastres de-luxe, 1928, extremely fine and scarce

‡1261
Turkey, Republic, 500 piastres, year 20, traces of mounting,
very fine; 100 piastres (2), years 32 and 38, 50 piastres and 25
piastres, both year 38, virtually mint state (5)
£300-350

£250-300

‡1264
Turkey, Republic, a set of monnaies de-luxe, 1961,
comprising 500, 250, 100, 50 and 25 piastres, first with toning

spot on obverse, otherwise virtually mint state [619 500
piastres struck] (5)
£380-420
‡1265
Vatican, Pius XI (1922-39), 100 lire, 1962; Pius XII (193958), 100 lire (4), 1940, 1950, 1951, 1957, extremely fine or
better (5)
£400-500
‡1266
Vatican, gold medals (5), Pius XII (2), 1958, rev., St. Peter’s;
undated, by Heraeus; John XXIII, undated, by Mistruzzi; Second
Vatican Council, 1962, pair of medals, unsigned, total gold
weight, 46.11 g, virtually mint state (5)
£250-300

‡1262
Turkey, Republic, 500 piastres, year 29, good extremely fine
and very rare [137 pieces struck]
£300-350

‡1267
Venezuela, 5 venezolanos, 1875, 20 bolivares (4), 1879, 1904,
1911, 1912, 10 bolivares (9), all 1930, very fine or better (14)
£300-350

‡1263
Turkey, Republic, 250 piastres, year 38, good extremely fine
and rare [245 pieces struck]
£120-150

‡1268
Venezuela, 100 bolivares (3), 1888, 1889 (2), one 1889 with
edge bruises, generally very fine (3)
£500-550

‡1269
Venezuela, pattern 5 bolivares, 1930, by Karl Goetz, in gold, facing bust of Juan V. Gomez, rev., arms, 36 mm, 37.46 g (Kienast 398),
virtually mint state
£500-700

‡1270
Yugoslavia, Alexander (1921-34), 4 ducats, 1932, ducat, 1931, 20 dinara, 1925, first two counterstamped with ear of corn on obverse,
extremely fine or better (3)
£350-400

SILVER COINS

‡1271
Bolivia, Charles III, cob 8 reales, 1770, fine; Belgium, 5 francs, 1848, good very fine; other mainly 19th century world crowns (10) and
other silver (3), including France, Louis XIV, half-écu, 1652 C, this ex-mount, mostly fine or better (15)
£200-250

‡1272
Netherlands, Holland, silver 3 gulden, 1684 (Del. [silver] 1128), extremely fine and toned, rare

END OF SALE

£400-600

Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd.;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
in association with

Sale Title:
Coins and Historical Medals
Date:
25-26th May 2004
Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden
45 Maddox Street
London W1S 2PE
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325

(please print or type)

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email

Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but
not exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot
by placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, AMEX, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick ഋ
Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Methods of Payment
Morton & Eden Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.
Wire Transfer to our Bank
Lloyds TSB Bank plc
10 Hanover Square, London W1S 1HJ
IBAN No:
GB94 LOYD 3093 8401 2112 05
BIC No:
LOYDGB21055
Sort Code:
30-93-84
Account No: 01211205
Account Name: Morton & Eden Ltd.
Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no charge for debit cards.
By signing this form you are authorizing
payment for this sale.
Sterling Bankers Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank
Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognized UK
bank. We require seven days to clear a cheque
without a letter of guarantee from your bank.

ª

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

